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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
The subject of inquiry is the theology of Harvey Cox.
Therefore, that v/hich follows will show where this present writer"
intends to go and how he expects to get there.
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Cox has spoken about the need for a "theology of secular-
2ization."^ He has reaffirmed that the basic thesis of his book. The
Secular City, is "that secularization should be welcomed as an
occasion requiring maturity in man . . , ."^ Therefore, this study
has to do with secularization and how it affects the Harvard Professor's
thought.
The word itself is slippery and imprecise because it is ill-
constructed. An important side of reality� the divine side� is left
out. Yet, secularization has no existence apart from God. Harvey
Cox bviilds upon Friedrich Gogarten and Dietrich Bonhoeffer. If, with
Bonhoeffer, one may see "secularization as a 'necessary and positive
�^The designations, "the present writer," "this writer," "this
present writer," as they appear throughout the thesis, always refer to
the author of this work. The Quest Beyond the Secular City Debate.
%arvey Cox, "The Church In East Germany," Christianity and
Crisis, XXIII (July 22, 1963), 136.
%arvey Cox, "Afterx^ord," The Secular City Debate, ed. Daniel
Callahan (New York: The riacmiilan Company, 1965), p. 194. This source
herein afterward referred to as Debate.
1
2counterpoint in God's symphony,'"'^ why not formulate a word that
makes explicit this concern?
If within "secularization" Harvey Cox makes room for the
initiative of God, why not symbolize that fact by placing him in
primary position within the term "secularization" itself? One would
then speak of sacra-secularization or the Christian sacra-secular
city.^ It may be questioned, however, whether secularization exists
now or ever did exist. Rather, there exist the sacra-secularization
process and the secular-sacralization process. The secular-sacral-
ization process is really sometimes a positive and respectable deviant
of the sacra-secularization process, on the hand, and sometimes a
refined and negative variant on the other hand of the satanic-secular
dynamic. A theology of sacra-secularization is being suggested as
an alternative to Cox's proposal of "a theology of secularization."
IMPORTANCE OF THE STUDY
Some important questions will be considered throughout the
thesis. They point to a justification of this present study. The
questions are as follows:
How is an affirmation of transcendence in a culture whose
mood is radically and relentlessly immanentist maintained? Can God-
^Harry E. Smith, Secularization and the University (Richmond,
Virginia: John Knox Press, 1968), p. 66.
-'The present writer has coined the terminology sacra-secular
ization as an alternative to secularization. "Sacra" refers to the
sacred or divine side of the process. By the same token, the Christian
sacra-secular city is a theological model which is an alternative to
Harvey Cox's model, "the secular city."
3talk be carried on without religion? Is it possible to speak in a
secular fashion about God? Can secular man get away with a purely
pragmatic solution to his socio-historical problems? Can he, after
all, afford to ignore metaphysics? What is the significance of the
secularization of the world for the church or for preaching?
Are all the winds of revolution inspired and directed by the
Spirit of God? When does God use revolution to pull dovm the mighty
and to exalt those of low degree? Is the Kingdom absent wherever there
is not revolutionary change going on? Should theologians simply write
theologies of social change?
Traditional Christian eschatologies have frequently been so
inward or so transcendental that any hope for this world has been
eliminated. Or, if not this, they have uncritically identified
specific Utopian visions with the Kingdom of God, Therefore, what
may man hope for today? The Christian's task is to grow to maturity
in this world and to help move the Global City" to worldwide maturity.
But how is all of this to take place? In this regard, instead of
erecting the model of "the secular city," would it be more helpful to
think in terms of working together with God in building the Christian
sacra-secular city?
�The designation, "Global City," has been coined by the present
writer to refer to the population explosion. This population explosion
seems destined to cover the earth as one vast megacity in which
humanity will be increasingly compressed and pressured together. The
words are capitalized to indicate that "Global City" is a colossus and
is likely to become more literally a global colossus.
4OBJECTIVES OF TEE STUDY
The general purpose is to focus attention on some of the
strengths and weaknesses of the Harvard Professor, noting as often as
necessary the contributions of other critics. Such an analysis will
enable the present writer to go beyond the secular city debate. Cox
himself spoke of going beyond Bonhoeffer:
we need each other. We can only stop misusing
Bonhoeffer separately when we see our misuses in the
light of someone else's, when we hear our reading
questioned by those who read the same words differently
.... Within the crossfire of criticism we may be able
to go 'beyond Bonhoeffer.' For we may find much to our
surprise that many of the notions we were attributing
to him are our own, but are good ideas anyway and worth
defending, even if they contradict a Martyr. Only x^7hen
we have reached that point will we be able to speak
seriously about our 'coming of age.'^
To go beyond Cox, means an attempt to come closer to a vital
balance in theology. The concern for a vital balance in theology is
a concern for a theanthropocentric approach to reality. The '"the"
aspect is dominant and the "anthropo" is recessive, but not at all
inactive or unimportant in an essential theanthrcpocentric unity
within the world.
Furthermore, new terminology will be proposed, defined, and
developed within the framework of this thesis , The new terminology
may seem a bit cumbersome at first. Nevertheless, such terminology
should indicate more systematically that which is really involved in
the idea of secularization. Cox's own theology is not a completely
'Harvey Cox, "Using and Misusing Bonhoeffer," Christianity and
Crisis, XXIV (October 19, 1964), 201.
5;ular theology, because the sacred does make its entrance from
le to time. Nevertheless, the exit of the sacred dimension seems
be far more conspicuous for the frequency and duration of its
arture. Hence, the present writer is interested in avoiding that
t of thing. Therefore, perhaps it is time to be concerned for
al balance in secular theology. Perhaps it is time to fashion
er the loving jurisdiction of God a sacra-secular piety. Perhaps
is time to construct under the same auspicious jurisdiction a more
plete sacra-secular culture.
STARTING POINT AND ASSUMPTIONS
Harvey Cox and this present writer must surmount Richard L.
enstein's criticism about categories. Rubenstein's criticism is
licable to both writers. About Cox, Rubenstein writes:
If he means that only certain events express the
realization of the Kingdom, he reduces the theology
of history to his own special collection of likes and
dislikes concealed under the rubric of categories such
as 'mature,' 'immature,' 'tribal,' 'ritualistic,' and
the like. 8
s, an adequate starting point and critical principle is needed.
present writer starts with a thoroughgoing authority of God in
ist in Scripture which, in turn, sets forth God's Kingdom and the
gdom of Satan in an unabashedly dualistic fashion, i.e., the conflict
the ages .
^Richard L. Rubenstein, "Cox's Vision of the Secular City,"
ate, p. 135.
6Yet, by what criterion does one choose the authority of God
as a starting point? The only satisfactory option is "the sufficiency
of the evidences."^ The evidences are of two types: the external
evidence which is from the several fields of knowledge, and the
internal evidence which is from the Scripture itself. Such evidence
is available and applicable to the problem, i.e., a criterion for the
authority of God in Christ in Scripture.
Nevertheless, how does one keep from choosing only that external
and internal evidence which accords with one's preconceived ideas? The
dictum of Gordon H. Clark is helpful.
But if one system can provide plausible solutions
to many problems while another leaves too many questions
unanswered, if one system tends less to skepticism and
gives more meaning to life, if one worldview is consistent
v/hile others are self-contradictory, who can deny us,
since we must choose, the right to choose the more
promising first principle. 10
One must still evaluate reality through one's own eyes. The
beholder cannot escape himself. All thinkers must start somewhere.
The theologian of culture may use a variety of techniques�historical,
social, scientific, phenomenological�but his analysis of a situation
is informed at all times from a particular frame of reference, i.e.,
his knowledge of theology
^Edward J. Carnell, The Burden of S<^ven Kierkegaard (Grand
Rapids: William B. Eerdman's Publishing Company, 1965), p. 170.
-'�^Gordon H. Clark, A Christian View of Men and Things (Grand
Rapids: Wm, B. Eerdman's Publishing Company, 1952), p. 34.
l%arvey Cox, The Feast of Fools (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard
University Press, 1969), p. 177.
7The conclusion reached here is that a worthy starting point
needs to be concerned with a full-orbed treatment of things. In
developing a full-orbed view of things, God and his authority is
assumed. Also, a world of men and things under God is matched with
a total method. A total method is partial to using anything that will
shed light on the initial premise, i.e., a world of men and things
under God. Such a method is primarily the way of faith and reason
within experience. Further, the thinker, who employs such a method,
does not worship before the shrine of fanaticism nor bow low before
the Goddess of Reason. He uses both revelational message and rational
mind as a check and balance upon the other.
A legitimate and commendable task is to determine what man is
by nature. What is not commendable is a bifurcated approach which
studies man alone without God and in solitude, bound up with himself
and the race. The proper study of man is man, but not man apart from
God. It may be permissible to begin with man if sooner or later the
study yields to a reciprocal movement in which God has a chance to be
for man and man for God. This means that God is given a chance to
begin making over anew this strange creature who once bore more fully
the image that God had stamped upon him in the beginning. Only then
will man better apprehend man aright, i.e., wholistically . Only then
will man's predicament be answered with an adequate solution, i.e.,
wholeness of life through the loving jurisdiction of God in Christ in
Scripture which, in turn, enables him to assume responsibility together
with God for this world through a vitally balanced sacra-secular life
8style. This kind of an involvement in reality is more likely to
provide a position in which to rise above the danger that lurks in
the secret pool of every man's imagination, i.e., making God into
man, making man into God.
METHODOLOGY AND SOURCES
When Harvey Cox discerns the locus of theology as the "jagged
edge where the faithful company grapples with the swiftest currents of
12the age,"-^'^ he is pointing to the importance of crisis situations for
people who are concerned to know the meaning of Christian existence
in the "secular city." Further, Cox has said that "the first thing
the Church must always do is to find out where God is on the move in
his world today, and then make all possible haste to be there with
him."-'-'^ In The Secular City, the task is similar, with a slight
Harvey Cox, "The Place and Purpose of Theology," Christian
Century, LXXXIII (January 5, 1966), 7. Cf. also Cox's "jagged edge"
with Bonhoeffer 's "razor edge." "The way the Son of God trod and the
way we too must tread is that of citizens of two worlds on the razor
edge between this world and the kingdom of heaven." Dietrich Bon
hoeffer, The Cost of Discipleship (New York: The Macmillan Co., 1963),
p. 212.
Cox also admits that he has "learned a lot more from Paul
Tillich" than he often acknowledged. "I believe creativity often
emerges from what sociologists call 'marginal' situations." "Tired
Images Transcended," The Christian Century, LXXXVII (April 1, 1970),
384. Cf . also Paul Tillich. "The boundary is the best place for
acquiring knowledge." On the Boundary (New York: Charles Scribner's
Sons, 1966), p. 13. In this regard of "on the boundary," notice
the revealing significance of the table of contents of Tillich 's
book and also pp. 42, 81. It is of special interest to note Tillich 's
concern with the boundary between the secular and the sacred." Ibid.,
p. 174.
"'�"^Harvey Cox, God's Revolution and Man's Responsibility (Valley
Forge, Pa.: The Judson Press, 1965), p. 104. On this point James M.
9variation wherein he speaks of "that ref lection-in-action by which
the church finds out what this politician-God is up to and moves into
work along with Him."-'-^
It may be asked whether Cox has helped much with his idea of
the "politician-God." Cox's politician-God cannot be a substitute
for nor be dealt with apart from theological categories of vital
balance. Such categories should help the theologian of culture to
distinguish more adequately between this or that political issue.
Cox has been criticised on the grounds that "he rather too readily
overlooks the alienating effects of the secular city, its great power
to victimize."-*-^ Can it be that this is the result of inadequate
categories by which to discern more sufficiently between the complex
issues of good and evil in our time? Perhaps so. Yet, it must be
Gustafson makes a comment and offers a critical remark. "Christians
are 'to discern the action of God in the world and to join in His
work. ' For a sweeping generalization, there is nothing wrong v7ith
this. The issues come in the refinements, and on this score Cox has
not helped us much as yet. Surely everything that is occurring in the
world is not completely under the domination of God's purposes." "A
Look at the Secular City," Debate, pp. 14-15.
Cf. also. Max L. Stackhouse. "Values of both a positive and a
negative sort are built into the cultural and social setting, and . . .
it is a question of finding where in the ethos God is at work sustain
ing, maintaining, transforming, vindicating and judging, and of finding
where powers, structures, hardened hearts and self-celebrating persons
and groups are inhibiting the fulfillment of all His promises." "To
day's City: Threat or Promise," Debate, p. 33.
^^arvey Cox, The Secular City (New York: The Macmillan Co.,
1965), p. 255.
�'�-'Bernard Murchland, "How Do We Speak of God Without Religion?",
Debate, p. 18.
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kept in balance that Cox does focus on certain power structures such
as "the emerging cult of The Girl" and "The Playboy. "^^ Indeed, often
in his writings, particularly in Christianity and Crisis, all sorts
of social issues merit his concern and he writes a good deal with a
tongue-in-cheek style. Nevertheless, Cox too often is "for" things
that he should be "against" and "against" things he should be "for."
Richard L. Rubenstein cites Cox, who is for, and others who
are against, Saul Alinsky's Woodlawn experiment. Then he raises two
very important questions:
The prophet's role is a hazardous one. Are we to
interpret the Kingdom in terms of today's newspaper
reports or are we to await the more balanced assess
ment of the historian writing long after the fact?
When and how do we really know that the Kingdom is
breaking in upon us?-^^
Therefore, categories are needed by which to detect where the
action is, who the participants are and what side they represent.
Current social issues are perplexing. Some way is needed to detect
more adequately what is directly willed of God to happen through human
agents and what is permitted of God for Satan to work out through human
channels. In short, can categories of vital balance, which are of a
general and more specific nature, be set up in which to sharpen the
quest for naming the whirlwinds, whether they are in the service of the
kingdom of Satan or in the service of God's Kingdom? The direction in
� �Cox, The Secular City, pp. 192f.
17Richard L. Rubenstein, "Cox's Vision of the Secular City,"
Debate, p. 131.
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which the present writer intends to move is not foolproof.
A theological method that Harvey Cox recently adopted, and
which he thinks offers possibilities, is the method of "juxtaposition"
in which he "sees the disrelation between inherited symbol and present
situation, not as a lamentable conflict to be resolved, but as a
"piquant cacophony" to be preserved . He further explains this
method of juxtaposition as that which
requires the most skillful and imaginative work.
It demands both a firm grasp of the tradition, and an
insight into modern sensibility, plus a capacity to
juxtapose them in a way that will introduce a new
critical awareness, and a fresh appreciation for both.^*^
Cox has presented the problem differently. He too admits
no pat formula. Speaking of Father Greeley, one of the "secular city"
debaters. Cox states: "I am sure that we would both confess that the
dilemma of how to preserve what is humanizing and enriching from our
religious and ethnic traditions, while discarding those elements which
dwarf and divide us, is a crucial problem for urban living today, one
for which there is no pat formula." "An Exchange of Views," Debate,
p. 113.
^.^Cox, The Feast of Fools, p. 132.
^^Ibid. , pp. 136-37. Others have espoused methods that have
a general resemblance to that of Cox and each others. Drawing attention
to Paul Tillich 's "method of correlation," Cox explains that "he
[Tillich] began by analyzing the questions implicit in culture and then
went on to show how the 'symbols of faith' correlate with these questions.
In my view, the relation between faith and culture is a more complex
one." Cox continues by referring to a "faith-culture interaction."
Ibid., p. 176.
Thomas Altizer points up Mircea Eliade's method of positing "a
sacred that is the opposite of the profane" and indicates that he looks
forward to an "ultimate dialectical synthesis of all the expressions
of the sacred." Altizer mentions that "Eliade himself has chosen the
great task, as yet unfulfilled, of exploring the meaning of the coinci-
dentia oppositorium throughout the whole vast range of the history of
religion with the goal of arriving at the meaning of the universal
sacred." Mircea Eliade and the Dialectic of the Sacred (Philadelphia:
The Westrainster Press, 1963), pp. 18-19.
Altizer also refers to Teilhard de Chardin's method and raises
an "if" proposition. "If Teilhard 's method is fully dialectical, it
12
Harvey Cox's method is not that of "neatly balancing" the
data. 21 This present writer thinks that ic can be done insofar as
anyone is able to think wholistically. Major categories are plausible
and the data could be neatly balanced if the beholder were not limited,
more or less, by finite judgement. In this view, "neatly balancing"
means a balancing of tension as well as of unity.
Christendom and the world are likely to perish if each cannot
receive into itself the authentic sacred which is not dead but alive.
The authentic sacred is not opposite from the secular. Neither does
the authentic secular stand over against the sacred. There are
distinctions between the sacred and the secular. Yet, both are not
direct opposites which have no possibility of a unity�a unity with
out coalescing together so that each loses its identity. There is a
proper synthesis and a proper disjunction between them.
The present writer's method is to unite and to keep apart the
most extreme correlatives of reality, bringing together and keeping at
a distance the eternal and the temporal, the infinite and the particular,
God and man. An infinite qualitative difference does not exit be-
tween God and man. If such a difference were to exist, there could
will finally unite its positive and negative poles, collapsing its
initial distinction between God and the world, and ultimately allowing
God and the world to stand forth in some kind of primordial or
eschatological unity." Ibid., p. 142.
'21cox, The Feast of Fools, p. 133,.
"^^In comparing Hegel and Barth, Daniel Fuller notes that "Hegel
had a dialectic of a thesis and antithesis which x^ere brought together
in a higher synthesis, but in the Dialectical Theology of Barth, God
and the world were in antithesis which could not be synthesized because
13
be no mutual relationship. The extreme position of opposing opposites
could not permit it. The present writer holds that a coincidence of
correlatives allows, not for an infinite but a distinctive qualitative
difference betx-zeen God and man, and between the sacred and the secular.
Each exists in its own right and yet each is related to the other.
Furthermore, in the case of man, his dependent relationship to God is
more obvious, but in connection with God, the relationship to man is
less clear for God has chosen not to exist all alone in his own right.
God needs and wants man in order to fulfil his purposes in the world.
Truely, then, there may be said to exist a reciprocal influence
between even the most extreme correlatives. The Hebrew-Christian
faith reveals that man was and is to be again "made in the image of God."
"Made in the image of God" does not have "opposite" status.
The method of this present writer is not to negate either the
authentic sacred or the authentic secular. It is rather to affirm
them both and to do so in a particular fashion, a dialectical fashion,
not of the contradiction of opposites, but of a somewhat paradoxical
tension and vital balance of correlatives.
Accordingly, the Christian sacra-secular city is a pilot model
for the possibility and perspective of theological construction. Such
a model should serve as a guide for a theology of vital balance. The
broad dual category of the sacra-secular can be subdivided into less
God could come no closer to touching the world than a tangent can to
touching a circle. Earth's theology was dialectical in the sense that
it dealt with opposites of a 'yes' and 'no' variety." Daniel P. Fuller,
Easter Faith and History (Grand Rapids, Michigan: William B. Eerdmans
Publishing Company, 1965), p. 85.
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general directives by virtue of the inherent dynamic that resides
therein and which, therefore, sensitizes, cultivates and combines
23
such attracting semipolar facets as the following: 1) this-
worldly-other-worldly , worldly-holiness, the revolutionist-saint;
2) an adult-childlike nature; 3) an introvertive-extrovertive nature;
4) faith-works, socio-personal gospel, individual-social concern,
passion for souls-passion for societal justice; 5) revelational
message-rational mind; 6) faith-reason, a reasonable-faith; 7) v7ork-
play; 8) objective-subjective balance, and so forth.
The extent of wholeness or distortion of the above as parts
of a life style determines the placement of participants or programs
of action within either 1) the sacra-secular city or 2) the satanic-
secular city. Each basic part has either a somewhat dominant or
recessive status according to whether the part partakes of first or
second position, i.e., the (dominant) sacra-secular (recessive) city.
Further, the satanic-secular life style points to a personage such as
Hitler or the cultic practice of Satan worship whereas the secular-
satanic pertains to a less pronounced deviation which, nevertheless,
is by no means a mild distortion.
The (dominant) secular-sacral (recessive) category of reality,
it would appear, is sometimes a positive and respectable deviant of
Extreme polarity as over against semipolarity is that which
would cancel out one side or the other; for instance, certain polar
facets repel and negate such as love vs. hate, pleasure vs. pain. Yet,
even with the latter there is such a thing as the joy-cry or as the
Japanese would say, "I cry for happy." A possible example might be
a v7oman giving birth to a baby. The suggestion here is that semipolar
ity attracts and supports vital balance of certain polar facets and
hence produces wholeness of life.
15
the sacra-secular order and sometimes a refined and negative variant
of the satanic-secular dynamic. Hence, the secular-sacral category
of reality turns out to really be in the service of Satan's kingdom.
Furthermore, in this double sense, this writer proposes that the
secular-sacral category refers to 1) humanism, 2) other living
religions besides sacra-secular Christianity which fall short of the
better covenant. Nevertheless, those other religions will be judged
according to the light and truth in which they participate. 3) Over-
pronounced "Christian" deviations which point up the immaturity and
sometimes the unauthentic life of hyperfundamentalism, on the one
hand, and the irresponsibility and often the unauthentic life of
radical liberalism on the other.
In conclusion, authentic history arises from within the sacra-
secular milieu and from the outworking of the sacra-secular process
which is a reality there. In the opposite direction the complex
syndrome of the satanic-secular, the secular-satanic and the negative
side of the secular-sacred is not open-ended. Within its drive and
direction such a syndrome carries along its own defeat when it finally
comes around full circle in a boomeranging pattern. Yet, it does not
have to be that way because the sacra-secular process is open-ended
and has promise for a wonderful world tomorrow.
The satanic-secular, the secular-satanic and the negative side
of the secular-sacred which comes once and again as evil and unauthentic
Cf. Hebrews 7:19, 22; 8:6; 9:23; 10:34; 11:35.
16
history heaped up and running over, is doomed to apocalyptic-like
failure. This apocalyptic feature is God's built-in safety valve
and balancing or leveling process of world judgement which may come
again and again until that apocalyptic comes which shall consummate
all proleptic apocalyptic.
The purpose and goal of this section on methodology and
sources has been an attempt at developing a method and set of cate
gories by which to describe reality more adequately� to tell it like
it is� to sharpen awareness of who is responsible for the action and
whether the action is first of all in the service of the Kingdom of God
or whether the action is for the advancement of Satan's kingdom. God
may indirectly or eventually use that whicti is in the service of
Satan's kingdom. Such a possibility, however, is quite different frcm
the Church and its members giving full support and action to a particular
movement or method of protest such as the Black "Panthers, the Weather
men and draft card burners. It should go without saying, of coarse,
that Christian love and concern for the persons involved therein should
not be withheld either from the official pronouncements of the Church
or from those Christians who are given access and passing entrance to
such circles of protest.
Theory and practice must have a reasonable balance in order
for the adherents to partake of authenticity. Furthermore, Cox is
right to agree with Bonhoeffer
that the church must make its preaching specific
and concrete. It must be against this war or for
17
that economic program and say so with no ambiguity.
A church under grace can afford to be concrete since
God does not call it to be infallible. He does call
it, however, to be faithful and relevant. 25
But what does it mean to be "faithful and relevant," for
instance, in the matter of this war, the Viet Nam War? The question
is not easy to answer. Nevertheless, the truth may be seen more in
a tension between being faithful, on the one hand, and relevant on the
other. Being faithful implies that one is against war, period, and
that includes the Viet Nam War. A major power cannot and should not
go to war every time a small nation faces aggression either from
within or from without by another small power. What is relevant,
though, is 1) that
in this world, national as well as international
peace depends on the power to restrain the violators
of peace. 26
This means, however, that a big power should sign its treaties and
honor its alliances in such a way that no combat troops nor bomber
crews are made available unless, of course, said country is being
attacked by another major power. Another point of relevancy is 2)
that bomber coverage like the present missions in Laos run the risk
of pulling another major power. Red China into an ever-widening war
that could possibly end in a nuclear holocaust. The larger relevancy
of the situation then means that there is a world to think about and
'^�'Cox, "Beyond Bonhoeffer? The Future of Religionless Christ
ianity," Debate, p. 209.
^^Paul Tillich, On the Boundary (New York: Charles Scribner's
Sons, 1966), p. 95.
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not only South Viet Nam. A further point of relevancy on the other
side is 3) since the United States has been fighting there for
quite some time, although erroneously, and therefore has been responsible
for this kind of encouragement to the South, it is the heighth of
naivete to suppose that she can disengage at the snap of a finger
without devastating repercussions for South Viet Nam. The last point
of relevancy that is brought to bear on this complex issue is 4) that
the surrounding little powers which are adjacent to actual or potential
power struggles need to wake up to assume their share of the peace
keeping responsibility by entering into alliances with their neighbors,
despite deep historic differences. Otherwise, the big powers should
let them sink in their apathy, but only for the sake of the large
whole - the Global City.
Finally, since power struggles are inevitable in this kind of,
on the one hand, satanic-secular world, then the big powers who
supposedly know what is at stake for the Global City, and who are
supposedly more mature, ought to assume responsibility for actual or
potential fighters only as a trainer and referee seeing to it that the
fighter is properly equipped and gets a fair fight. The outcome should
be in the hands of the fighters themselves. If a trainer-referee jumps
into the ring, then that changes the complexion of the matter altogether
and has a right to invite active retaliation on the part of the other
trainer-referee, i.e., the other super power(s).
Chapter 2
BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH OF HARVEY COX
An appreciation of Harvey Cox, his personal life, his training
and work, his theological method, and his religious position, should
be helpful in order to evaluate his significant contributions to
contemporary theological thought. The purpose of this chapter is to
provide an understanding of the Harvard Professor himself.
HIS PERSONAL LIFE
Harvey Gallagher Cox, Jr., grew up in Malvern, Pennsylvania
while his father made a living painting houses . Honors in high school
included his being president of the student body and the senior class.
During his teens he saw a rough, seamy side of human nature when he
worked on cattle and relief ships to Poland and Germany.
Cox is musically inclined and plays a number of musical instru
ments. He also made the marching band while he was at the University
of Pennsylvania. He is married to a drama major from Oberlin, and they
have three children, Martin, Sarah and Rachel. Soon after their
marriage, Nancy and Harvey moved to East Berlin to serve as messengers
between cultural and religious groups of Berliners cut apart by the
newly built Berlin wall.
He was a "Mauerratte," an under- the-wall-rat , twice interrogated,
once for several hours, by the Volkspolizei. Thus, he has not only
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lived dangerously but also on the boundary in situations of encounter.
He helped open the Christian-Marxist dialogue and he knew that he
could not do it honestly without deliberately making himself available
to the best of Marxist insights.
Coming home from East Berlin, a call came to the Cox's by way
of the black riots. They moved into the heart of Roxbury, Boston's
largest ghetto. Incidently, the Cox's came to Roxbury the day of
John Kennedy's funeral. While they were in the ghetto, no harm came
to them, but their home was broken into several times and some valuable
items were stolen.
For seven years the family lived in the ghetto. Thus, the
Cox family had time to deal with the way in which a white family
relates to the ghetto. Mr. Cox and his family have moved recently.
They are in their new home now which is in a predominantly white
district closer to Harvard, and they are in search of a simpler life
style. Bicycles are used as much as possible while the automobile
is
used only sparingly. A short time ago Harvey Cox was interviewed,
and
in answer to a question he said.
Well, we've been living since June without a
telephone, and I want to tell you that it is fantastic.
You know the instantaneous kind of little leap people
make when the telephone rings - away from any conver
sation, away from anything they're doing^because they
have to answer that goddamned telephone.
^Charles Eager, "Experimenting with a Simpler Life Style,"
The
Christian Century, LXXXVIII (January 6, 1971), 10.
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In addition, another young couple is living with the Cox's in
kind of a modified communal arrangement in which everyone, including
the men, share the home chores. Cox points out that there has to be
understanding and tolerance. He is quite frank to say that
you have to start with just something as simple
as (chuckles) whose bottle of wine is this?^
As a youth. Cox attended an American Baptist Church, the pastor
of which had been a college roommate of evangelist, Billy Graham. As
an ordained. Baptist minister Cox now goes into situations that involve
too much risk, or probably look too sinful to most men of the cloth.
His zest for life and involvement are seen by his respectful attention
to black militants, an arm around the shoulder of a draft-protesting
student facing a mob, his gentle humor in the nude baths of the Esalen
Institute.
About a year ago Harvey Cox had an interview with himself and
The Christian Century printed the results. In that interview Cox states:
How has my mind changed? It has changed when I
have deliberately placed myself in situations that
have challenged my fondest premises, that have forced
me to deal with feelings and ideas that have previously
scared or bewildered me.'^
2lbid., p. 13.
^The two main sources for this section are T. George Harris,
"Religion In the Age of Aquarius - A Conversation with Theologian
Harvey Cox," Psychology Today, III (April, 1970), 63, and "Cox: Promise
Exceeds Peril," Christianity Today, XII (November 10, 1967), 49.
Harvey Cox, "Tired Images Transcended," The Christian Century,
LXXXVII (April 1, 1970), 386.
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He talks about theologians consciously placing themselves "in
those vulnerable situations where our minds can be reached (and, hope
fully, even changed) by the Spirit that bloweth where it listeth."^
HIS TRAINING AND WORK
After a B.A. with honors in history at the University of
Pennsylvania, Harvey Cox took his B.D. cum laude at Yale Divinity
School in 1955. He has taught theology at Andover-Newton and Harvard.
But his Ph.D. is in the history and philosophy of religion, and he is
now Professor of Church and Society at Harvard.
Cox has acknowledged the influence of Karl Barth and has
indicated that he probably owes more to Paul Tillich than he has hither
to given credit. Other lesser lights, but by no means unimportant,
include: Dietrich Bonhoeffer, Friedrich Gogarten, Gerhard von Rad, Hans
Hockendyjk, Paul Lehmann, and Richard Niebuhr. More recently he points
to the contributions of Teilhard de Chardin and Ernest Bloch. Contempo
rary sociologists of religion have also been influential: Robert
Bellah, Peter Berger, and Thomas Luckmann.
The Harvard professor has written four books, of which The
Secular City, a surprise best-seller (600,000 copies; translated in 11
languages including Catalan) brought him national prominence. His 164
articles and essays have appeared in such diverse media as Playboy, The
Christian Century, Look, Daedalus, Commonweal, National Catholic
Reporter (film reviews) and Christianity and Crisis.
^Ibid.
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Currently Harvey Cox is working on a paper dealing with the
religious significance of technology. It will probably be called, "The
Symbolic Significance of Technology." He wrote his Ph.D. dissertation
on the subject but is now using a mixture of methodologies derived
from Lloyd Warner, Kenneth Burke, sociologist Hugh Duncan and Paul
Ricoeur, the French phenomenologist. He is also building on the
pioneer work done in the field by Emile Durkheim and more recently by
Mircea Eliade.
HIS THEOLOGICAL METHOD
Harvey Cox is quite eclectic in his approach to reality as the
above attests. He does not hesitate to make use of a number of
methodologies. He does have a high regard for a biblical perspective.
Yet, in light of historic Christian faith, his warm appreciation for
the Bible can be questioned on the grounds of his biased selection of
categories and his inadequate principles of hermeneutics . Furthermore,
if secular man and his way of life is as all-sufficient as Cox says,
then any talk about assuming a biblical perspective is beside the point.
Harvey Cox, "Tired Images Transcended," The Christian Century,
LXXXVII (April 1, 1970), 384-85.
^Cox has been criticized for his treatment of Scripture. James
H. Smylie "finds him sometimes volatile, neglecting because of his
selectivity categories of the Bible which are essential in any exami
nation of his subject." "Sons of God in the City," Debate, p. 11. In
the same volume George W. Peck asks : "And by what critically spelled-
out principle(s) of hermeneutics do we extract from the passage an
alleged kernel which suits our purpose and reject the remainder because
it apparently does not?" "The Secular City and the Bible," Debate, p. 40.
�Daniel Callahan, "Toward a Theology of Secularity," Debate,
pp. 98-9.
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The Harvard professor is persuaded that the Christian theological
affirmation informs one's social analysis, that the theological input
does not follow after the social analysis, but precedes and enlightens
it. He is convinced that the theologian sees things which he might
not otherwise have seen from only an empirical standpoint. A Christian
vision of man's possibilities and of the possibilities of history and
society is, therefore, informed and, in fact, motivated by the hope of
Q
the Kingdom of God.^ On the one hand. Cox's point of view is good as
far as it goes, but the crucial point is "the Christian theological
affirmation" and whether it squares with the New Testament point of
view in all of its primary concerns . An affirmation which does not
square with the New Testament will distort the informing process to
that degree. Also, knowledge of "the Kingdom of God" is a must, as the
Professor maintains. Yet, knowledge of the Kingdom of Satan is also
gravely important in order to see what negation of the Kingdom of God,
^"Christian Realism: A Symposium," Christianity and Crisis,
XXVIII (August 5, 1968), 181-82. It may be significant that the
Professor's convictions appeared here after The Secular City Debate
in which Bernard Murchland faults him on the grounds that he "looks
first to the situation, to what is going on, and then follows with a
theological justification. The problem here is that there is no
guarantee that what is there calls for such justification. This is a
fallacy of functionalism that has in recent history led us up all
sorts of blind alleys - Hitler's war,, for example." "How Do We Speak
of God Without Religion," Debate, p. 19.
In the same volume Ruel Tyson focuses on "Cox's schema, which
stresses continuity of the secularization process, its direction
toward the goal of final secularity," and goes on to say that it "is
strained by his perception of the religious residue and of new forms
of religious experience in contemporary culture. The schema thus
structured cannot allow for resacralization as well as for secular
ization. Often his descriptions of contemporary life require a
dilectical movement between the secular and the sacral processes; it
is this dialectic that a goal-oriented, linear schema cannot provide."
"Urban Renewal in the Holy City," Debate, p. 53.
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to the degree that it is negated, means for modern living. Therefore,
Cox's categories do not appear to be broad enough or sharp enough. He
does not succeed in determining who is doing the action, for which
kingdom .
Harvey Cox's over-all method is to gaze with steady eye at the
face of modern living which most offends the religious and cultural
savants and declare: "You are good, and if you are not we can make you
so.""*"^ It should be emphasized, however, that the "you" of social
change is both good and bad, and no, "we" cannot make it "so"�good.
Only the authority of God in Christ in Scripture, in the whole Scripture,
which has come alive in more and more men for daily living can suf
ficiently roll back the tide of the tumultuous tendencies of our times
toward apocalyptic doom.
HIS RELIGIOUS POSITION
Professor Cox is concerned about labels and relationships.
Cox's understanding of them reveals something of his religious position.
"Wherever any label becomes an artificial barrier between myself and
anyone else, it is better for me to sacrifice the label than to
sacrifice a relationship."''""'" There is truth here, but also danger.
How far should one go? Labels, if they are correct, signify a way of
life. Whether a man lives up to the label is another question. However,
should a way of life be deliberately sacrificed for a little season in
"'"Daniel Callahan, "Toward a Theology of Secularity," Debate,
p. 92.
�'��'"Harvey Cox, God's Revolution and Man's Responsibility (Valley
Forge: The Judson Press, 1965), p. 108.
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favor of another face for the sake of a relationship? For example,
what does Harvey Cox's profanity signify? In at least two different
and incidentally rather recent articles the following "responsible"
language expressions appear: "those goddamned rationalists" (he puts
this outburst in the mouth of age of aquarius people); "If you're a
Taurus and I'm a Taurus, my god, immediately xje've got a secret
intimacy (Cox himself is speaking here; it is his own "thing" this
time.). "Hell, no." (Again, this is Cox),-"-^ "that goddamned telephone"
(Cox again) .
If the foregoing profanity refers to a slip of the lip�an
unintentional yielding to temptation� that is one thing for which a
Christian man asks forgiveness. However, if the profanity is more or
less a calculated risk to have a particular rapport with the younger
generation of hippies, Yippies , neomystics and new militants, many of
whom are so inclined to use this language, then does this position not
become more than a setting aside of labels? Does it not say something
about a person's allegiance to Christ?"'-'^ Is Cox following the way of
"holy worldliness" or perhaps better� the way of worldly-holiness which
emphasizes holiness within a legitimate sacra-secular life style? The
^"^T. George Harris, "Religion in the Age of Aquarius - A Con
versation with Theologian Harvey Cox," Psychology Today, III (April,
1970), pp. 45, 62.
�'�^Charles Fager, "Experimenting With a Simpler Life Style,"
The Christian Century, LXXXVIII (January 6, 1971), 10.
�'"^Cox is concerned about allegiance to Christ and has a fine
statement on the subject. One wonders why it should not pertain to the
matter of profanity. Cf. "The decision to say 'Jesus Christ is kyrios ,
'
'Jesus is Lord,' is really to say that he is the one to whom I owe my
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question is this: Should light and darkness be interchanged, even for
the sake of rapport, or a relationship? Would Jesus or Paul have used
profanity? Would such a usage not be a violation of an authentic sacra-
secular life style?
In conclusion, the position that Cox takes concerning labeling
and profanity does not appear trivial and may be symptomatic of a deep
seated problem of which one may not be fully conscious, i.e., a lack
of reverence for life� the life of God�but also the life of men or
at least some men ("those goddamned rationalists"). True, in the one
instance Cox himself did not use profanity as he put the words in a
properly conceived setting. Yet, he did not think it necessary to
qualify the fact that such profanity would not be his way to verbally
condemn another party. Since he also has castigated inanimate objects
at least once in print ("that goddamned telephone") a reasonable
suspicion remains as to what he might do. Be that as it may, the main
thrust of the matter is this: Cox's religious position at this point
is unbecoming to one who talks so robustly of man coming of age and
assuming mature responsibility.
What of Harvey Cox's theological position? Cox is not afraid
to use the rapier on, as he says, "some of our happily morbid American
theologians, for whom God's absence can only mean his certain death. "-'-^
obedience - not the United States of America, not my personal whims,
not my family, not my state, not my race; none of these things can claim
my highest allegiance, for Jesus alone is my commander-in-chief." Cox,
God's Revolution and Man's Responsibility, p. 117.
��-Harvey Cox, "New Phase in the Marxist-Christian Encounter,"
Christianity and Crisis, XXV (November 1, 1965), 227.
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For him radical theology holds no promise as does the theology of
hope. He rather views the former "as a symptom of our sickness, not
as a solution."-'-^ He also says that he differs "basically with
Nietzsche and his modern theological followers. It is not the death
of the Wholly Other, but a call from him that enables man to become
the creator of his own world and city."''"^
Other positive considerations are in order. The Harvard
Professor refers to his own background and position. He points out
that he
was able to reclaim the heritage of revivalist Baptist
pietism and evangelicalism, l^ which wasn't very well spoken
for at most good Protestant divinity schools .... Like
any other religious tradition it needs to be refined and
interpreted, but I think there's an insight there that is
a necessary balance and dilectical correction to the one
that I was socialized into in my theological education. 1^
His concern for balance continues when he remarks that "too
often our traditionalists have no interest in emerging issues and our
pioneers feel they must exude a lusty disrespect for anything that hap
pened before 1961."^^ Further, Cox thinks that "Christianity has often
l^Cox, The Feast of Fools, p. 126.
-'�^Harvey Cox, "Cox on His Critics," Christianity and Crisis,
XXV (December 13, 1965), 274.
�'�^While Cox speaks warmly of "evangelicalism," it is reported
that "Cox retains little in common . . . with the evangelical tradition."
"Cox: Promise Exceeds Peril," Christianity Today, XII (November 10, 1967),
49.
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"Christian Realism: A Symposium," Christianity and Crisis,
XXVIII (August 5, 1968), 182f.
^Harvey Cox, "Beyond Bonhoeffer? The Future of Religionless
Christianity," Debate, p. 207.
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adjusted too quickly to the categories of modernity" but also "has not
yet accomplished the badly needed intellectual reformation of the
faith. "21
Harvey Cox's position takes another positive turn in a different
direction by way of implication in his appreciation for Bonhoeffer.
Bonhoeffer celebrated the dignity of man as the crown
jewel of God's creation. Like Luther, he opposed any good
work as a precondition of God's unbounded grace, even if
it be the good work of somehow making oneself religious 22
However, a crucial question can be raised: How well does Cox guard
against "the good work of somehow making oneself religious"? He speaks
about "an antiquated orthodox definition of who God is" and then hurls
a challenge, which draws the counter challenge that people who live in
glass houses should not throw stones. The challenge is this: "I would
prefer to differ with the orthodox at a more basic level of the
argument and insist that the God they say is alive and the others say
is dead is just not God."''-' Cox also makes his position quite clear
�^�'�Cox, Feast of Fools, p. 14. On Cox and modernity cf . Harmon
R. Holcomb . "He has no desire to reduce the Bible to sociological
truths about the city or to tailor the Gospel to fit the shape of modern
man. That Cox omits some biblical motifs is true, as Charles West has
sensitively indicated with reference to the Cross, sin, alienation, and
death (see pp. 59-63). But as Cox's appreciative response to West
suggests, a modification of the book can take account of these admittedly
serious omissions." Harmon R. Holcomb, "How to Speak of God in a Secular
Style," Debate, pp. 170-71.
22harvey Cox, "An Exchange of Views," Debate, p. 119.
Cox, God's Revolution and Man's Responsibility, p. 8. It is
notev7orthy that Cox invites and seemingly feels comfortable within an
aura of ambiguity. Cf . his remark: "I am not at all unpleased to be
adjudged 'orthodox' and indeed ' chalcedonian' by Dr. Lehmann (designations
that both Bishop Myers and Dr. Little might dispute) . I am grateful to
Dr. Lehmann for helping me to be both orthodox and radical." "Cox on His
Critics," Debate, p. 86.
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when he says, "My own theological perspective leads me to discount any
supernatural 'overhead' or 'God-out-there. '"^^
However, 'God-out- there' in the infinite recesses of the universe,
but who is also God down here is, therefore, qualitatively different
from man who is for all practical purposes entirely down here. 'God-
out- there' is then an over-arching safeguard from making God into man
and making man into God. In addition. Cox has been commended in The
Secular City Debate for returning to origins. This is so to some extent,
nevertheless his God appears to be smaller than the biblical God and
rather earthbound. It is necessary, right, good and proper to be
concerned with the earth, but a God who is too earthbound and hardly
any greater than the earth or man himself is not likely to be considered
big enough to aid man or be really very much out in front of man in the
solution of earth's problems.
Finally, if the orthodoxy that Cox is referring to is not a dead
orthodoxy, then his religious position is equivalent to rejecting at
least in part what the New Testament says about God. The question then
is: How much of the New Testament position about God can one reject
without placing oneself in the throne room, sitting in judgement and
hence running the risk of "somehow making oneself religious"?
Therefore, the possibility exists that "Harvey Cox is firmly
within the naturalistic tradition and the consequences for theology
could be very significant . "25 The possibility also exists in relation
�^^arvey Cox, "Afterword," Debate, p. 179.
^^Bernard Murchland, "How Do We Speak of God Without Religion?"
Debate, p. 22.
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to Cox and others that "the robustness of religious humanism of the
thirties has been sharply modified" by the architects of the humanisms
of our time. Yet, the crucial problem is whether political activism,
which stands centrally located skyscraper-high in Cox's architecture
of technopolis, can provide a sufficient "set of concepts and symbols
for a religiously based form of humanism. "^^
Further substantiating information regarding Cox's political
activism can be ascertained from the professor's own books as well as
from how his mind and position has been modified. The Harvard Educator
explains something of his book, God's Revolution and Man's Responsibil
ity (1965).
There is such an emphasis in this book on man's
responding to God's holy initiative. Even the title
of the book begins with what God is doing, with what
man does forming the derivative element of the title. ^7
This is a positive, well balanced, theanthropocentric statement. It
has a great deal of commend it over the title and much of the contents
of The Secular City (1965) . The Secular City is said to be postmythical
and postmetaphysical although even this has been questioned as to
whether it really is. Cox apparently accepted the validity of
"^"Harold B. Kuhn, "New Humanisms For Old," Christianity Today,
XIII (January 31, 1969), 44.
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- Cox, God's Revolution and Man's Responsibility, p. 10.
John Macquarrie refers to James Alfred Martin that "Cox's
position 'bristles with unspecified and hence unexamined metaphysical
assumptions of its own.'" See further for larger treatment of the
subject on the same page. John Macquarrie, God and Secularity, ed.,
William Horden, New Directions in Theology Today, Vol. Ill (Philadelphia:
The Westminster Press, 1967), p. 16.
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criticism at this point for after kicking the mythical and metaphysical
out the door of The Secular City, he allows them to come back in
through the windows of The Feast of Fools (1969) in his treatment of
fantasy and religion. In fact. Cox remarks about a theological input
that has influenced his thinking.
One is- in response to people who rightly excoriated
me for being so anti-religious in The Secular City.
Perhaps I have over-compensated nowl I am getting very
interested in religion as a phenomenon in human society
and history .... I think one of the unfavorable
things we have inherited from neo-orthodoxy is its almost
total disinterest in other religions. 29
Harvey Cox also points out that "when I wrote The Secular City,
it was at the end of a phase. The Feast of Fools marks the beginning
of a phase. It opens up themes that I'll probably be working on for
a long time to come.''^^
Cox was soundly criticised in The Secular City on the basis that
"change is not the only mark of the presence of the Kingdom of God."^-'-
He must have taken this seriously for he counterbalanced his "politician
God" with "Christ the harlequin" in The Feast of Fools. In The Secular
City, Cox's goal is to get people to work together while in The Feast
of Fools he wants to motivate people to be happy and festive together.
"^^"Christian Realism: A Symposium," Christianity and Crisis,
XXVIII (August 5, 1968), 188.
�^^Harvey Cox, "Tired Images Transcended," The Christian Century,
XXXVII (April 1, 1970), 85.
^�^James M. Gustafson, "A Look at the Secular City," Debate,
p. 15.
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Also, in the latter he takes an affirmative look at neo-mystics and
the new militants whose revolt against injustice he attempts to fit
into the theology of hope. It is highly commendable that he speaks
of the compelling need of the Christian�of everybody� to say yes
to life.
Chapter 3
BEYOND HARVEY COX IN RELATION TO
THE ETHOS OF THE CITY
In part. The Secular City is an affirmative evaluation of
today's megacity. Cox is right about affirming life. The affirmation
of life, or better, the affirmation of the positive aspects of life,
even in the so-called secular, urban world is a sign of health and
vital balance. Yet, the word secularization is not the best term
doing justice to the dual realities (i.e., the sacred as well as the
secular) that make an impact upon the human phylum. Nevertheless, the
idea that secularization is "the occasion that calls the church to an
exodus out of the stifling Egypt of Christendom . . ."-^ is worth taking
seriously. Cox no doubt sees "the stifling Egypt of Christendom" as
that bondage which is within certain circles or among certain
constituents of the Church. In this situation of bondage the Church
is unable to celebrate life and particularly the extension of man's
freedom and responsibility.
As a corrective Cox has said something worthwhile. But his
view of the ethos of the city cannot be maintained in such an overstated
position. The urban scene is a "secular" coin that has two sides
�^Harvey Cox, "The Church in East Germany," Christianity and
Crisis, XXIII (July 22, 1963), 136.
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representing the two faces of man. Furthermore, as a result of The
Secular City Debate, Cox admitted that the new secular scene is not
an "unqualified good." Instead he proposes that the crucial thing
about the present situation is that the stakes have been raised in the
possibilities for both good and ill.-^
Therefore, the affirmation of life and the alienation of life
need to be held in tension� in a vital balanced perspective. It has
been well said that
some of us are persuaded that the city is neither
as evil as the incurable romantics contend nor as good
as some of its protagonists believe. 4
Cox does not have, or at least has not had, a balanced
perspective of technopolitan man and metatechnics . The praise has been
too high-sounding too long without enough of a counterview on his part.
The thread that seems to be central upon which all else hangs is the
subjective-objective issue.
For example, both anon3miity and mobility emerge as a sort of
Dr. Jekyll-Mr. Hyde phenomena according to the use that the participants
are able to make of them. Both can be and often are harnessed in the
work of creating new possibilities for the emergence of a more just
and humane society. However, there is another side. See Daniel
Callahan, "Toward a Theology of Secularity," Debate, p. 99. Also,
Rubenstein's overall criticism is devastating. He attacks Cox's all
too positive view of the corporation and the university, the way Cox
demolishes his opponents , his lack of appreciation of Angst and William
James' "Sick Soul," his success oriented theology and place of anonymity
and mobility for an elite minority, his onesided picture of Camus who
finally in Rubenstein's view is not an atheistic Christian, but one
who rejects the very messianism which permeates Cox's work. "Cox's
Vision of the Secular City," Debate, p. 138f .
�^Harvey Cox, "Afterword," Debate, p. 192.
^Harold B. Kuhn, "The Old 'New Worldliness,'" Christianity Today,
XII (December 8, 1967), 56.
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In this matter Friedrich Gogarten sees a hypertrophy which he
calls "subjectivism." This does not mean a lack of objectivity in the
sense of allowing one's prejudices to interfere with research. Gogarten
builds on Heidegger's idea that "man has become the subjectum who
throws himself do\<m. as the foundation upon which 'all that is in the
manner of its being and its truth is grounded.'"^
Larry Shiner further interprets Gogarten by saying:
When autonomy is experienced as an absolute, the world
is transformed into a neutral field of objects and the person
is transmuted into a world-viewing subject. In the original
autonomy of man opened up in faith [the present writer would
say by the Christian sacra-secular process] , independence
meant the maturity of a son who bore his freedom in the
knowledge of his rootedness in the mystery of his life with
others in the world [the present writer would say a rootedness
within the sacra-secular milieu] . But for the modern experience
personhood does not reside in this belonging but in independence
conceived as an end in itself [the present writer would say,
therefore, not of an independence that partakes of the sacra-
secular life style but of the secular-sacra, or of the secular-
satanic, or even the satanic-secular life styles]
The result of all this is a kind of "optical illusion" in which
'"wherever modem man may turn, in all that he encounters, he encounters
himself. '"7 It is an introversive situation in which man, having gone
into a far country away from the divine mystery of the Father, has gotten
"himself tied in a contorted knot of self-reflection. "�
-*Larry Shiner, The Secularization of History (Nashville:
Abingdon Press, 1966), p. 43.
6lb id. The inserted material is a way of saying essentially
the same thing only in the present writer's words.
^Ibid., p. 44. %bid.
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Lewis Mtunford develops the issues somewhat differently. He is
another writer who should be taken seriously and who is concerned about
technopolitan man, "the interplay" of his "subjective and objective
life," and what is likely to be the outcome. He links up the lack of
balance with the past history of the race. He indicates that for the
better part of three centuries, the orthodox exponents of science
neatly screened out all that did not fit into "their mechanical world-
picture." He concludes that
they thus committed in reverse the error of the early
Christian Fathers who had suppressed any interest in the
natural world in order to concentrate upon the fate of
the human soul in eternity. 9
Witness the strange phenomenon of a growing scientific world view over
the years which has by now reached the grass roots level of the average
technopolitan man and which represents "those who strained at the
theological gnat and swallowed the scientific bat."-'-^
Science is part of man's history and authentic science and
authentic history arise from the sacra-secular process which is at work
in the sacra-secular milieu. Both authentic sacra-secular science and
unauthentic secular-sacra science are illustrated by Melville's mad
captain in Moby Dick. "'All my means and methods are sane; my purpose
is mad. '"11
The means and methods of science, which are a result of God's
initiative, are also at the same time a human response to that initiative
Lewis Mumford, "The Pentagon of Power," Horizon, XII
(Autumn, 1970), 10.
lOibid. 14b id., p. 12.
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by which the ideas become man's very own. They are internalized with
in by thinking God's thoughts after him either consciously or
unconsciously. Even so, there is a realm of semi-sovereignty for man
in which the particular shapes in the city of stone and glass and steel
are man's very own ideas. God is at work, however, in the ongoing
sacra-secular process and God has certain particular ideas of inventive
ness which become a reality through pliable and willing minds. Beyond
that, this writer thinks that man is free to express his own creativity
at will. In other words, the "means and methods" of science "are sane"
and are the result of the initiative of the Spirit of God, who has
moved, as it were, upon the face of many waters and turned the switch
of genius in a million minds .
Yet, the other half of the captain's word in Moby Dick� "my
purpose is mad"�can be spelled out in terms of "uncontrolled change."
Uncontrolled change� "change only for the sake of further change, such
as megatechnics now imposes"-'-^�does not partake of authentic sacra-
secular science, but of unauthentic secular-sacral science. The
"sacral side" is still retained because 1) God made science possible
to begin with and even now permits man to operate science within a
considerable measure of freiedom, even if it often means distortion.
Nevertheless, the secular side is dominant and the sacral side is
recessive. 2) God is great enough ultimately to have his way with all
major distortions when the fate of the earth and its inhabitants are
finally at stake. In other words, "uncontrolled change" will finally
Ibid., p. 14.
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turn back in on itself in the process of judgement upon a world of
men and things in the grasp of unauthentic secular-sacral science.
Perhaps it would still be valid to represent God's action of world
judgement, which may be directive or permissive, and which is upon
a scientific world soul that is running wild, losing control, as the
counteractive work of the sacra-secular dynamic. Yet, perhaps it
would depend upon whether the counteractivity is the directive or the
permissive will of God.
The last reason for retaining the sacral side in a secular-
sacral combination is 3) that "The Pentagon of Power" is an ideology
which, when it
conveys such universal meanings and commands such
obedience, it has become, in fact, a religion and its
imperatives have the dynamic force of a myth.-'--^
Mumford continues with his penetrating insight and scathing remarks.
No other religion has ever produced so many manifestations
of power, has brought about such a complete system of control,
has unified so many separate institutions, has surpressed so
many independent ways of life, or for that matter has ever
claimed so many worshippers who by word and deed have testi
fied to the kingdom, the power, and the glory of its nuclear
and electronic gods. The miracles performed by the tech
nocratic priesthood are genuine; only their claims of
divinity are spurious . �^^
The present writer now comes at the problem of technopolitan
man and metatechnics from another direction while at the same time
said writer is in search of a vital balanced perspective. Six years
���^Lewis Mumford, "The Pentagon of Power," Horizon, XII
(Autumn, 1970), 11.
l^Ibid., p. 12.
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ago Harvey Cox was convinced that "technopolitan culture is the wave
of the future."-'-^ Father Greeley and the Harvard Professor stepped
into the ring over the issue in The Secular City Debate. Each one
has a similar question for the other. Cox throws his right hook:
"How can he [Father Greeley] be so sure that it ["the secular city"]
never will [come into existence]?"-'-^ Father Greeley counters with a
left jab: "How can he [Cox] be sure that it will come into existence?
Only God knows the future."-'-''
Both seem right in questioning the other, but time has a habit
of settling the issue. It would appear that the answer to date is
somewhere toward the middle. This writer is convinced that the so-
called "Secular City" has come and that it will continue to come
increasingly. Urban, profane, technopolitan man will be around for
some time yet. Greeley observes that present trends and social science
do not give us "much reason to think that detribalization and desacral-
18
ization are going ahead at a rapid pace."
The present writer is persuaded that detribalization and
desacralization have been happening at a more rapid pace than Mr.
Greeley concedes. Furthermore, it would seem as over against Cox that
the "happening" is really a shift in religiosity. It is a shift from
�'�^Cox, The Secular City, p. 6.
-'-Harvey Cox, "An Exchange of Views," Debate, p. 116.
�'�^Andrew Greeley, "An Exchange of Views," Debate, p. 125.
l^Ibid.
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a more obvious religious life style to one that is less obvious, such
as the scientism mentality that permeates technopolitan culture. There
is no irreligious ground upon which to stand for whatever ground is
stood upon is the ground of man's religion. The human phylum exists
in the sacra-secular milieu. When man will not participate in such a
milieu authentically, then representatives of the human phylum with
their many life styles will participate there unauthentically as over-
pronounced deviations. Whatever holds secular or technopolitan man
and grips him is the shrine at which he worships. The grotto of
secularity in terms of scientism or whatever is a transmuted form of
the primoridal and sacral ties which bind man together.
Technopolitan culture as a temple of religiosity is a sky
scraper-like edifice which is reaching into the heavens. Yet, Cox
did not see just six years ago that a reaction would set in which has
the potential to sway that edifice by its tidal wave possibilities.
A spiritual renaissance is taking place today in which there is a
"burgeoning spiritual awakening among young people.
"-^^ The recent
religious renaissance has not always been in the service of God's
Kingdom for the occult and the offbeat, the cult of astrology as well
as that of satanic worship^^ has also waxed bold.
���^Edward E. Plowman, "Taking Stock of Jesus Rock," Christianity
Today, XV (February 26, 1971), 32. Cf. also, Edward E. Plowman, "Re
vival in the Underground," and "'Straights' Meet 'Streets,'" Christianity
Today, XV (January 29, 1971), pp. 34-35. Also note John F. Nelson,
"Asbury Revisited," Christianity Today, XV (February 12, 1971), pp. 51-53.
20see "The Occtilt Explosion," McCall's, XCVII (March, 1970),
pp. 50-76. Also note Janet Rohler, "^^hat's the Mutter With Astrology,"
Christianity Today, XIV (November 21, 1969), pp. 42-43.
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The new spiritual renaissance may reach tidal wave proportions
and carry with it a vast potential for good as well as for the counter
balancing effect that is needed on the present technopolitan culture.
Nevertheless, the possibility exists that the mounting population
explosion will be able to support and add to the swelling tidal waves
of both good and evil. In other words, a burgeoning spiritual awaken
ing does not necessarily mean that technopolitan culture as a grotto
of secularity will become noticeably on the wane.
On the other hand, there are two factors in conjunction with
a religious renaissance of a positive nature which could topple techno
politan man's temple of religiosity. First, an apocalyptic happening
would have a leveling effect, providing that such an apocalyptic
happening is not the end time apocalyptic itself of the Book of
Revelation. In that case, the leveling effect would be followed by
the consummation of history.
An apocalyptic nightmare, not of the magnitude of that in the
Book of Revelation, but of great stature in its own right, although
capable of having a leveling effect, would at the same time have also
an engulfing effect. Global City could even now be caught between
the devil and the deep blue sea. An apocalyptic wave might half-drown
the demonic in technopolitan culture. ^1 Global City would first be
^^An apocalyptic tidal wave may be more than one "happening"
like an atomic war or population catastrophe. Such a cataclysmic
reckoning may be a combination of things which could occur more or
less simultaneously: an atomic war, population catastrophe, revolutions,
riots, racial conflict, conflict between the "haves" and "have nots,"
famine, earthquakes (particularly a colossal one on West Coast America),
pollution of the elements (even now swordfish are full of mercury and
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engulfed, if not in complete fact at least in "world soul" empathy
with that part of Global City which was directly affected. After
such a cathartic purge Global City might indeed emerge to a different
"world-picture . "
Mumford 's view is similar: that the modern Western "mega-
machine" is headed for a cataclysmic reckoning or for "a nuclear
Ragnarok"�some "twilight of the Gods, long ago predicted in Norse
op
mythology."'^'' Therefore, such a "rude" awakening and such a spiritual
renaissance could prepare the way for "a displacement of the present
mechanical world-picture. "^^ a second factor would be the plausible
"replacement by an organic world-picture. "^^ Mumford states that
balance, wholeness, completeness, continuous
interplay between the inner and the outer, the
subjective and the objective, aspects of existence,
are identifying characteristics of the organic
model . . . ,
In conclusion, neither secularism nor secularization as such
p c
is open-ended and free from an attempt to manipulate God. The
are condemned by the United States government) , epidemics (sexual and
other sorts of diseases) and finally, unknown factors. Most of these
"happenings" are not new. The new thing would be a combination of
them as an acceleration of increase.
P p
Lewis Mumford, "The Pentagon of Power," Horizon, XII (Autimin,
1970), 13. The whole paragraph is worth noting.
^^Ibid. ^hhld.
25ibid., p. 14. Particularly note what proceeds and follows
this citation.
26James H. Smylie expresses Cox's concern about secularism and
secularization which is "to prevent secularization from becoming
secularism, an ideology, a closed world view which functions like
religion in an attempt to manipulate God." "Sons of God in the City,"
Debate, p. 8.
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brighter side of technopolitan culture is really a result of the sacra-
secularization process as well as in part the secular-sacralization
dynamic. The secular-sacralization dynamic has both a positive side
as well as a negative side. The consequences of both the sacra-
secularization process and of the positive side of the secular-
sacralization dynamic call for an affirmation of life and a celebration
of man's extended freedom and responsibility under God.
The negative side of the secular-sacralization dynamic as it
pertains to technopolitan culture seems to have outgrown that hapless
designation in favor of a more detrimental or demonic style; namely,
that of the secular-satanic or perhaps even the satanic-secular. Such
a statement is posited on the basis of the colossal superstructure, the
"megamachine" alias "The Pentagon of Power." This colossal super
structure seems destined to be replaced by a new world-picture.
Chapter 4
BEYOND HARVEY COX IN RELATION TO THE
FUNDAMENTALS FOR THE EVANGEL
John Macquarrie refers to Dr. A. M. Ramsey, Archbishop of
Canterbury, who "has remarked that Christianity is both worldly and
otlier-worldly , and that these two sides must be held together 'in a
costly interrelation. '"�'� The question is this: Does Harvey Cox hold
aspects of the fundamentals for the evangel "in a costly interrelation"?
ASPECTS OF VITAL BALANCE CONCERNING MAN
Cox's anthropology takes into consideration both man's
possibilities and his sinfulness. He is persuaded that irreparable
harm is done "to Christian anthropology when man's sinfullness becomes
the major motif and his possibilities become the minor motif." The
Bible does not know any such imbalance. It particularly stresses man's
possibilities in light of the evangel.
Nevertheless, Cox does have a deep "realization of the
intransigence of evil" and a "realistic idea of power and how it
functions."^ For him, sin is more than the popular view which "has
John Macquarrie, God and Secularity, ed. William Hordern, New
Directions In Theology Today, Vol. Ill (Philadelphia: The Westminster
Press, 1967), p. 59.
^"Christian Realism: A Symposium," Christianity and Crisis,
XXVIII (August 5, 1968), 180.
^"Cox: Promise Exceeds Peril," Christianity Today, XII
(November 10, 1967), 50.
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lurid, titillating, and tempting overtones." In "Everyman's" mind
it suggests "sentimentality and cultural repressions thinly coated
with pictures of Adam and Eve and a superbly phallic serpent."^ In
addition
Adam and Eve are the biblical Everyman and Everywoman
.... Adam is the Everyman who at first will not and then
cannot be man. But with the coming of the Second Adam,
Christ that changes. Here was man who would be and was a
full man. In him the whole range of human responsibility is
fully assumed again.
For Cox, theology and anthropology are inseparable. The two
are intertwined. For modern man the question of God must also focus
on the question of man. And the question of man involves the "intransi
gence of evil" within each and every new horizon of human history.
Furthermore, any "realistic idea of power" necessitates a focus on an
idiom of politics. However, imbalance occurs when Adam is not
apparently allowed to partake of essential history, though, of course,
his existential application is apparent. In addition. Cox is partial
to Jesus as the model of the man for others and as the one in whom
"the whole range of human responsibility is fully assumed again."
This is good as far as it goes but the trouble is that in the develop
ment of Cox's secular theology "the whole range of human responsibility
is not "whole" at all, for it is limited to or almost solely to
outwardness� to corporate and social concern.
/^Cox, God's Revolution and Man's Responsibility, p. 41.
-^Harvey Cox, On Not Leaving It To The Snake (New York: The
Macmillan Company, 1967), p. xiv. This source herein afterward
referred to as Snake.
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Cox has a fine general statement on the meaning of sin in
Genesis^ as well as a splendid and much needed specific treatment of
apathy, abdication and acedia.^ At first it appears that he is too
one-sided in his development of sloth and not enough concerned about
the sin of pride. A closer look reveals that he wants his remarks to
be a corrective so that he really appears to exaggerate the subject of
sloth at the expense of the subject of pride. His position concerning
pride, although not necessarily his actual heartfelt and empathetic
adherence to the position as something which figures prominently in the
outworking of his theology, is as follows:
Pride and sloth then work in tandem to disfigure
the world. 8
It is thus quite evident that images of timidity,
abdication, and irresponsibility should figure just
as prominently in a biblical doctrine of sin as do
images of rebellion. ^
Nevertheless, there still remains the possibility that with the
intellect Harvey Cox admits the issue of pride as the opposite sin of
sloth, but pride does not figure acutely in the actual further develop
ment of his theology . �'�'^ He may lack a sort of empathetic and heartfelt
knowledge of the issue of pride which is played down in a latter work
Cox, God's Revolution and Man's Responsibility, pp. 43-44.
^See "Sin: Man's Betrayal of His Manhood," God's Revolution and
Man's Responsibility, pp. 39-49.
Sibid., p. 44. ^xbid., p. 45.
lOperhaps this is why Kenneth Hamilton writes such a witty take
off on the well-meaning Professor. See Hamilton's "Snake Talk," The
Christian Century, l:\XXV (March 13, 1968), 326-328.
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and not really given its just due anywhere to this writer's knowledge.
Consider the following statement:
All this suggests that apathy is the key form of
sin in today's world.H
Cox may be right in his analysis if his renark is related to
the masses. Yet, the masses do not have control of society. Rather
a very influential, intensely articulate, growing minority have leaped
into the saddle to ride mankind. This growing elite represents a
functionally "responsible," profane, urban, secular leadership which
is humanistic to the core and which is subject to the deadly sin of
pride. Furthermore, even though this leadership is in the minority,
yet because it represents the influential elite, such a minority is
as dangerous or even more dangerous than the docile, slothful majority.
Thus, as a splendid corrective on the subject of sloth. Cox
has done a fine thing but in the final analysis both sloth and pride
are key forms of sin today. Both are dangerous distortions and
accentuating one in place of the other can only turn out to be a
detrimental approach to the doctrine of man. There is no disagreement
here with Cox when he says,
I think it is wrong and dangerous for the church
to continue to pound away at pride as the tragic human
flaw and to make a virtue of dependency .12
Evangelicals could benefit much from the Harvard Professor at this
point. Yet, there is no declaration that the reverse is equally wrong
and that in some circles, the attempt at severing the umbilical cord of
Cox, Snake, p. xvii.
Ibid., p. ix.
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dependency is a preoccupation which has hardly any other bit of wisdom
to offer than this: "Here is the need of the hour. You are needed and
you can do it. Now get with it man!"
Rather, the coming of the New Man who came "once for all" and
yet who comes contemporaneously in every age is the One who bestows
authentic new being on all who will receive it. This sacra-secular new
being counteracts these two distorted sides of man� these two horns of
the anthropological dilemma, i.e., pride and sloth by the manifestation
of a life style that takes seriously the idea that disciples of the New
Man, like he himself, are to be God's adult-children. The adult-child
stance and style of living in relation to the Father implies that the
relationship with God is not to be man's adult side alone, neither man's
child side alone. Aloneness in either direction means the sin of pride
on the one hand and the sin of sloth on the other. Hence, the two
sides of the adult-child relationship, which are kept in tension by the
transforming power of God, point to wholeness and an authentic vital
balance of life.
These attracting polar facets of the adult-child need to be
developed further in their reciprocal influence as a dual aspect of the
authentic sacra-secular life style. This can best be done first by
seeing something more of the dynamics which make up the process of
distortion and then move on to delineate a few of the positive
distinctions of both the adult and child side of this authentic life
style.
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Without knowing it "mature" technopolitan man is sort of
a patron saint of Paul. There is, however, a tremendous difference.
Since "mature" technopolitan man is not really familiar with the larger
framework of Paul's thought, technopolitan man has outdone the Apostle
and gone beyond that writer's good word of� "When I became a man, I
put away childish things ."�'��^
The way this works out for nonreligious , technopolitan man,
who has, nevertheless, a secular faith in being simply a man�a strong,
functioning, independent, free man� is that, not just "childish things,"
but the childlike side of life is taken captive and put away. In short,
the childlike potential is rendered inoperative. What this further
means is the dilemma of the strong whose very strength is their problem
and whose attitude is this: "No help wanted from God, we can do the job
of shaping society for the better all by ourselves." There exists a
radical situation today in which all too many technicians, managers,
statesmen, and revolutionaries who are 'doing all they can' within the
limits of their own security, interests, and control, go forth in good
conscience. Even so, in their bold independence they reveal an
insensitivity and pride.
Further, the counterpart of nonreligious, technopolitan man is
religious, technopolitan man, and his life style is really quite similar.
He does service, not to the God of New Testament Christian Faith, but
rather to a god of his own projection on to the screen of life. The
childlike potential is rendered inoperative by an oppressive, uncompro-
I Corinthians 13:11.
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mising, overbearing adult mentality.
On the other hand, the child-side of the ledger focuses on
those whose drive and direction of life is largely toward the negative
aspects of the tribal or town mentality. Without even knowing it,
unchurched, "immature," and "irresponsible" humanity is sort of a
follower of Jesus. There is, however, a significant difference. Since
immature, irresponsible, "natural" man is not familiar with the totality
of Jesus' message, he out-positions the Lord's position and bends it
all out of shape. Jesus said, "Except ye be converted, and become as
little children, ye shall not enter into the kingdom of heaven."-'-^ What
this does not mean is an oppressive, uncompromising, overbearing child
mentality which refuses to share in the responsibilities of lives
being in the progress of growth within a changing world.
In addition, the counterpart of unchurched, lackadaisical,
unconcerned and carefree humanity is the churchly religiosity of all
too many hyperfundamentalls ts who are prone to childish religion. The
plight of the churched and unchurched alike who suffer in this way is
quite similar. What has happened is that just as the child portion of
the personality was shriveled up by a domineering adult mentality in
the case of both religious and nonreligious, technopolitan man so it is
that the adult side in this case is squashed by the overbearing child
disposition.
The Christian dynamic can change all of this. When the evangel
is encountered, embraced and experienced, something quite new takes
Matthew 18:3.
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place. The Christian dynamic of conversion has in view the noble
purpose of creating a new homeostatic condition between the two, valu
able, adult-child parts of the personality. The intent of the new
birth experience is to allow a shriveled up "child" or "adult" in a
person to come alive, grow and mature under the control of God. At
the same time the overdeveloped and distorted side is reshaped and
brought into line. This means that there are limitations in both
directions; so that each unconfused and healthy propensity needs and
compliments the other.
The observation has been made that "the point of the gospel is
not so much to put man on his own, as Cox would have it; rather, its
dynamics derive from its manner of situating man within a larger, and
indeed transcendent, context of creativity .-'�^ What this implies to the
present writer is that if secondary source relationships are important
in becoming a functional htiman being within society, how much more
significant is the primary source relationship of the loving jurisdiction
of God for the development of the Christian autonomous self.
A healthy adult-child like relationship as the result, which
the loving jurisdiction of God has upon a receptive and responsive life,
means, first, that a man's needs are met supremely: of affection and
acceptance, of security and belonging, of self-assurance and status,
of individuality and recognition, of friendship and understanding and
finally of purposeful achievement and participation in the Kingdom of
l^Bernard Murchland, "How Do We Speak of God Without Religion?",
Debate, p. 19.
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God which cuts across church and world but which transcends both.
The second result overlaps the first somewhat but focuses on man's
basic longings for worshipful experience, for purposeful living, for
approximations toward moral perfection and for eternal existence. The
third result of the loving jurisdiction of God upon a receptive and
responsive heart approaches the situation of man a little differently
and offers satisfactory answers to basic questions. Whence came man?
What is he doing here? Whither is he going?
The Christian sacra-secular/adult-child life style partakes
of charm and conviviality on the one hand and creativity and control
on the other. It sinks its roots down ever deeper into awareness,
spontaneity and intimacy as it relates to both the vertical and
horizontal dimensions of life.
Edward John Carnell has written eloquently in regard to a
Christian context about the natural zest, simplicity, unconditional
faith, and acceptance of childhood, and what this can mean for the
natural man in his search for meaning.
A child opens his heart, and in rushes the world
with all its captivating freshness.
Happy children bear witness to the release that
love brings. Though they may suffer a great deal,
they do not despair, for love dissolves fear. As
long as the children feel needed and wanted, they can
endure everything else in hope.-'-^
A child of God either spontaneously does the will
of God, or he expresses spontaneous sorrow for having
-�-"Edward John Carnell, The Kingdom of Love and the Pride of
Life (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1960),
p. 37.
Ibid., p. 16.
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failed. Regardless which course he takes, he proves
that his dominant affections are at war with the law
of sin. Nothing more is required. 18
In addition, to become like the little child that Jesus has in
mind means humility of attitude. A htmible person is honest with himself,
honest with others and honest to God. Self-doubt, doubt about God,
hesitant anxiety and overdependency does not figure prominently in his
outlook on life. Such a person is aware though that all evil and
negative forces on earth cannot be eliminated completely no matter
what corporate, responsible humanity does. Even so, steady effort is
made in that direction while at the same time an effort is made to
accentuate the positive aspects of the world.
Further, a childlike way of life as viewed within the Christian
context does not overlook the value of the self's critical faculties
nor surrender the responsiblities of adulthood. Rather, 'like a child"
also implies growing up. And when a son grows up, he is an heir�an
heir who is responsible for his inheritance� the world. The analogy
cannot include, however, the idea of a beneficiary at death. No, the
children are heirs; heirs of the living God, and joint-heirs with
Christ.-'"^ This m.akes all the difference in the world as to how the
inheritance is to be cared for and administered.
-��^Ibid., p. 133. Carnell has many helpful insights into the
value of childhood for Christian adulthood. See pages 8-9, 12, 15ff,
24ff, 28, 30-32, 36-38, 40-45, 48-49, 51, 53, 55ff, 67, 69, 71ff, 74,
84, 99, 102, 105, 110, 130, 133-34, 151, 156, 160.
l^Romans 8:17.
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In conclusion, aspects of vital balance concerning man's
possibilities and sinfulness, pride and sloth, have led to an encounter
with the evangel. The encounter is a call to 1) creative sacra-
secularity and imaginative Christian urbanity as it is worked out
through an adult-child life style. If the sacra-secular/adult-child
life style is accepted first, then Harvey Cox is right to say that
We must be careful today with all of our emphasis on the
servant role of the Church not to give the impression that
the call of the gospel is to plebian servility. It is a call
to adult stewardship, to originality, inventiveness and the
governance of the world. Let's not allow any snake to tell us
what to do. 20
2) The call of the evangel is a call for men to turn back to a
proper dependence and awe in terms of a deep respect for God, man and
nature. To put it somewhat differently,
Gogarten' s concern for preserving the mystery of the
world, his insistence that human reason is never able to
provide ultimate answers or to reach beyond a questioning
ignorance, and the open-endedness of his understanding of
history�all represent his desire to protest the banishment
of wonder in a secularized world. 21
3) The call of the evangel is a call to authentic religion in
terms of passionate inwardness and radical obedience to the God of New
Testament Christian faith. This means that
the ideal task is to be like Jesus Christ: to
mediate eternity (self-giving love) , through passion
ate, moment-by-moment decisions in time. 22
20cox, God's Revolution and Man's Responsibility, p. 49.
2lHarry E. Smith, Secularization and the University (Richmond,
Virginia: John ICnox Press, 1968), p. 74.
^^Edward John Carnell, The Burden of Si5ren Kierkegaard (Grand
I-lapids: Wm. Eerdman's Publishing Company, 1952), p. 134.
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The Bible declares: "Blessed are the peacemakers: they shall
be called the children of God. "23 Peacemaking activity is largely an
adult venture in the world. Yet, "children of God" conveys both a
derived and dependent relationship with the God of peace. In light of
this interpretation is it not permissible then to offer a similar
beatitude? Blessed are all they who hope and work for the Christian
sacra-secular city for they shall be called the adult-children of God.
ASPECTS OF VITAL BALANCE CONCERNING JESUS
Cox is partial to Jesus, "the man for others." Yet, although
Cox mentions occasionally the phrase in his book. The Secular City, he
does not really develop this emphasis of Bonhoeffer. Cox seems to take
it for granted that the individual in the secular city has either
consciously or unconsciously made "the man for others" his unique ideal.
Be that as it may, the theologian cannot afford to concentrate
exclvisively on a one-sided accentuation of the "Bonhoeffer Christ" and
assume perhaps that the idea of Christ's divinity will take care of
itself.
The Harvard Professor is all for a thorough reworking of major
theological categories and has gone on record by stating that "we
would see Jesus, for example, not as a visitor on earth from some supra-
terrestrial heaven, but as the one in whom precisely this two-story
dualism is abolished for good . . ."^^ This is objectionable from at
least a threefold standpoint.
Matthew 5:9.
"^Harvey Cox, "Afterword," Debate, p. 23.
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First, it appears to be an outright rejection of the biblical
symbolism of heaven. On the other hand, perhaps only heaven in its
essential reality is dropped in favor of an existential interpretation.
The present writer maintains that the latter is important to retain
but the former also should not be omitted. For example, it is quite
acceptable to universalize and existentialize heaven by saying that
wherever God is, whatever God is in, and whatever God wants man to do,
that is heaven�a little bit of heaven on earth for man. This is
heaven and home. This is man's true dwelling place.
Nevertheless, such an existential interpretation can and should
keep in vital balance the essential reality of heaven as a particular
place. This is in keeping with the biblical accent. It is immaterial
whether heaven as a place is "up there," "out there," or even "down
there," but rather the essential thing is that as far as place is con
cerned it is to be "with Christ."
Secondly, Cox's statero.ent about a "supraterrestrial heaven" would
no doubt do an injustice to such scriptural revelations as:
Glorify thou me with thine own self with the glory which
I had with thee before the world was .... Father, I will
that they also, whom thou hast given me, be with me where I
am; that they may behold my glory, x/nich thou hast given me;
for thou lovedst me before the foundation of the world. 25
Thirdly, Cox makes it sound almost as if in order to accept the pre-
existence of Christ, the eternal visitor would have had to come from
some far off heavenly planet in a supernatural space ship which rocketed
through some eternal zone and through the time barrier into history.
John 17:5, 24.
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This message, hov/ever, may not be too far off, although the mode of
transportation does seem to make the Eternal just a bit dependent on
such a temporal entity as a space ship. This mode of transportation
does appear to be a little too concrete and realistic. Yet, perhaps
it was a spiritual and invisible spaceship. Seriously, what about the
pre-existent One, as well as his birth, death and resurrection? Cox
does not have much to say about a manger in a stable, a cross on a hill
and an empty tomb in a garden.
Aspects of vital balance concerning the cross will come later.
Yet, something needs to be said here about the empty tomb and more about
the manger scene. For Cox, the physical resurrection and the virginal
conception smacks too much of the "other-worldly" to be preserved intact.
He is indifferent to the empty tomb. Nevertheless, the Harvard Professor
does refer to the "reality of the resurrection." But, whether this means
anything more than the Apostle Paul's existential usage of the resurrection
for this life is doubtful. Cox does concede "that for those who believe
in the resurrection there is certainly no good historical evidence that
it did not occur. "^^ He is willing to affirm "that in some way the
Christ lives among us," while at the same time he admits "the gnawing
27
doubt that this really isn't possible." The latter is a different
kind of stance, however, then the exclamation that it seems out of this
world and just too good to be true!
^^"A Dialogue On Christ's Resurrection," Christianity Today,
XII (April 12, 1968), 9.
27ibid.
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The present v/riter assimes a more definite stance and affirms
that events like the physical resurrection and virgin birth of Christ
are God's exclamation points in time� in history� to draw attention to
something new or extraspecial in his activity among men. There is a
sense in which nothing that God is involved in among the affairs of men
is ordinary. Yet, it is legitimate to talk in terms of ordinary history.
There is also a sense in which the extraordinary history of God is
natural, not to man, but, nevertheless, to God for whom to work super-
naturally is quite natural.
Furthermore, the incarnation of Jesus Christ brings together
the ordinary and the extraordinary in one person. He was fully human
and fully divine, although the life of the divine in its fullest was
hidden in the person of Christ. His divinity which was hidden was
hidden in terms of the self-emptying of him who took upon himself "the
form of a servant. "^^ His divinity which was revealed was revealed as
29
though by the Spirit of God which was not given unto him by measure.
He was an ordinary man, and at the same time an extraordinary man
although his very own extraordinary nature was hidden from plain view
by his own self-emptying. Such a man he was and approved of God by
30
miracles and wonders and signs, which God did by him. Further, he
"was in all points tempted like as we are, yet without sin."31 xn
addition, "though he were a Son, yet learned he obedience by the things
which he suffered. "^^ "Therefore, let all the house of Israel know
^�Philippians 2:7.
3lHebrews 4:15.
29John 3:34.
32Hebrews 5:8.
30Acts 2:22.
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assuredly that God hath made that same Jesus, whom ye have crucified,
both Lord and Christ. "^^
What is this idea of "made" him to be both Lord and Christ?
Was he not Lord in the beginning of creation by virtue of his oxm
inherent nature? Yes, but it was the Word that v/as God and "all things
were made by him." Nevertheless, apparently his Lordship over
creation was also among that which was emptied out and a thing not to
be held on to, a thing which hereafter in its own right would remain
hidden. Now, however, he is "declared to be the Son of God with power,
according to the spirit of holiness, by the resurrection from the dead"35
and has both the titles of "Lord" and "Christ" conferred upon him, much
as when in the Middle Ages a servant of the King earned the title of
knight and advanced to the position of knighthood. His divinity which
was his by an inherent right and volxantarily laid aside was now returned
to him, but only as though by the earning power of his perfect obedience
and suffering. Henceforth, "at the name of Jesus every knee should
bow . . . ."^6 Moreover, this writer proposes that the Word which was
in the beginning was not the Son that would be begotten, yet the Son
that was begotten is the Word and the flesh together in one divine-human
37
person and he dwelt among men full of grace and truth.-'
^\cts 2:36. ^Ajotin 1:1-3. ^^Romans 1:4.
^^Philippians 1:10. Cf. also 1:8 for the earning power of his
perfect obedience and 1:9- for conferment and exaltation at the hands of
the Father by giving him "a name which is above every name."
37john 1:14.
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Harvey Cox is prone to say that "Jesus was an ordinary man."38
What he appears to lack is the vital balance of the other side the
extraordinary nature of him who was begotten by the spirit of holiness
and "the power of the Highest" which "overshadowed" Mary, the mother
on
of Jesus. -"^ Therefore, there is the possibility that the more one is
prone to hold to a human Christ only, the more apt one is to swing in
the direction of a secular theology only. A full-orbed Catholic faith
holds equally and firmly to the divine and human Christ.
Consequently, this writer takes vigorous issue with Cox's
Christological remark that "it is Jesus Christ, God's secular event,
which requires a secular interpretation."'^'^ Rather, the incarnation
is the sacra-secular event par excellence� the mysterium tremendum
which consists in the very fact that the Sacred One is made manifest
and in doing so the Sacred One limits and makes Divine being histori
cal. Henceforth there is the possibility that in him and through him
the world of men can become more and more Christie, i.e., sacra-
secular in its style of living. The universe is neither magical,
malevolent, nor mechanical but Christie. The universe is the spatial
dimension for a world of men and things under God. The universe is
not impersonal. At the center and all around the circumference
there beats a heart of love. A Christie sacra-secular life style will
^8"A Dialogue on Christ's Resurrection," Christianity Today,
XII (April 12, 1968), 8.
^\uke 1:35.
^^Harvey Cox, "An Exchange of Views," Debate, p. 119.
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have a heart that increasingly beats in tune with its Sacred Source.
This implies for one thing that the world, which is God's, but which
has become also increasingly man's, is a world not to ride roughshod
over in a cavalier, laissez-faire exploitation, but to be loved,
cared for, and used respectfully as that which partakes of the sacra-
secular milieu.
In conclusion. Cox lacks a full-orbed Christology in light of
the larger New Testament point of view. For all practical purposes,
the divine nature of Jesus Christ apparently is attributed by Cox
to the community of faith as so much embellishing imagination. "For
all practical purposes" should be emphasized because Cox does
acknowledge the divinity of Jesus. What he means by it, however,
remains behind the cloud of obscurity. He does not want to talk much
about it. Perhaps for him this would be to return the conversation
to the forbidden theme of "other-worldly."
However, the "other-v/orldly" points to the extraordinary
activity of God. This extraordinary activity of God is a mystery,
meaning not something mysterious in the ordinary sense of the word,
but hidden only until the appropriate and appointed time. "When the
fulness of the time was come, God sent forth his Son, . . ."^-^ God's
extraordinary activity is also a miracle, meaning, as it were, God's
exclamation points in time 'in history to draw attention to something
new and extraspecial in his activity. A person is not a Christian
simply because he believes in miracles, but rather he believes
in
Galatians 4:4.
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miracles because he is a Christian and because it is not inconsistent
with the larger mystery and miracle of God himself.
There are ample evidences, although not absolute proofs, for
the virgin birth of Jesus Christ which have been put forth by many
devotees. Two that this writer suggests are as follows: 1) the virgin
birth and incarnation of Jesus Christ is consistent with a high view
of God who might feasibly choose to alter the natural course of events
for a special purpose. After all, if it took a miracle to set in
motion the foundations of the physical creation, why should it be a
thing incredible if God chooses to bring into being with the miracle
of incarnation, Jesus Christ, the foundation of the spiritual new
creation (Cf. I Corinthians 3:11)? This writer is persuaded that this
is what God did do. Moreover, the link between the first and the
second creation is further stressed by St. Paul; "But to us there is
but one God, the Father, of whom are all things, and we in him and one
Lord Jesus Christ, whom are all things and we by him."^^
2) It is better to be extremely careful in having a high view
of God and find out later in the afterlife that one should tone down a
little to correspond with existing reality about the matter than have
a low view of God and find out later that one did not think highly
enough of God. In other words, with a high view of God and Christ,
one will not be guilty of thinking that God is too small. Such a
statement is predicated on the authority of God in Christ in Scripture,
and any further development of the position would be based on that
I Corinthians 8:6.
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frame of reference. Hence, the statement does not open the way to all
kinds of gullibility. Therefore, the total weight of the presentation
about Jesus allows this writer to remain respectable and intellectually
honest toward God and extraordinary history, i.e., a manger in a stable,
and an empty tomb in a garden. They are God's exclamation points in
time in history to draw attention to something extraspecial in God's
activity.
ASPECTS OF VITAL BALANCE
CONCERNING THE CROSS
What Cox means exactly by the following statement is unclear.
Nevertheless, this statement is suggestive. "The wall which has
separated the people� the religious from the nonreligious� is one of
the walls which Jesus breaks down by his shalom. "^-^ If he means that
the authentic sacred is absorbed into the secular and made void, this
writer holds that he is wrong. At any rate. Cox says that "it is a
wall which, as reconciling agents, we have to break down."'^^ Jesus
Christ is the One who brings the unauthentic "within" and the
unauthentic "without" together by way of the cross. The resultant
Cox, God's Revolution and Man's Responsibility, p. 91. The
Harvard Professor's chapter, "The Gospel: God's Word for His World," pp.
53-75, is primarily an excellent description of shalom as it relates to
the constituent elements of reconciliation, peace, and hope. In a round
about way perhaps the chapter is the closest that Cox comes to a theology
of the cross. It should be taken into consideration, however, that 1)
the chapter is mostly a descriptive treatment of the subject which can
appeal to the hearer but before shalom can become an authentic reality
for the one who is not yet a member of the Kingdom of Shalom, a more
dynamic understanding and application must be made to the Gospel for and
by the hearer. 2) The ideas involved in the chapter precede The Secular
City which is noticeably short on cross-talk. See page 7 of God' s
Revolution and Man's Responsibility for support of this point.
^^Ibid., p. 91.
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transformation is the plus sign of a truly Christian sacra-secular
style of living and means also that those who take up the cross are
added to the Kingdom of God. Therefore, Cox is right in his evaluation
that
it was the mistake of our pietistic forebears to
believe that simply coming out of the world was enough�
'don't be worldly.' They forgot the second half which
was to go back into the world, to identify with it, to
love it, to serve it. It was the mistake of our liberal
forefathers to believe that coming out of the world was
unnecessary� that man could serve the world without
first being freed from it. But God's way involves a
two-way motion� to free his people from captivity and,
in turn, to make them servants.
Moreover, what is the Professor's position regarding the cross after
his book, God's Revolution and Man's Responsibility? An accurate
sounding may be difficult to ascertain. Yet, some evidence is available.
Why did Cox fail in The Secular City to come to grips with the
biblical stress upon the crucifixion? Had he begun to move away from
more of an historic faith position or was it simply an oversight? The
omission seems a glaring violation of his own position of mature
responsibility. Although he was criticized soundly for the omission
in The Secular City, he never gets beyond mentioning the cross in On Not
Leaving It To The Snake, and apparently has no place for it in The
Feast of Fools.
Something of the history of the situation can be derived from
the evidences at .hand. In The Secular City, Cox holds that history does
not take place between the black noon of Good Friday and the bright dawn
^5ibid., pp. 69-70.
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of Easter but between Easter and the Last Day.^^ Does he then see
Good Friday and Easter as a unit and call it Easter? This is doubtful.
At any rate, the authority of God in Christ at the cross is necessary
for the Kingdom realizing itself .
What causes people to wake up from their stupor and to see
what they have been missing all along? Cox speaks of catharsis. "The
process is called in the New Testament metanoia, a very radical change.
The former self dies and a new self is born. It is a total change for
the person involved: 'all things become new.'"^^ Yet, the question has
rightly been raised: "Does the catharsis for urban man come from the
technological development, the 'radical alteration of the environment
of the social cataleptic,' or from the radical encounter with God at
the cross in Jesus of Nazareth? "^^ There is a lingering suspicion that
in The Secular City the former possibility is the more significant.
Furthermore, this suspicion is fortified elsewhere.
In short, it [The Secular City] neglects the margin
that exists between the highest achievements of human
goodness and the minimum necessary to bring health and
peace to the world� the margin expressed in the Bible
by the crucifixion of Christ.
Such criticism either refreshed the Harvard Professor's memory
or else helped to pull him back at least in proximity of the line.
James H. Smylie, "Sons of God in the City," Debate, p. 11.
^^Cox, The Secular City, p. 118.
^^James H. Smylie, "Sons of God in the City," Debate, p. 10.
AQ
Charles C. West, "What It Means To Be Secular," Debate, p. 62.
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He received Mr. West's criticism as the Debate attests and then in his
next pviblished work goes so far as to draw attention to Bonhoeffer on
the matter of the cross, the resurrection, and the atonement. This is
followed by a quotation from the writer of the Hebrews: "'Jesus suffered
outside the gat^ in order to sanctify the people through His own blood.
Therefore let us go forth to Him, outside the camp, bearing abuse for
Him' (Heb. 13:12, 13)."^�
However, by such cross- talk Cox may only want to retain one
very valuable side of the subject and accenttiate the "cup" of Christ as
the suffering of God in the world which is normative for his followers,
i.e., "bearing abuse for Him." He elsewhere refers to this as becoming
personally and painfully involved in the social struggle of one's day.^"*"
If this analysis is correct, light is shed on another state
ment in the same volume which as a declaration of position is fine but
no definition of sacrifice and cross is forthcoming.
Still there is a missing dimension in both men. Chardin
saw in the logic of evolution a deepening humanization of man.
Bloch was concerned with 'Man-as 'Promise ' and what he called
'the ontology of the not yet.' But both failed to deal with
the question of how and why history or evolution nurtures
the continuing humanization of man. Neither dealt satis
factorily with the theme of sacrifice or, in Christian terms,
with the Cross at the unavoidable doorvayto the future. 52
It is time now to go beyond Cox in vital balance and in more of
a dynamic approach to the theology of the cross. Cox does not succeed
in rising very far above a human empathy therapy. Human empathy therapy
^�Cox, Snake, p. 96. ^^Ibid., p. xxi.
^^bid., p. 65.
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taps only certain energy systems while Divine Euanglion therapy taps
greater resources for a fuller, more complete new being. On the basis
of this writer's understanding of the New Testament, the following
statement is presented as an alternative to Cox's view of the cross.
Such a statement is in agreement with Cox at obvious points but it
also goes beyond the Harvard Professor in offering a more dynamic
view and vital balance approach for a theology of the cross.
God acknowledges man by his gracious approach to man through
Jesus Christ, the Son of God, who loves man and sacrificed himself for
man on the cross^�acknowledging man as indeed he has as a human
phylum of worth to him, undeserving though man is;^ mercifully acquit
ting any man of the sentence of God that hangs over a man's head
because of past, present, and future unlawful behavior committed
against him;^ benevolently atoning further for men's sinful behavior
by the supreme worth to God of Christ's divinity and perfect humanity
which vicariously covers man's transgressive lives in GOD'S HOLY
PRESENCE as any man identifies by faith with Christ's virtuous life;^
generously adopting a man into his special family�God's own redeemed
people.'^ The purpose of his acknowledging, acquitting, atoning and
adopting men in and through his son is that each man might become an
authentic Christ-like self ;^ thereby being accepted by God on his
terms and not on man's, not of a man's own good works lest such a man
^(Galatians 4:9; 1:6; 2:20); ^(Galatians 5:19-21); ^(Galatians
2:16; 3:10, 13; 2:19, 20); '^(Galatians 3:13); ^(Galatians 4:4,5,7);
f (Galatians 4:4, 5, 7; 3:26); g(Galatians 4:19; 2:19, 20; 4:4,5; 3:27).
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"L.
should boast in what that man has done. This counteractive, com
pensative, cathartic initiative of God for the Christ-like integration
of man can be amplified and further characterized by an executionary
power, crucifying the distorted, divisive, destructive desires of the
old self and by an expansive power, creating new depth dimensions to
life both in terms of the vertical�God-man�and the horizontal�man
to man�relationships .
How shall this present writer further view the Gospel? Through
the cross, that central symbol of man's faith. First, to this writer
the image of the cross with equal vertical and horizontal arms
symbolizes the divinity and perfect humanity of Christ: the vertical
representing his divinity and the horizontal his perfect humanity.
Secondly, the image of the cross representing Christ's sacrifical
gift of his life for man brings the life of God (characterized by
the vertical arm of the cross) and the life of man (characterized by
the horizontal arm) together. The Apostle Paul indicates that he has
been put to death with Christ: the life he now lives is not his old
life, but the new life which Christ lives in him; and his present
bodily life is lived by faith in the Son of God, who loved him and
sacrificed himself for him. Therefore, thirdly, to this present
^(Galatians 1:3,4,5'; 3:21; 2:21; 2:16; 1:7); ^(Galatians 2:19-21;
5:19-21,24; 6:14,15; 5:22,23; 3:26-28; 6:1, 3-5; 6:6-10; 6:1,2; 6:2;
5:13-18; 1:10; 3:29; 4:7),
^�^Scriptural basis for this statement is from the Book of Galatians.
Brackets and alphabetical letters are used here so that the reader might
be able to more easily see that each set of brackets with the references
therein corresponds to each complete thought above.
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writer the image of the cross symbolizes increasingly by its vertical
arm the crucifixion of a man's irreverence and inobservances to God
and by its horizontal arm the crucifixion of a man's inhumanities to
that man's fellowmen.
Fourthly, the image of the cross symbolizes by its vertical
arm the new God-man relationship and by its horizontal arm the new man
to man relationship. How a man relates to the Sacred One deep within
that man is part of the Divine challenge, the Divine imperative. The
vertical arm of the cross symbolizes the God-man relationship and
points down as well as up, signifying that God is "down" as well as
"up," "within" as well as "without." A depth relationship of both
inwardness and outwardness is what is in view.
Notice the interrelatedness of the two dimensions. The two
arms of the finite (man) and the Infinite (God) must be brought to
gether. To separate them is to split the I-Thou relationship apart.
If the I-Thou and the I itself is split apart then the I-They will be
split in pieces also. Thus, if the "within" of a person is divided
and in conflict then every man becomes every other man's enemy
either in a major or less major sense and the possibility of an I-
Thou-They world as a circle of unity is lost.
Therefore, in this sense, a limited sense, Harvey Cox is
right when he states in his earlier work that
the crucifixion continues to occur at the crossroads
of the world: where languages and cultures clash, where
the urban power structure in their injustices are
challenged.
Cox, God's Revolution and Man's Responsibility, pp. 24-25.
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In conclusion. Cox comes up short on the dynamic and efficacy
of the Christ event which includes the aspect of the cross. Something
of the religious crises concerning the cross may be seen from the fact
that as long as so-called sacra-man is sacra-man almost entirely and
his style of religion is almost solely "other-worldly," then not only
does he appear as though but half a man, but is most likely also
dragging around a heavy burden of "natural passivity and sloth." This
in turn bears witness to such a man's participation in a distorted
inwardness of a false religious type which is preoccupied with the
individual self.
By the same token, as long as man is so-called secular-man
only, he is not merely half a man, but is apt to be driven by an
active and prideful nature which represents a "this-worldly ," religious
bias and "ism." Such a bias is a distorted outwardness which is pre
occupied with the corporate self. Both so-called sacra-man and secular-
man, however, really partake of a secular-sacral life style which
simply shifts the ground in both cases from authentic sacra-secularity
to unauthentic secular religiosity.
ASPECTS OF VITAL BALANCE
CONCERNING THE GOSPEL
The Christian sacra-secular city is concerned with a socio-
personal gospel. Cox shortens up on personal saving faith but
lengthens out on saving. faith for societal participation. He is not
much interested in inwardness. Outwardness is his predominant passion.
"Other-worldly" concerns are ignored in favor of "this-worldly" pre
occupations .
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He is right to be concerned about the danger of piety with
passivity. But how much better it would be if he had a balanced
approach to the Gospel which is responsible for a truly sacra-secular
piety. It is understandable how men like Cox today identify in
various shades and hues with men of bygone years like Kierkegaard,
Marx, and Nietzsche, who reacted against the merging of faith and
docility; so that they became enemies of "Christendom" to make them
selves heard. Moreover, at least at one time. Cox was in league with
Bonhoeffer who took a stand against inwardness on the grounds that
both mysticism and metaphysics are two ways of attempting to interpret
man non-historically , either through nature or supernature.
True, man is a historical being par excellence. Yet, to make
technics and history-making the be-all and end-all of his existence
is really to come at reality with, not an open, but a closed mind.
The Christian faith then becomes specialized in this or that socio-
historical direction and then lifted up as the Christian faith.
Christian faith in our time does call for specialization� that is to
say, for precision and systematic thinking about reality, but about
the whole range of reality. Therefore, the particular, specialized
thinking of men like Cox can be helpful. Yet, why should their in
sights not be coupled, for instance, with insights from mysticism and
metaphysics to aid in the construction of a Christian sacra-secular
city? The guiding light should be, however, the authority of God in
Christ in Scripture which inherently manifests an essential biblical
mysticism and an essential biblical metaphysics.
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Furthermore, even Cox is broadening the scope of his attention,
as The Feast of Fools, his latest book, attests. Perhaps he is coming
to see that good old Yankee know-how with its pragmatism is good as
far as it goes, but it does an injustice to total reality. Thus, Cox
is now talking about taking time out from history-making, of "cooling
history," as it were, while at the same time he is getting more than
just a little bit interested in religion.
Be this as it may, Cox as far as this present writer knows to
date, does fall short in the department of Christian mysticism because
he has an inadequate starting point. This conclusion cannot be any
other. His position is quite clear.
Protestant piety has reduced the dimensions of the
Christian claim. We have taken the earliest Christian
affirmation 'Jesus Christ is Lord,' a confession which
expresses the exultant sweep and cosmic scope of God's
intention, and substituted for it the pietistic- diminu
tive 'I accept Jesus as personal Savior.' Though the
latter phrase is insisted on most tenaciously by those
who claim to be closest to the Bible, the phrase it
self never appears in the New Testament, and there is
little scriptural justification for it. It reduces
the cosmic claims of the gospel to the manageable
dimension of an inward individualism, ^5
First, the statement is nat without some truth and strikes at
the heart of a lopsided pietism. Yet, secondly, it should be pointed
out that technically Cox is himself insisting on a literalism that
he faults others for. After all, if Christ is Lord� and the Bible
says so over and over�and if that means Lord of all, then it must
follow that he is to be Lord of any man's life, which means that he
'Cox, Snake, pp. 97-98.
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is that man's personal Saviour. However, if he is truly one's Saviour
then like him, one will have a well-rounded socio-personal concern
which includes both evangelistic fervor and social responsibilities.
Cox appears to think and act as though the word "relevant"
did not mean important to a "you" and a "me," not even to a "him,"
but only important to society. Perhaps he has failed to see that
before most people can lose themselves for Christ's sake and society's
best interest, they must come to terms with another of Jesus' sayings,
"Love thy neighbor as thyself.
"^^ The "self" was relevant to Jesus.
Thus, the question is reduced to this: How can a person come to love
himself properly and adequately. The answer to that lies in a personal
evangel.
On the other hand, personal salvation without participation in
the cultural, political, and social process is like saying, "Faith
without works is dead."^^ By the same token, participation in the
political and social process without personal salvation is like saying,
"works without faith is dead," or at least is insufficient to adequately
change the shape of society for the better and be accepted by God on
his terms .
James and Jesus stand together in harmony on this issue. The
Church has a guiding principle from her Lord. It has been said
appropriately that
both evangelicals and liberals might x^ell 'try this
one on for size': 'These ought ye to have done, and not
to leave the other undone'. And until those of
Matthew 22:39. James 2 : 20 .
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evangelical persuasion correct the imbalance between
private and public piety, they act in poor grace as they
excuse their contemporary monastic withdrawal, their
pious resignation from the human race, by an appeal to
the defective theological basis of those whose social
consciences seem more sensitive than their own, 58
CONCLUSION
Harvey Cox's evangel is more than a kind of human empathy
therapy but it is less than an all-embracing Divine euangelion
therapy. It lacks vital balance between an other-worldly- this-worldly
orientation. Cox's position is really a reduction of the "other
worldly" in order to make Christianity a "this-worldly" creative force.
Sometimes this takes the form of simple denial, but more often by
deliberate and systematic ignoring and omission. The Harvard Professor
leaves out some of the important "things of God" in order to accentu
ate important "things of the world." This, of course, is suspect to
say the least for what it does to or where it leaves out heaven and
life hereafter as well as the virgin birth and the resurrection of the
Son of God. In Cox's view the cross "happening" is not efficacious
in the sense of the new covenant in Christ's blood, and the evangel is
not personal in a full-orbed New Testament sense.
^%arold B. Kuhn, "Current Religious Thought," Christianity
Today, IX (May 7, 1965), 55.
Chapter 5
BEYOND HARVEY COX IN RELATION TO
"THE FEAST OF FOOLS"
The Feast of Fools represents a change of pace and new
direction in the thinking of Harvey Cox. He must have written this
book partly in response to the dialogue that makes up The Secular
City Debate. In fact, it has already been mentioned^ that Cox
acknowledges a debt to those who soundly criticized him for his lack
of interest in religion which is obvious in The Secular City. In
addition, at least one other type of statement probably served as a
corrective of vital balance in favor of the Professor's current
thought. Consider Charles West's remark that "there are times in
the life of the secular city and in the course of revolution when
one is called not to be active but passive, not to talk but to listen,
2
not to organize but to suffer the mismanagement of others, ..."
Thus, in The Feast of Fools, Cox develops a general theory of
play to make a radical indictment against a work-compulsive society. He
examines both the loss and the reemergence of feastivity and fantasy in
today's civilization and evaluates both sides of the issue from a theo
logical perspective. He refers to a production-and-eff iciency-oriented
society which has- "systematically stunted the Dionysian side of the
whole human" and assumed "that man is naturally just a reliable, plane-
See Chapter 2, footnote 29.
Charles C. West, It Means to Be Secular," Debate, p. 63.
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catching Apollonian." Therefore, the Harvard Professor maintains
that the gift of true festivity and celebration, of pure imagination
and playful fantasy, has almost been lost or mutilated.
FACT AND IMAGINATION
In his "Introduction" Cox defines fantasy by way of contrast.
"If festivity enables man to enlarge his experience by reliving events
of the past, fantasy is a form of play that extends the frontiers of
the future."^ Later he delineates his subject further.
Fantasy like festivity reveals man's capacity to go
beyond the empirical world of the here and now ....
Out of it man's ability to invent and innovate grows.
Fantasy is the richest source of human creativity.
Theologically speaking, it is the image of the creator
God in man. Like God, man in fantasy creates whole
worlds ex nihilo, out of nothing. ^
Cox refers to J. R. R. Tolkien to the effect that fantasia is
a natural human venture par excellence. There is no inherent necessity
that it should destroy or even insult reason. What is equally clear is
that it does not have to blunt either the appetite for, or obscure the
perception of, scientific verity. Most assuredly not. The sharper
and the clearer is the rational faculty of the mind, the better fantasy
it will make. Tolkien then makes the astonishing statement that
'If men were ever in a state in which they did not
want to know or could not perceive truth (facts or evidence)
then Fantasy would languish until they were cured.
T. George Harris, "Religion in the Age of Aquarius-A Convers
ation With Theologian Harvey Cox," Psychology Today, III (April, 1970),
^Cox, The Feast of Fools, p. 8.
5lbid., p. 59. ^Ibid., p. 63.
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Tolkien's statement has important ramifications for the
subject of supernaturalism, and the statement will be referred to
later. 7 For the present, however. Cox makes an important statement
of his own and raises a significant question. He is convinced that
Q
"we need fantasy today." Therefore, the question is: "Can we make
a more secure place for it in our cognitively overdeveloped schools?"^
A few more references are in order. Doors that are normally
closed are opened by an active subject through a healthy imagination.
Through the vitality of the imagination new styles are tried out. 10
"It is the job of the imagination 'to operate a dialectic of the real
and the possible.' Without it, 'discursive thought would become
incurably crippled in a closed and ossified system. ' "�'��'� Furthermore,
"daydreaming can either be developed and expanded, or discouraged and
stunted.
SUPERNATURALISM AND EVANGELICALISM
Cox has not changed his mind about supernaturalism. He is no
more in favor of it than he was before. A dogmatic supernaturalism
is like a mill stone hung around the neck of humanity which pulls it
under in a suffocating sea of infancy and dependency. Overtones of
his antipathy to supernaturalism come through his approach to ritual.
^See the discussion beginning with the quoted matter, based on
footnote 21 and continuing through to the end of the section on super
naturalism and evangelicalism.
^Ibid., p. 161. ^Ibid.
l^Ibid., p. 62. l^Ibid., p. 66.
l^Ibid., p. 65.
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where such innuendoes as the following make their appearance: "brittle
heirlooms," "not as a content to which people must comply," "clammy
inanity," "ideological nightsticks," and "petrified churchly
13rituals." He also indicates that "the purpose of Christian themes"
is "not to corral people into doing it our way but to free them to do
their own.""'-^ There appears to be a correlation between Cox's view
of ritual-Christian themes, and his view of authority. He wants to
open "the door of the playpen" and turn "man loose in an open universe,
while at the same time he intends that "man must be free from tutelage
to authority, particularly the enslaving authority of the past;
nl6
� � � �
Where does this lead? If Cox is implying that a petrified
orthodoxy is a dead thing both in its ritualistic form and in its
doctrinal content, that is one thing, and such a rigid, entrenched,
petrified orthodoxy deserves to be "cracked open." If he is implying
that orthodox ritual and doctrine is petrified just because it is
orthodox and permeated with supernaturalism, then his position is
suspect, for ultimately the question is this: IThat is truth?
The Evangelical makes no apologies for adherence to a
distinctive. New Testament, Christian faith. Neither will a respons
ible Evangelical use such a faith as an "ideological nightstick" to
club people into the Kingdom. Such an Evangelical allows people "to
l%id., pp. 80,81. l^Ibid., p. 81.
^^uel Tyson, "Urban Renewal in the Holy City," Debate, p. 51.
l^Ibid., pp. 51-52.
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do their own thing," but to do so with one very important qualifi
cation. Believe "your own thing"�do "your own thing"�as long as it
is done under the loving jurisdiction of God in Christ in Scripture.
Furthermore, in regard to the question of truth, if truth is
relative to the individual, as Cox would probably say it is , then his
own basic position about truth as functional and pragmatic truth should
lead him to view with favor a "living orthodoxy" which works dynamically
and pragmatically for multitudes of Evangelicals . His newly acquired
position relative to fantasy and imagination might also lead him in
the same direction. If Harvey Cox is only lamenting the lack of
experimentation in ritual and the negative reaction in some circles
to anything new and novel, then his lament is felt by many an Evan
gelical. Yet, "petrified rituals" may only mean that the people who
see them that way are petrified themselves. They themselves may not
be spiritually or sacrally alive, or perhaps they are spectators,
rather than active participants in the religious "game" of life.
Thus, often the fault is not so much the rituals as the people, just
as it is not so much that God is dead as it is that man is spiritually
dead� "dead in trespasses and sins.""'-^ \^a.t is a Christian ritual?
It is quite simple really and rather self-evident. A Christian
ritual
is true and real if it embodies the New Testament Christian faith
and
if it does so in such a way that people today can understand the
meaning in a contemporary setting, even if they
do not believe it or
accept it.
�'-^Ephesians 2:1.
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The total "scene" of what has been said about supernaturalism,
authority and ritual can now serve as a backdrop for Cox's acknow
ledgement of the current religious renaissance.
Inspired by their own gurus and holy men, the young
people of today are fashioning their own celebrations and
rituals. Rock music, guerrilla theatre, Dionysian dance,
projected light and color�all play a part in the evolving
rites. This is also true among the growing number of
political activists. Unlike those of the 'old left' who
despised all forms of religion as the opiate of the masses,
the new radicals exhibit a pervasive interest in theological
questions and even in such occult topics as astrology and
clairvoyance. So far the religious rebirth among young
people is in a state of brawling, turbulent infancy ....
The challenge Christianity faces is how to embrace this
spiritual renaissance without crushing it, how to enrich
it without polluting it, how to deepen it without mutilating
it.l^
A question is in order at this point. Is the religious
renaissance a result of the sacra-secular dynamic or of the secular-
satanic or even of the satanic-secular impetus? Cox is aware though
of the "dangers" and the "excesses." The challenge above sounds good
as far as it goes. Yet, how does one spell it out? What is to be
retained and what is to be rejected? Cox ends his moving description
of today's religious scene by stating that "whether the current religious
awakening can be saved from its own worst excesses depends on how it
manages to relate to history and to politics . "�'�^ History and politics
are good as far as they go. Do they go far enough? Such a statement
appears to be a typical one that would follow from a "secular city"
approach to reality. On the other hand, the model of a Christian
18
Cox, The Feast of Fools, p. 112.
l^lbid.
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sacra-secular city has more to offer in which part of its thrust has
to do with participating, not only in an increasingly sacra-secular
history and politics, but also in the authentic redemptive history of
the Bible.
The remaining remarks should point up a lack of vital balance
in Evangelicalism, on the one hand, and on the other should indicate
that Cox's point of view about fantasy and imagination can support
internally on his own grounds supernaturalism which he finds offensive.
Evangelicals, perhaps in no small measure, need to hear the remarks
that Harvey Cox makes in relation to the death-of-God movement as well
as to the new militants. All Evangelicals should be able to substitute
themselves� some more, some less� for the two aforementioned movements.
First, "the death-of-God movement wants to interpret the life of
faith, but it misses somehow the mood of festivity and playfulness in
20
that life today." Secondly, the new militants need more than any
thing else a heightened sense of festivity.
Their moral earnestness, though welcome, can make
them humorless. Their burning desire for a better future
world can sometimes prevent them from savoring this
present one. . . . The flaw in the new militants is that
in their passion to live in a more human world they some
times fail to relish those first fruits that are present
today. They lack a festive elan. - ' � 21
'^^^i^
so much louder than their 'yes'. ..."
In another direction, it may not be quite true to say that
Cox's "no" is so much louder than his "yes," for he does accept and
practice a good deal of that faith. Nevertheless, the "no" is
conspicuous and the question now is�why?
Ibid., p. 125. Ibid., p. 118-19.
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In light of his expressions about fantasy and imagination, one
would think that Cox might be more tolerant of and more open to a
reasonable-supernaturalism. Supernaturalism is fantasy-like. It is
the impossible dream actually made possible. The supernatural is
received by faith but it is apprehended through the mental category
of imagination and the emotional category of wish or desire. If these
categories are stunted or bent out of shape by an overbearing and
tyrannical "adult" mentality, then the supernatural cannot be received
until the Spirit of God brings newness of life and reopens once again
these vital avenues of the personality to a larger and necessary
wholeness. Supernatural doors that are normally closed are opened
by the Spirit of God through the activated and now healthy faculty
of imagination. How else are God's human creatures to apprehend
that which is beyond and yet within the natural realm, except by
some point of contact inside the hviman personality? The faculty of
imagination is that point of contact. And faith accepts that which
is apprehended by the imagination. Tolkien's statement as cited by
Cox then makes more sense in this light.
'If men were ever in a state in which they did not
want to know or could not perceive truth (facts or
evidence) then Fantasy would languish until they were
cured . ' ^2
Hence, everyday propositional knowledge and inventive truth
is related to the faculty of imagination. By the same token,
apprehension of the Truth�knowledge by acquaintance with the God-man,
Cox, The Feast of Fools, p. 63.
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"the way, the truth, and the life""^-" comes in no other way. The only
difference is that God's prevenient grace operating on man's faith
opens the window of the imagination to allow the supernatural and
refreshing winds of the Spirit to have entrance. These winds are
free to blow where they will but they always blow in harmony with the
authority of God in Christ in Scripture.
Furthermore, as Tolkien is convinced, there is no inherent
necessity why fantasy should destroy or even insult reason. The
sharper and clearer the rational faculty of the mind, the better
fantasy it will make. Similarly, the wish category is subject to the
same rationale. If God is to reveal himself, he must do so through
what is in man, namely the constituent parts or component elements
of man's emotional and mental makeup. In other words, man has a
wish�a desire� for an after life. Some say the wish creates the after
life as a figment of man's distorted imagination. It is preferable
to think because it is just as reasonable, but more satisfying, that
if there is an after life, in order for it to be revealed to man,
such an idea of the after life must be channeled through the desire
or wish aspect in man as well as that part of his rational mind
which is called his imagination. The man of faith takes the leap of
faith, stakes his life on the reasonable possibility that God exists
and that if he is to reveal himself, this is the only way he can do
it� through man as he is�man's makeup.
In conclusion. Cox opens the door to fantasy by saying that
John 14:6.
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24"we need fantasy today." This makes room or� to use an expression
of his�"clears the deck," for an authentic supernaturalism. Why,
therefore, does he make room for fantasy in general, but reject a
supernatural fantasia-like phenomena in particular which has evidence
for its validity in the context of a reasonable faith?
Finally, Cox's question which was raised previously bears
repeating. "Can we make a more secure place for it [fantasy] in our
25
cognitively overdeveloped schools?" The Harvard Professor hopes
that such will be the case. It is hoped also that he will follow
the inherent logic of the internal evidence of his own position, and
come out all the way in favor of that position which his view demands,
i.e., either aspects of an unscriptural "other-worldliness" or a
reasonable-supernaturalism.
RELIGION AND HISTORY
Harvey Cox now thinks that fantasy plays a central and
determinative role in the history of human development. His position
seems only a step removed from supernaturalism. Although he still
looks at supernaturalism askance, it appears to follow that he should
accept a reasonable-supernaturalism. Such a conclusion seems to be
fortified by a further word by the Professor about fantasy and religion
when he states: "To compare religion with fantasy is not to derogate
it but to insist on its importance."
Cox, The Feast of Fools, p. 161.
25ibid. ^hhid., p. 68.
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Furthermore, fantasy and festivity in Cox's view are important
because they are "the way we cool history without fleeing from it."^^
Fantasy and festivity represent short recesses "from history making. "^8
This is a healthy balance and corrective, because, as Cox points out,
some thinkers are saying today that the all-consuming preoccupation
with history is at the root of civilization's critical condition.
Cox draws attention to Richard Rubenstein who wants "to draw us away
from the maddening crowd of social change," and to Norman 0. Brown
who talks about being "'ready to live instead of making history,'"
as well as to Claude Levi-Strauss who suggests "'that we are all
pathologically overcommitted to decision-making. '"^^ Also, Cox makes
it plain that "without a larger frame history turns into something
else. It becomes our total environment, and we begin to feel
30
constricted and panicky." Why this panic? Why this overcommitment
to decision-making? Is it not because man cannot keep pace with
solutions for humanity's mounting problems? Man feels that the world
is getting away from his control. If more is not done immediately, the
end will come. There is no time for religion. Decision-making and
revolutionary activity take priority. Emil Brunner also refers to a
"panic fear of the end."
Religion with its eternal hope must appear then as
opium, as a fatal paralysis of revolutionary energy.
But that this panic fear of the end, the greater it is,
makes so much more difficult the solution of social
problems should be clear to anyone who knows how stupidly
^^Ibid., p. 46. ^^Ibid.
29 Ibid., p. 31,32. 30xbid., p. 44.
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men behave in a panic, how panic endlessly magnifies the
objective danger and reduces to nil the real possibilities
of rescue. 31
Brunner also makes this distinction between the believer and
the nonbeliever: "The believer may wait in hope [shall we also say
work in hope?]; he who has no hope must hurry. The gate threatens to
32
close� then all is over forever."
"He who has no hope must hurry." The more man is without any
final hope implies that he must hurry all the more to adequately solve
this world's problems. "The gate threatens to close." The situation
is an impossible circular dilemma: no final hope�must hurry�panic�
more hurry-more panic� farther away from any final hope.
Cox then has an answer to feeling "constricted and panicky"
and to Brunner 's "panic fear of the end." Cox is saying that history-
making and decision-making must be "cooled" down. Such an obsession
must be slowed down to a walk. At the same time man must resist the
temptation to turn his back on history and to run away from it. If
religion in terms of fantasy and festivity is the way "we cool history,"
for the present writer, the implication is that all religious faiths,
whether Christian or not in terms of the best that those faiths have
to offer, are a cohesive force under God without which civilization
would perish. Religion "as opium" of the people, religion "as a
fatal paralysis of revolutionary energy"�no time for religion�means
that, as such a situation worsens almost to an explosive point or to
-'-'�Emil Brunner, Eternal Hope (London: Lutterworth Press, 1954),
p. 91.
32lbid.
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a deadend point, a reaction of religion sets in to counteract such
"nonreligious" history.
Although Harvey Cox now recognizes the importance of religious
fantasy and festivity, he may not have changed his earlier position
that religion is a htiman phenomenon. He stated that "religion, like
myth and metaphysics, is a human phenomenon and should be accepted as
such, neither more nor less, by the secular man."-^^ The present writer
sees evidence in another direction. Religion and mythology represent
a human necessity, but aspects of religion and mythology also
correspond to a condition of preparation for divine revelation. The
myths are not altogether "mythical." They have a factual basis in
the inner constitution of the human soul.
The human person exists in a sacra-secular milieu. This
implies that God made man� religious man. There is something which
belongs to the structure of the htiman mind itself which apprehends
the sacred side of its dual milieu. Consider Paul Tillich. "It is
impossible for me to understand how we could ever come to a philosophi
cal understanding of religion without finding a point in the structure
of man as man in which the finite and the infinite meet. . .
The starting point is man as religious man, and God condescends
to carry on conversation with men out of points of contact with man's
primitive past, which the face has dragged along with its forward
movement. All men are part of the race and carry along with them in
33
Harvey Cox, "Afterword," Debate, p. 190.
3^Paul Tillich, A History of Christian Thought, ed. Carl E.
Braaten (New York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1968), p. 231.
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any age residue from the past. This residue can be called archetypal
forms of recurring, ritualistic, mythological themes. The assumption
is that God's foreknowledge would recognize that man�primitive man
would strive after God, according to the pagan rationale that under-
girds his religious forms, which in turn holds his religious contents.
Further, the assumption is that God allows some of these thought forms
of primitive, religious man as preparation for the time when man would
be advanced enough to receive special, revealed, progressive revelation.
Some archetypal or recurring themes from out of the past can
be considered as God's points of contact with the race on the one hand,
and on the other as preparation for the fullness of time�God's many
kairoi moments in progressive revelation. If God always came out of
the blue with something new, could it be communicated so people could
36
understand? How would they have been prepared for it?
There is both the old and the new; God's new is built to some
extent on the primitive old; and part of the old itself� the Old
Testament part� is that which was streamlined by God for that particular
time in the Bible. The New Testament represents the further refining
and streamlining process of God's progressive revelation. So the new
�^-'Cf. Carl G. Jung (ed., and after his death M.-L. von Franz),
Man and his Symbols (Garden City, New York: Doubleday & Company Inc. ,
1964), pp. 47, 66, especially 67ff., 81, 90, 9fe, 99. See also Joseph
L. Henderson, "Ancient myths and modern man," Man and his Symbols, pp.
104-157. Also see M.-L. von Franz's conclusion, p. 304.
Kairos means prepared time, mature time, right time, appointed
time, ripe time. Cf. Paul Tillich, A History of Christian Thought,
ed. Carl E. Braaten (New York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1968), pp. 1-2.
Especially note his words: "There is a universal revelatory power going
through all history and preparing for that which Christianity considers
to be the ultimate revelation." p. 2.
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of the New Testament then is built on some of the primitive old outside
of Scripture as well as on the Old Testament old and often represents
new, eternal, authentic content in old or semi-old temporal forms.
For instance, a virgin born son of a god redeeming a dead or
dying world is an ancient "mythical" theme, which finds its historical
reality in the New Testament Son of God. At the same time, all crude
and crass, unauthentic elements are cast aside in the refining and
streamlining process of God's progressive revelation. Points of contact,
therefore, are similarities and preparation while the differences point
up God's distinctive and definitive revelation in the Old and New
37
Testaments.
The foregoing material represents an attempt to go beyond
Harvey Cox who apparently holds the view that religion is only a
human phenomenon (See again footnote 33) . The present writer now
offers two types of impressions which at the moment rest more upon
intuition than upon documented evidence. These two types of impressions
may have some relevance to the issue of history and religion.
The first type of impression is this: the best of religion
arises out of the authentic sacra-secular milieu. What of the bad and
the false in religion such as in the proliferating non-Christian
religious renaissance of the "now" generation? The bad and the false,
the abused and the abusive, in religion is an unauthentic religiosity
which is anthropocentric or worse�demonic orientated�and is, there
fore, a distortion of the sacra-secular milieu.
'Cf. G. Herbert Livingston, "Kinds of Transcultural Adaptation
in the Old Testament" (presented in class OT 180, Asbury Theological
Seminary, Winter, 1970), pp. 1-2. (Mimeographed.)
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Further, not only does the best in religion help to "cool
history" and hold technopolitan man from getting far out of hand,
but God may even use a burgeoning false religious renaissance to help
check the skyscraper rise of "the secular city" mentality, which is
also an anthropocentric religiosity in its own right. The "new"
false, obviously religious life-styles, although detrimental toward
responsive attitude to the authentic Christian sacra-secular city,
nevertheless may in another way help serve as a check and balance to
a secularity, which is less obvious in its religiosity and which,
nonetheless, if left to develop into the full-orbed city that Cox
at least once anticipated would, along with other satanic forces,
lead nowhere except toward a world more rapidly skidding into oblivion.
In the long run, however, if the pendulum should swing too
far toward these "new," false, obviously religious life styles, they
too could lead the world down that same path of oblivion; because
the false religious is basically in the service of Satan's kingdom
and Satan's kingdom is ultimately a closed system. Such a kingdom
will finally dead-end with no way out for it. The Scripture teaches
38
that one day that dead-end point will come.
In the meantime, who knows how many times the pendulum will
swing back and forth between a this-worldly "religious" emphasis and
the false religious emphasis of other-worldly types. False religious
myth and ritual and a too one-sided, rational, pragmatic religiosity
Cf. 11 Thessalonians 2:1-9; Revelation 19:19-21.
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sooner or later react to each other and help to keep each other in
a much needed "healthy" balance for the world's continuation. Of
course, from out of the context of a Christian hope for the world of
men this "healthy" balance can only be viewed mainly and finally as
an unhealthy situation which is not beneficial to the participants
of either side. This "healthy" balance between the obviously false
religions and the religiosity of technopolitan man is unhealthy to
their devotees as far as eternal life is concerned for them in both
the here and the hereafter.
If these two types of anthropocentric religiosity react
against each other to serve as temporary checks and balances, neverthe
less the authentic Christian sacra-secular city acting as the main
stabilizing and cementing cohesive, along with the best of the other
living religions, is that which keeps the phenomena of pluralism,
especially in the age of Global Metropolis, from the final Apocalypse
and the oblivion of history.
So, in regard to this matter of checks and balances and of a
predominant cohesive and stabilizing force, the question of questions
is: What happens when a too worldly Church shows that the secular-
political spirit holds sway over the distinctly sacred aspect of its
life? True, there should be a positive and proper secular, or better,
sacra-secular attitude within the church. Yet, the idea of Harvey
Cox's "politician god" should not be the be-all and the end-all of her
life. No doubt, in light of his more recent movement toward festivity
and fantasy as that which "cools" down history, he has tempered his
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"secular city" position. Nevertheless, Cox would still see the
"politician god" as the predominant model for the Church's activity.
The second type of impressions is this: Given the world
condition as it now is and perhaps the lateness of the hour, possibly
ecumenicity is the only way out for the present. That is to say, if
there is to be a delaying action for postponing doomsday, so that there
might be a little more time to call out and complete the remnant people
of God, then perhaps there is little or no alternative.
On the other hand, ecumenicity as well as secular theology
might finally unwittingly and unknowingly play directly into the hands
of the enemy: as when in war the strategy adopted by one side plays
right into the hands of the other, as when the church of Germany was
taken in and deluded by Hitler's Germany, as when Peter thought he was
thinking right about his Lord, and thought to do him service by his
words. Jesus answered him:
Get thee behind me, Satan; thou art an offense unto me;
for thou savourest not the things that be of God, but those
3Q
that be of men.^
Consider also one scene out of the past when the Roman power and a
good-intentioned Judaism, who thought to do God service, combined to
make war upon the Lamb. For a moment they seemed to succeed, yet
only for a moment.
Therefore, only time will tell whether the ecumenical move
ment and much of secular theology speak for the Bride of Christ or for
Matthew 16:23.
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Babylon, the Harlot, unintentional though it may be. Wilbur Smith
refers to "the non-supernaturalness of a coming world religion," and
insists that "modernism has for years been preparing for a world
religion. "^�'-
In conclusion, Harvey Cox's recent emphasis on the place and
power of religion, i.e., festivity and fantasy, to "cool" history-
making, is a welcomed new direction in his thinking. The best of the
living religions and perhaps the more previously false, religious
faiths are permitted within the sovereignty of God to assist the
authentic Gospel in providing necessary checks and balances upon
history-making and upon a technopolitan mentality running wild, losing
control.
The place and power of religion is partly to put this fixation
on history in its proper place and perspective. "What is needed is
a way of helping man to embrace his past with joy and to appreciate
both history and its limits. This will happen only when we learn
again to celebrate, to affirm both life and history without being
suffocated by them."^^ In addition, if it is not pressed too literally,
^'^One of the most striking contrasts of the Book of Revelation
involves, as it were, the tale of two cities. Two cities and two women
are contrasted. Cf . "the woman clad in the sun" (Revelation 12) and
"the woman clad in purple and scarlet" (Revelation 17) . The harlot
and Babylon are one; the bride and the heavenly Jerusalem are one.
Some commentators hold the view that Babylon, the Harlot, represents
Rome of the Ist Century. Others adhere to the view that Babylon, the
Harlot, is yet to come, and has its fulfillment, at least in part, in
an apostate Church. The present writer holds a synthesis of both views.
^�'�Wilbur Smith, World Crises and the Prophetic Scriptures
(Chicago: Moody Press, 1952), p. 175.
Cox, The Feast of Fools, p. 32.
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Cox has another fine statement of vital balance.
Celebration without politics becomes effete and empty.
Politics without celebration becomes mean and small. The
festive spirit knows how to toast the future, drink the
wine, and break the cup. They all belong together. '^3
Religion and history then act as a check and balance on each other.
This tension between religion and history is the tension between
the sacred and the secular.
However, to have a culture based mostly on a secular city
stance�on the secular-sacra life style� is really to erect a civili
zation without a sufficient cohesive principle. Moreover, such a
culture's goal of a more or less homogeneous^^ human society can only
remain an illusion as long as said culture does not embrace and be
responsive to the leavening Gospel of Christ. The Gospel of Christ is
the dynamic which can in the best sense of the word level a fermenting,
pluralistic culture to its least and at the same time, its most work
able common dominator.
Since a pluralistic society of technopolitan religiosity is
unlikely to embrace totally the Gospel of Christ, nevertheless such
a culture must receive enough of this sacra-secular spirit, this
leavening Gospel of the loving jurisdiction of God in Christ in
Scripture. This Gospel must be worked out in its daily societal life
for said culture to cohere and be cemented together; otherwise such a
^^Ibid., p. 120.
^^Cf. Arthur W. Kac, The Death and Resurrection of Israel
(Baltimore: King Brothers, Inc., 1969), p. 194. Especially note
the words: "Never before in history has there been such a widespread
trend as there is in these days to create a homogeneous human society."
p. 202.
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culture will fragment into pieces and finally fall. Emil Brunner
rightly wonders "whether the elimination of metaphysical and religious
inquiries can be permanently maintained without surrendering life to
a process of inner decadence .
"^^
The "confusion" of a modem Babylon is the tragic saga of a
pluralistic culture increasingly living apart from and thus unresponsive
to the cohesive principles of the Gospel of Christ. Growing astro
logical and apostate religion as well as atheistic and agnostic,
religious world views seek to shape man's destiny in ignorance of, or
in opposition to the redemptive purpose of biblical revelation.
Satan's kingdom of other-worldly false religious forces and
of the this-worldly sort of the "isms" is well on its way to building
a wall around the globe. In the building of such a wall Satan is
saying, "This kingdom is mine. I am king of the mountain." However,
the Apocalypse serves advance warning, showing what happens when the
foundations of end time civilization crumble. If the foundations
crumble, the wall comes down too, and he who sits on the wall king of
the mountain along with his followers will know in that day that they
are only a tragic huddle of fragile and empty eggheads. A tale from
the nursery should suffice;
Humpty-Dumpty sat on a wall;
Humpty-Dtimpty had a great fall.
All the king's horses and all the king's men
Couldn't put Humpty-Dumpty together again.
^�'Emil Brunner, Eternal Hope (London: Lutterworth Press,
1954), p. 190.
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WORK AND COMIC HYPERBOLE
Festivity is defined as 1) conscious excess�men always
"overdo it." Men "live it up." 2) Celebrative affirmation�men "say
yes to life." 3) Jxaxtaposition�men engage in activity that is notice
ably different from "everyday life." In addition, festivity is not
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superficiality or frivolity.
Work-Play
In Western civilization there has been an enormous emphasis on
man, the worker- thinker . Luther and Marx stressed man as worker while
Aquinas and Descartes focused attention on man, the thinker. Thus,
says Cox, man's celebrative and imaginative faculties have not been
given their just due. There has not been anything like a total
eclipse, but rather the trend has been in the worker- thinker direction
and especially until quite recently. Work is good as far as it goes,
but it is not the be-all and end-all of life. Therefore, work needs
to be put in its rightful place, in balanced perspective with a
healthy attitude of play and festive celebration.
Cox overdoes it again as he so often does when he sets out to
correct something. He states that "the truth may very well be that we
have inherited a recently perverted form of Christianity, that its
terrible sobriety is a distortion of its real genius, and that a kind
of playfulness lies much closer to its heart than solemnity does."'^^
^^Cox, The Feast of Fools, pp. 22-25.
^^Ibid., p. 54.
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What is nearer reality is that there are times for a high
degree of seriousness and times for a high degree of festiveness while
the in-between times should be characterized more and more by a life
lived on a plane of vital balance�a style of playful-seriousness. On
the one hand, there is a sense in which Cox is right to draw attention
to "the playing God" who "winks at man, his all- too-serious creature,
disclosing to him the comic dimensions of it all.""^^ Yet, on the
other hand, he goes too far when he says "that nothing in life should
be taken too seriously ;"'^^ for it should and it should not. There is
that which should be taken with utmost seriousness, because if one is
not serious enough, one will not be responsible. By the same token,
when "too serious" becomes sort of an end in itself, such a serious
attitude fails to recognize that man cannot do the job of shaping the
world for the better all by himself. Man does not have the final word.
God does. Thus, man, God's "all- too-serious creature," who has a
part to play and a stake to win in this world, should recognize that
the world is at least as much God's world as it is man's. Perhaps
even more so. God has not yet turned the whole world over to man
in its entirety. Thus, for the good of all concerned, man, the all-
too-serious creature that he is, should trust God more and walk the
tight rope less. Responsible members of society are to recognize that
people are to be laborers together with God, but that they are not
to act as though they stand, as it were, in God's shoes. It goes
without saying that man is not God.
/^^ibid., p. 151. ^%bid., p. 152.
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Hence, a life style of playful-seriousness is needed much
like one participates in a basketball or baseball game with serious-
playfulness or playful-seriousness. All of life is a sacra-secular
"game" and should be played accordingly, i.e., with a playful-serious
attitude. Such an attitude should not degenerate to sham or bombastic
buffoonery.
Furthermore, it appears that S^iren Kierkegaard was only half
right, at least at one time, about his style of inwardness. He main
tained that "inwardness is precisely the fountain which springeth up
into eternal life, and what issues from this fountain is precisely
seriousness. "Inwardness (seriousness) is therefore eternity."
Finally, "only a serious personality is a real personality (a real
individual), and only a serious personality can do anything seriously ."^^
Kierkegaard's approach at this point must be kept in balance
with the fact that overmuch responsibility squeezes out life. It
lessens man's dignity. It crushes him under the load to the level of
an insect. Work without ample play or leisure reduces man to something
less than human. Moreover, the primitive man for all his shortcomings
can teach our age much. "For the primitive man 'entertainment' and
court session, ball and 'service' coincide. He amuses himself
delightfully and yet sustains a serious purpose within his play. He
dances with weighty seriousness. . . ."^''"
^�^SjJren Kierkegaard, The Concept of Dread, trans., Walter Lowrie
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1944), pp. 130,133.
^"""Gerardus Van der Leeuw, Sacred and Profane Beauty (New York:
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1963), p. 19.
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Finally, despite Harvey Cox* s overbalanced remarks at times.
his basic approach is sound, and can be highlighted by the following
statement.
The appearance in our time of Christ the harleauin and
the Lord of the dance should provide a double cause for
rejoicing. Not only does he draw us into the dance of life,
he also restores an essential aspect of our faith that in
the awful seriousness of our age we had nearly forgotten.
Comic Hyperbole
"The Feast of Fools" flourished in parts of Europe during the
medieval era. It was a colorful occasion, a celebrative holiday around
January first, which in general kept the whole community awake with
revelry and satire. Playful humor, comic hyperbole or making sport of
any number of things may partake of the aforementioned definition of
festivity (See footnote 46) .
kings, papal infallibility, and the modern totalitarian state all
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flourished after "the Feast of Fools" disappeared." Probably this
is an oversimplification of the situation but it was likely a contri
buting factor to the above mentioned perversions.
Dark satire has its place in the realm of constructive criticism.
Such satire is not beautiful, but it can be useful. For instance, the
present writer will never forget reading about Bill McCutcheon, who
Cox makes a remark worth pondering. The divine right of
52.Cox, The Feast of Fools, pp. 54-55.
53'Ibid., p. 5.
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sings that he would rather be an amoeba than a man, for then if an
H-bomb fell, he would split into several amoebas and swim happily
ever after through the slime.
Cox maintains that "the comic sensibility can laugh at those
who ferment wars and perpetuate hunger, at the same time it struggles
to dethrone them."^^ The statement is ill-formulated. It is doubtful
that anyone should "laugh at those who ferment wars." War is not a
laughing matter. There is nothing comically funny at all about the
dark side of man. However, like Bill McCutcheon, sometimes one may
laugh at one's own plight in the midst of some real or itaagined black
night. One may also smile at that which seems comically funny about
the race, but one does not laugh in the face of another man's plight,
unless that man is the one who puts his own situation in this per
spective. Then the two may laugh together. After all, how can one
laugh at the hopelessness and suffering of the poor in a face to face
confrontation? There may be a sense in which Cox is right when he says,
"Only by learning to laugh at the hopelessness around us can we touch
the hem of hope." But the one-to-one encounter is not the time and
place. Does laughter bear along with others in their plight? Yet,
as Ecclesiastes puts it: there is "a time to weep, and a time to laugh;
a time to mourn, and a time to dance.
"^^ The wise man discerns the
occasion and responds accordingly and authentically�spontaneously and
intimately.
E. F. Donohue, "After-Dark Satire Goes to Town," Horizon,
IV (January, 1962), 71.
^^Cox, The Feast of Fools, p. 153.
^^Ibid., p. 142. ^^Ecclesiastes 3:4.
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Cox also makes the remark that "the Feast of Fools" had
demonstrated that a culture could periodically make sport of its most
sacred royal and religious practices. "^^ True, the distorted sacred
can and should invite the satirical rapier. However, the true sacred
is that which should be taken with utmost seriousness, reverence and
respect. Thus, making sport of the true sacred can be of two types:
1) harmless fun in which it is good to laugh at ourselves but also
2) an unhallowed fun in which the prankster is utterly serious about
his disrespect and irreverence for the life of God and the life of
man. This displays not a healthy love of life but an unhealthy hostil
ity and antipathy to life. Such antipathy to life is a mark of the
"sin-sick soul" and brings to mind the squire Jons in one of Bergman's
plays. After Jons paints a small figure which is supposed to represent
himself, he declares: "'This is squire Jons. He grins at Death, mocks
the Lord, laughs at himself and leers at the girls. His world is a
Jons-world, believable only to himself, ridiculous to all including
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himself, meaningless to Heaven and of no interest to Hell.'"
Elsewhere Jons says, "'My little stomach is my world, my head
is my eternity, and my hands, two wonderful suns. My legs are time's
damned pendulums, and my dirty feet are two splendid starting points
for my philosophy. Everything is worth precisely as much as a belch,
the only difference being that a belch is more satisfying.
'"^'^
^^Cox, The Feast of Fools, p. 3.
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Ingmar Bergman, Four Screenplays of Ingmar Bergman, trans.,
Lars Malmstrom and David Kushner (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1960),
p. 114.
^�Ibid., p. 126.
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Squire Jons laughter and philosophy does not partake of a
healthy love of life. Laughter at Jons in the abstract may be
permissible, but never in person. There is a sense in which it is
fitting to laugh at the tragedy of the race in some such comical
fashion as the following:
Little man; like a peacock proud; like a strutting
rooster crowing aloud; like a neophite actor, certain
indeed, he's a better star than the one playing lead, is
grabbing the stage and having his fling at playing the
role of the Almight King. And that my friends is a sight
to see, a cause for utter hilarity. ... So come laugh
with me and I'll laugh with you and maybe our laughter
will see us through, till the knee is bent in humility in
the face of our utter futility. ^1
The Bible declares the laughter of God. In a Holy Week
context, this means that a cruel concert, music of a sordid kind began
with the mocking laughter of Herod and the soldiers; gradually it
increased in loudness to a crescendo, when grinning dwarfs in their
own man-made sinister world shouted, "Come down! You there, come down
from the cross!" But on the other side, the laughter of God comes from
the fact that he knows the end from the beginning. He knew that a
tomb of triumph would follow a mount of mockery.
Easter morning means�how terrible in a way� the joke is on
all of them. He who dwells in the heavens laughs. He laughs and he
does not laugh. The joke is on them, but somehow it is not funny.
Yet, the joke is funny for it's like a tug of war between good and
evil. And God's good gets the best of man's evil, and evil gets a
^�'�"Prologue" of a musical revue by Helen Kromer and Frederick
Silver on a record ("For Heaven's Sake"), 1961.
^^Psalm 2:4.
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good dousing and is as good as drowned in the drink.
Thus, God's reserved, sublimated laughter runs silent, but it
runs deep like an onward rushing underground stream which finally burst
through the surface with a mighty thrust to roll the stone away. So,
for God to laugh last means that he laughs best.
CONCLUSION
Attention has been focused on the subject of fantasy and
festivity. The result is that Western industrial society has been
weighed in the balances and, at least until more recently, has been
found drastically wanting. People have been taught to place "play"
at a very low level of importance. Particularly, a vital balance of
Christian fantasy as well as of Christian festivity is a primary and
legitimate concern for our time, including for today's political
institutions .
If man is to be truly man�man in vital balance�he should
be both serious and festive. A holy or sacred festiveness, not a
distorted f rivolousness , is essential. Such festivity partakes of
the reverence and rhythm of life. An inhuman frivolousness shows
disrespect for life. Yet, how can one be festive in the knowledge of
Viet Nam, suffering, sorrow, and death all around? Is it not in
order to mourn with empathy? Can a man both laugh and weep at the
same time? He must. That is to say, he should empathize with those
that are happy as well as those that sorrow. Both are human qualities.
To have a life lived more or less exclusively in one direction at the
expense of the other is to lack health and wholeness of life.
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Therefore, Jesus Christ is Lord of the rhythms of life. He is
there in the midst of crying. He is there in the midst of laughing.
Crying and laughing go on at the same time everywhere. Again, Jesus
Christ is Lord, Lord of the dance, which is to say�Lord of all
authentic rhythms. There is music in the spheres. There is music
everywhere. The Bible indicates that there is a time to dance. The
well-balanced writer of the Book of Ecclesiastes shares this view.
Specifically, the Scripture sets forth at least three kinds of dance.
The first does not receive approval; the last two do: 1) sensuous
dance�Herodias, Mark 6:22; 2) cultural or festive dance� in the
parable of the lost son, Luke 15:25; and 3) religious dance�David,
II Samuel 6:14. Cf. also Psalms 149:3; 150:4. Thus, it is not at
all beneath or against the grain of Scripture to be festive, to sing
and dance appropriately about life as a part of God^s own story, as
a part of the rhythms of life.
Not only is Jesus Christ Lord of the Dance, but also another
model is Cox's conception of Christ the Harlequin. There is a place
for Christ the Clown as for Christ the King. In both he is Lord of
something. In the former, he is Lord of proper festivity and fantasy
which includes his being Lord of the dance. The clown figure is
appropriate for Jesus Christ, not because he is a comic figure to be
laughed at, but because in his own way he makes others laugh. The
clown figure seems fitting also because there is a sense in which, as
Cox points out, "the clown is constantly defeated, tricked, humiliated.
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and tromped upon. He is infinitely vulnerable, but never finally
defeated. "^^
The Harvard Professor has noticed that the biblical portrait
of Jesus Christ suggests clown symbols.
Like the jester, Christ defies custom and scorns
crowned heads. Like a wandering troubador he has no
place to lay his head. Like the clown in the circus
parade, he satirizes existing authority by riding
into town replete with regal pageantry when he has
no earthly power. Like a minstrel he frequents
dinners and parties. At the end he is costumed by
his enemies in a mocking caricature of royal
paraphernalia. He is crucified amidst sniggers and
taunts with a sign over his head that lampoons his
laughable claim. )4
In his writings Cox can rise so high in his insights about
Jesus Christ while at the same time he can sink incredibly to new lows.
Sometimes he just does not have a very confident Christology. For
instance, what can one do with such a remark as the following in
which he seems to include himself in the designation "our generation?"
The very ambiguity of the cap and bells somehow suits
our wistful, ironic attitude toward Christ. To Christ's
pointed question of Peter, 'Who do you say that I am?' we
can no longer conscientiously spout the conventional replies.
So we clothe Christ in a clownsuit, and that way we express
many things at once: our doubts, our disillusionment, our
fascination, our ironic hope.^^
To move now in a slightly different direction, the jester is
kin to the clown. Leszek Kolakowski, the Polish philosopher is worth
noting. In his valuable essay on the "Priest and the Jester," Cox
sees that Kolakowski 's remarks particularly for philosophy are.
^^Cox, The Feast of Fools, p. 142.
6^Ibid., p. 140-41. ^^Ibid., p. 142.
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nevertheless, especially fitting for theology. On the one hand, the
priest upholds "the cult of the final and the obvious contained in
tradition." On the other, the jester's task is to "question what
paraphrase. They should remain intact as Cox has them.
The philosophy of the jester is a philosophy which
in every epoch denovmces as doubtful what appears as
unshakable; it points out the contradictions in what
seems evident and incontestable; it ridicules common sense
into the absurd - in other words, it undertakes the daily
toil of the jester's profession along with the inevitable
risk of appearing ludicrous.
Although an habitue of good society, [he] does not
belong to it and makes it the object of his inquisitive
impertinence; he . . . questions what appears to be self-
evident. The jester could not do this if he himself were
part of the good society, for then he would be, at the most,
a drawing room wit. A jester must remain an outsider, he
must observe 'good society' from the sidelines, for only
then can he detect the non-obvious behind the obvious and
the non- final behind what appears to be final. At the
same time he must frequent good society so as to know
what it deems holy, and to be able to indulge in his
impertinence .
Within reason this is a fitting description of Jesus Christ
the Jester par excellence. His footsteps made their imprint up and
down the length and breadth of Palestine. He came to the good society
� the great society�but he did not belong to it. He came, not only
to detect the non-obvious behind the obvious and the non-final behind
what appeared to be final, but also so that the Spirit of God could
place he himself in the final position. Henceforth, it would be
appears to be self-evident. Kolakowski' s insights are too good to
66
Ibid., p. 132. ^^Ibid., pp. 137-38.
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proper to speak of "the finality of Jesus Christ," and of Jesus
Christ the refined Jester who moves typically with restraint, and
yet with reproof and with recall amongst the seven churches of the
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Book of Revelation.
Finally, with reference to Christ the clown figure, this
writer viewed a TV newsreel on the clown in the modem day circus.
A wellknown clown pointed out that his job is harder today. People
are tense. They are as taut as a bow string. People are not laughing
as before. This says something about our age. People are worried
and overanxious. People are too serious on the one hand and too
sophisticated on the other. Hence, Christ the Harlequin is needed.
Yet, on the basis of the TV newsreel such a Christ figure may not
communicate to people today as much as Cox thinks.
Nevertheless, man today yearns for added joyful immediacy and
for more simple directness and less inhibitedness . The present writer
admits with conviction that Harvey Cox has done the Church much
service by his model of Christ the Harlequin: the man of sorrows in
the foolscap, symbolizing just the right combination and vital balance
of merriment and seriousness.
An excellent book on this subject of "the finality of Jesus
Christ" is that of Robert E. Speer. Robert E. Speer, The Finality
of Jesus Christ (Westwood, 'New Jersey: Fleming H. Revell Company,
1933).
^^Cf. Revelation 2:1-3:22.
Chapter 6
BEYOND HARVEY COX IN RELATION TO
THE ESCHATON OF THE CITY
One of the most hopeful signs of the times is man's fascination
with the future. This preoccupation is an orientation toward new
horizons which is not just the forward look of a few minority groups,
but seems to be a predominant mood of a whole culture.
Harvey Cox is a man of hope. His mood is that of a "comic
hope" which means that he possesses something of a biblical optimism
in the face of the great odds of the twentieth century current events.
The Harvard Professor states that
comic hope is the mood of our embryonic religious
sensibility today. It has left behind orthodox credulity,
existential pathos, and sanguine optimism. It supplies
the only possible idiom for faith at a time of dead gods,
museum churches, and antiquarian theology. The new
theologians are right that hope is the characteristic form
of faith for modern man. But our hope is neither the
serene confidence of medieval man, nor the liberal's bright
expectation of better things around the corner. Ours is a
more or less formless hope, but a hope nonetheless. It is
a hope in search of content, a hope that some form of hope
will once again be made available to us.-'-
This reminds one of Samuel Beckett's play entitled, "Waiting for
Godot" (written 1952) . Beckett appears to be telling modern man that
the idea of God is obsolete, that man is waiting for a God who is not
there or who at the most is a small-sized God. "OT" added to God could
mean small-sized God. The trouble with Beckett's play�and with Harvey
Cox, The Feast of Fools, p. 156.
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Cox's theology of hope as well� is that both do not seem to realize
really that God has come in the incarnate Christ.
God has intervened adequately and effectively by the appearing
of his Son in the world to save twisted humanity�broken and bent out
of shape. Jesus Christ is God's new break of day. He is and is to
become further the fulfillment of the true and final dawn of God on
earth. Jesus and Jesus only�his life and teaching, death and resur
rection�as such is the inbreaking of the eschaton, i.e., the New Being
for the new order of a new age.
The New Being for the new order of a new age means that the
o
Kingdom of God is soteriological. The tragedy is that although God
in Christ is the redemptive Lord of history under whose sovereign
control the world of nature and men exist, there is a real sense in
which the loving jurisdiction of God is not fully realized in earthly
history. Thus, the new order is here but the here and now in its
entirety has not received the new order, i.e., the eschaton.
The present venture is to see in relation to Cox something of
where man is today and what he can look for and hope for in his time.
The intent is, however, to go beyond Cox. In order to investigate the
2
Cf. Bernard Ramm's words: "The body of Christ was of the new
order, the eschatological order, the order of the new age. As Koch says,
'the resurrection of Jesus is God's deed of resurrection and is as such
the inbreaking of the eschaton.'" Them He Glorified (Grand Rapids: Wm.
B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1963), p. 98.
^Cf. George E. Ladd's section, "The kingdom is soteriological"
in his book: Crucial Questions About the Kingdom of God (Grand Rapids:
Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1952), pp. 81-85.
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issue of man and hope, three areas of concern will be developed. They
are as follows: God at the forward edge, the future of the city, and
God and man forever beginning.
GOD AT THE FORWARD EDGE
Three strands of time meet and are affected by the God who
shows himself: the no longer, the now, and the not yet. The Bible is
confident about him who makes it plain: "I am Alpha and Omega, the
beginning and the ending, saith the Lord, which is, and which was, and
which is to come, the Almighty."^ The eschaton of God partakes of the
interrelatedness of the no longer, the now, and the not yet. To wrench
the eschaton out of its total context is to forfeit vital balance and
wholeness of life.
Harvey Cox seems to start out soundly in formulating a theo
logical problem but appears to end up distorting the situation that he
wants to safeguard, or, at least playing down certain aspects in order
to heighten his main concern. The problem is this: "How can we celebrate
the past, delight in the present and gladly anticipate the future with
out sacrificing one to the other. He is convinced that "today the
mix is badly distorted, with a bias not toward the present or the
future but toward the past."^ At one time Cox talked about the trouble
of the Church in terms of its ecclesiastical and existential bias,^ but
Revelation 1:8.
^Cox, The Feast of Fools, p. 42.
6lbid.
^Cox, Snake, pp. 15-17.
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he himself appears now to have a particular eschatological bias. It
is called a bias by this present writer. Yet, in one sense, can it be
considered such? In order to have a "meaningful" bias toward something,
one ought to have a halfway clear idea about the object of one's bias.
Of course, what is in mind here as the object of Cox's bias is God.
Yet, perhaps the world "object" was a poor choice to convey
something. Would "being"� the "being" of Cox's bias�have been a
better choice? Apparently not. In conjunction with Dewart, the
professor reminds all who would take heed that "it is not necessary
that something exist in order to have reality; it is only our Helenic
bias that makes us think so. The future, for example, does not 'exist'
and has no 'being' in any sense; nevertheless it is a reality in human
g
experience." The parallel, however, although helpful to a point, is
ill-chosen for the future is an intangible force of a sort which is no
more capable of real life and real love than the wind. True, both the
future and the wind make their impact upon human experience, but
neither is able to impart life or love. Only tangible human person
ality on the one hand, or intangible spirit being, on the other, are
able to impart the kind of life and love that is germane to man's
situation and are able to do justice to the realities that hold man
firmly in their grasp.
^Ibid., p. 85. Cf. also Harvey Cox, "Ernst Bloch and 'The
Pull of the Future,'" New Theology No. 5, eds . Martin E. Marty and
Dean G. Peerman (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1968), p. 199. "There
is no real difference, therefore, between Tillich and Bloch on the
question of the 'existence' of God� they both deny it. The point of
their essential disagreement is over the question of where the reality
Tillich calls 'God' and Bloch does not, touches man."
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Cox has hope. Yet, he is honest and tells his situation like
it is for him. By way of implication he talks about having "difficulty
naming or discussing God." The assumption is that this is other
than the impasse that anyone finally reaches�other than the limits
beyond which no man can penetrate the veil of Deity. In short, does
his hope not rest upon the flimsiest of foundations? He admits that
if a faith-based hope must spring from a clearly
defined doctrine of God, then we have further grounds
for abandoning it. Yet it persists. We continue to
hope. Why? We hope among other things, that hope
itself will not disappear. If challenged to say whether
there is any real ground for such a faith, we can only
say, 'We hope so.'l'^
The first criticism which is reached about Cox's theology of
hope, is that the dwelling place of hope is weakened becaixse such hope
rests upon that which is considerably less than a clear and confident
doctrine of God. Cox has a bias toward the God of the future. This
is part of the picture� the picture of the eschaton in terms of the
no longer, the now, and the not yet. But the point at present is:
How can one speak meaningfully about the God of the future when the
"God" part is mostly a blur. God is the one who makes the future
meaningful and specific in so far as he chooses to reveal it. The
future does not make God meaningful and specific. True, in God's own
time the future will unfold more of his good pleasure specifically as
he allows but this is altogether different than the accent being on
the future side of it all. The difficulty is ascertaining whether
^Harvey Cox, "Radical Hope and Emperical Probability,"
Christianity and Crisis, XXVIII (May 13, 1968), 97.
Ibid., p. 98.
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for Cox the accent would be upon some will-o'-the-wisp future or upon
some vague, nebulous doctrine of God. If the accent is on the latter,
it is difficult to see how his doctrine could sway the future for
anyone other than apparently Cox himself.
The second thing to consider about the Harvard Professor's
theology of hope has to do with the three strands of time in relation
to God. At one time Cox claimed that "our thinking should start with
what God has done and is doing in the world. "�'��'� Yet, even at this
point one could build a case on the grounds that Cox was, is, but
hopefully will not always be short on what God has done while being
long on what he is doing. The latter is part of a vital balance cor
rective of perspective. However, does the Professor not distort his
own view of the present by not following through radically enough on
what God has done in the past, i.e., the atonement in which there is
a full development of a theology of the cross?
Such a case could be developed and in fact such an attempt has
already been made elsewhere in the present writer's engagement of Cox's
12
secular theology. The case becomes even more of a crucial issue
since Cox appears now to depreciate the past to a greater degree in
order to accentuate his eschatological bias in favor of the God who
will be. This accent is not altogether misplaced. On the contrary,
the theology of hope is a welcomed new direction in the theology of
the elite and the intelligentsia. Finally, however, such theology of
l^Cox, God's Revolution and Man's Responsibility, p. 16.
���^See ASPECTS OF VITAL BALANCE in Chapter 4, pp. 64-71.
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hope can only fail to do justice to the eschaton if the eschaton is
wrenched out of its total context of the past and present, as well
as the future.
Nevertheless, the progression of Cox's thought goes something
like this. With the left hand he sweeps the past and the present
aside. In the Debate he advocates that theology "leave behind the
God who is and begin its work with the God who will be, or, in biblical
13
parlance, 'He who cometh.'" He goes on to talk about working out a
whole "new and viable doctrine of God for our time"l'^ and ends with an
"if" clause about the future� "where if man meets God again, that
encounter must take place. "�'�^
Cox has shown little or no sympathy with the death of God move
ment but in the Snake he seems to imply that "the present wake" for
"the God who is (and now was)" is good from the standpoint that it "may
clear the decks for the God who will be.""'-^ In The Feast of Fools, Cox
is partial to a theology of juxtaposition which "along with radical
theology" discards "any nostalgia for the past, but in line with the
theology of hope it admits to a nostalgia for the new.""*-^ Furthermore,
such a theology "recognizes our estrangement from much of the tradition,
but it is also somewhat estranged from the ethos of today. It is
unwilling to reconcile itself to either. It delights in the disrelation.'
���^arvey Cox, "Afterword," Debate, p. 202.
l^Ibid., p. 203. l^Ibid., p. 203,
�'�^Cox, Snake, p. 11.
l^Cox, The Feast of Fools, p. 132. ^^Ibid. , p. 40.
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That which Cox takes away with the one hand though he gives
back at least in part with the other. He knows that it is impossible
to isolate oneself completely from the past just as it is impossible
to ignore the present. He states that
the danger of all longing for the future . . . can
easily collapse into not only a contempt for the past
but a hatred for the present. . . . Both earth and body
remind us every day of the past and of our undeniable
continuity with it. . . .If our abhorence for the
past becomes strong enough, we may turn to smashing the
earth or to violating the body. Our present fascination
with violence may be a symptom of our contempt for
continuity . �^'^
Thus, Cox appears as some magician and a sleight of hand trick.
Now you see it; now you do not. What he takes away with his left hand
he brings back with his right. The professor seems to be playing a
kind of theological game of charades. But it is all quite confusing,
although perhaps entertaining. He starts and stops and changes
directions until he finally comes out and says what's on his mind.
It is almost too obvious to point out that the theology
of hope exhibits a certain one-sidedness . Radical theology's
mistake was to elevate present experience to divine status;
the theology of hope comes perilously close to identifying
God with the future. If radical theology falls prey to
Cage's presentism, the theology of hope has some of the same
dangers as Artaud's futurism. . . . Like some of the new
political radicals, the theologians of hope fail to savor
the present. They do not help us to hold together the three
dimensions of temporality without collapsing one into another.
The game is over. Or is it? First, the reader has a suspicion
that Cox may still not know where he stands in relation to a tension
and vital balance of the three strands of time as they relate to God
and the eschaton. He wants something of a tension while at the same
l^Ibid., p. 40. 20^bid., p. 130.
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time he wants to break a good deal with the tradition. He has now
mostly a drive and direction toward the future. But the point has
already been made that neither his doctrine of God nor his future
orientation is very confident or clear cut within the limits that a
wise Deity has set, according to his own good will and pleasure.
Secondly, granted, Harvey Cox does maintain something of the
past and present aspects of the eschaton but he does not do justice
to them. With Wolf-Dieter Marsch, he is right to be concerned about
Christians clinging "to the static 'is' as the normative predicate for
21God." There are two other predicates also, i.e., the God who was
and will be. Yet, as one considers the three strands of time in the
theology of Harvey Cox one is aware that although he does not bend
toward the "static," neither does he bend toward a distinctive Christian
dynamic. If he does not embrace the one, neither does he the other.
In conclusion, the manifestation of God's grace in the eschaton,
i.e., in the New Being for the new order of a new age, means that it
is connected in vital balance with the past, operative in the present,
and leads out into the illimitable future. The three strands of time,
of the no longer, the now, and the not yet, must be held in tension.
To let one or two of them slip in any significant way is to crack open
the eschaton and split it apart in its total impact and effectiveness.
All three predicates, the God who was, is, and is to come, are
part and parcel of a proper New Testament perspective. The coming one
cannot be more important than the activity of God in the historical
Cox, Snake, p. 11.
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Christ. The end of the eschaton cannot be more important than the
beginning, neither the beginning more important than the end. Unless
people are related in the present to God in Christ as that divine
activity which was revealed in the past, they cannot hope to be related
authentically to the coming one of the future.
Let the three dimensions of temporality represent a head of an
arrow in the form of a triangle with three equal sides�past, present,
and future. As the shaft and head of the arrow is shot out straight
into space on a horizontal plane, the three dimensions of time
represented by the head of the arrow� touch every point of history
along the way�represented by the space, and time of the arrow's flight.
By the same token, although every point of history is touched along
the way by the God who was, is, and is to come, nevertheless, not all
the people of every point of history touch distinctly and significantly
the God who shows himself within the three dimensions of temporality.
The New Testament "happening" of the eschaton reveals the
Gospel as it is and not as modern man wishes for the Gospel to be.
Modern man cannot have an authentic present or future without the
authentic past. The prophets of Israel called the past to memory not
to divinize it but to remind people that the God of the covenant still
expected things from them in the present as well as in the future. By
the same token, the only legitimate interest that a New Testament
theology should "have in the past is in the way it can help under God
to create a new present and a new future for those who shall live in
the remaining years of the twentieth century.
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On the basis of the analysis which was done, Harvey Cox does
not do justice to the three dimensional predicates of God. Neither
is he in favor of the God above. "God is not above, or beneath us,
22
or even just 'within' us." The openness of history is to be
anchored somewhere outside history itself, "'not above' but 'ahead. '"^^
However, it is more than doubtful that the one should be
sacrificed in favor of the other. God is above and out there in the
farthest reaches of the universe which for one thing means that this
is a safeguard against making man into God; making God into man.
Furthermore, the God who is "beneath" is the ground of being and is
experienced "within" in the depths of one's being. Yet, by no means
unimportant but of equal value is God "at the 'forward edge,'" God
ahead and out front. God was represented in the Old Testament as the
One who is both above and ahead as signified by the cloud which led
the children of Israel by day through the wilderness. God was hidden
by way of the cloud beyond their reach and yet he was revealed by that
same cloud as it went before to lead them on ahead.
Harvey Cox is right to maintain that
he [Bloch] does not help us much when we seek
to spell out the content of hope for today's man.
For Christians, that must come from a vision of
what is possible for a world in which the God of
Exodus and Easter is still alive.
^^Harvey Cox, "Ernst Bloch and 'The Pull of the Future,'" New
Theology No. 5, eds. Martin E. Marty and Dean G. Peerman (New York:
The Macmillan Company, 1968), p. 203.
23cox, Snake , p. 12.
^'^Harvey Cox, "Ernst Bloch and 'The Pull of the Future,'" New
Theology No. 5, eds. Martin E. Marty and Dean G. Peerman (New York:
The Macmillan Company, 1968), p. 203.
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This sounds good and is good as far as it goes in Cox's theology
However, unless greater weight�more than what Cox is willing to grant-
is attached to a full-orbed doctrine of God which does justice, accord
ing to the New Testament perspective, to the no longer, the now, and
the not yet of God as it relates to the eschaton, then the conclusion
must be that such a truncated doctrine of God will result in a truncated
maturity of man, and hence, a truncated or maimed history of humanity
as well.
THE FUTURE OF THE CITY
The past has become an intolerable burden for all too many
Westerners. A Critical point has been reached. Either the past is
conveniently ignored, or there is the impulse to destroy it, to curse
it, blow it up, or burn it. People today in one way or another, for
good or for ill, are facing forward. The idea of God out front at the
forward edge is an extremely important emphasis. Previously, there
was no intent by the present writer to play down the idea. On the
contrary, the idea of God out front on the forward edge is one facet
of a three dimensional eschaton.
Harvey Cox is not devoid of interest in the scriptural past.
He is selective in that which he chooses and chooses carefully that
which he wants to stress. The trouble with such a method is that a
vital balance approach to theology, and hence to reality, must remain
more highly improbable than for the one who is consciously motivated
in a vital balance direction.
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There is no surprise then that Cox does not embrace the
prophetic scriptures in terms of the predictive data. That which
scripture foretells or predicts is rejected, but that which scripture
forth- tells is accepted. More specifically, the message of the
prophets is retained if it has pragmatic and political value if it
has a "proper prophetic role"~for influencing the frankly profane
25
man of the twentieth century. The Harvard Professor is faced forward
toward "an open and responsible view of the future" and he believes
that of the Judeo-Christian view of man "the characteristically Hebrew
dimension of this tradition" can be informative. ^6 Yet, "an open and
responsible view of the future" must give a proper place, not only
to prophetic pragmatism, but also to prophetic prediction as well as
to prophetic pandemonium, i.e., the apocalyptic sensibility.
Prophetic Pragmatism: The Utilitarian Stance
Harvey Cox understands that the main impact of prophecy has to
do with focusing on history as the arena of man's moral responsibility
for the future. However, his view lacks proper perspective as he wants
"to make the future rather than the past normative for social ethics
27and political theory." His stance is in keeping with the idea that
"we now take up the task of fashioning a future made possible not by
90
anything that 'is' but by 'He who comes.'" Prophecy then summons
^%arvey Cox, "The Place and Purpose of Theology," The Christian
Century, LXXXIII (January 5, 1966), 9.
^^Harvey Cox, "Tradition and the Future: I," Christianity and
Crisis, XXVII (October 2, 1967), 219.
^''cox. Snake, p. 32. ^^Ibid. , p . 13 .
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man to move on, facing toward new horizons and to do so with a
confidence not only informed by the tradition, but also transformed
by the present. The "avant-garde community," which is somewhere on
the forward edge with God, "must clarify the life-and-death options
open to Homo sapiens, devote itself unsparingly to the humanization of
city and cosmos, and keep alive that hope of a kingdom of racial
equality, peace among the nations and bread for all."^^
True, the people of God, the "avant-garde community," ought
to do this as part of their God-given prophetic role. Yet, they should
not leave out of focus the predictive prophetic and the prophetic
pandemonium which on the one hand tells it like it will be and on the
other, like it will become if Homo sapiens do not respond wisely at
the crossroads of decision. Furthermore, hiimanization is good, but
a particular humanization is better, i.e., a Christian sacra-secular
humanization.
Practical issues should not be depreciated in order to be
obsessed with ultimate questions. Both have their rightful place. The
people of God cannot afford to assume that if the larger questions of
life and death are solved, then the lesser questions of food, clothes,
shelter and social justice will more or less take care of themselves.
The shift is not made automatically without due attention and without
due strategy.
God is not simply concerned with "nice feelings" between "red,
brown, yellow, black and white for all are precious in his sight," but
29lbid.
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also with the structural necessities which help to make racial recon
ciliation possible, i.e., integrated schools, open employment,
unrestricted housing. Cox is right in his assertion that "all the
spiritual friendliness and all the religious sympathy does not add
up to one physical body standing on a picket line. What we can learn
from the elements of the Lord's Supper is that something physical is
present.
"^^
True, "one physical body standing on a picket line" may not
be someone's way of relevancy, but one physical body standing for any
number of things social and doing something in the interest of community
betterment is in keeping with one lesson of Holy Communion, i.e.,
that the elements make it plain that something physical is present.
Cox's emphasis here is valuable in regard to the Sacrament of
the Lord's Supper. More of an accentuation is in order. Cox points
out
that, when Jesus refers to his 'cup' ('This cup is
the new covenant in my blood'), he is not talking about
the cup in his hand, but about his crucifixion. . . .
To drink of this cup is to share in what Bonhoeffer calls
'the sufferings of God in the world' . . . for the elements
through which Jesus is present for us, we are totally
dependent on the world! . . . These elements are broken
and poured out. It is in the breaking of these things and
in the pouring out that we see the dramatized way in which
Jesus is present for us in the world. . . . It is in the
brokenness, the sharing of abuse, of ridicule, of being
despised and rejected of men, that we partake in this
bread. . . . The elements must be eaten, taken into our
systems. Digested, they become a part of our corpuscles
and molecules. We do not 'obser-^e' the wine and the bread,
we make them a part of our life.
'Cox, God's Revolution and Man's Responsibility, p. 97.
�Ibid., pp. 95-97.
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Therefore, the Harvard Professor has been most eloquent in
exposing the Church's unworldliness . In terms of vital balance, there
is nothing wrong with the social side of a socio-personal gospel,
providing it is both genuinely social and authentically gospel. There
is a dimension to the gospel which can be couched in the language of
practical worldliness, of social revolution and development. However,
the prophetic political aspect of a Christian sacra-secular life style
cannot be allowed to usurp a be-all and end-all position without drastic
consequences, and no less drastic would be the possible fulfillment of
chapters seventeen and eighteen of the Apocalypse.
Mystics and militants. The neomystics and the new militants
are theologically fascinating to Harvey Cox. He thinks that they "are
32
extraordinarily important for the future." Cox was interviewed
recently by T. George Harris. Harris raised the issue of "the secular
city" weight pressing down hard upon Cox's readers in terms of political
activism, and that now the Professor is urging his readers "to go
dancing in the streets." Cox responded by saying:
Maybe I've learned something. Mtist there be a gap
between those who are working and hoping for a better
world and those for whom life is affirmative, a cele
bration? Must the radicals and revolutionaries� the
new militants�be at cross purposes with neo-mystics?
The hippies and Yippies and all those who are
experimenting with new styles of being? I think not,
and I hope not. They are, I think, tied together. 33
-^^Cox, The Feast of Fools, p. 101.
^�^T. George Harris, "Religion in the Age of Aquarius� a
Conversation with Theologian Harvey Cox," Psychology Today, III
(April, 1970), 62.
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For Cox these groups represent signs of hope in a darkening
world. In his view they reveal an enormous openness on the part of
a great number of young people. This openness is toward a new way of
life, a way of organizing existence, which is not built on advancement
and productivity and efficiency and accumulation. He is convinced that
"people are hungry for what I think is a more authentic kind of life."^^
One wonders, however, just how authentic are the new life
styles of the neo-mystics and the new militants. Perhaps they represent
more than anything else Satan's counterfeits of the real thing. For
example, there is Charles Manson and his girls and their communal model
of living. True, not all the heads of communal compounds along with
a few of their cohorts are on trial for murder as is Manson and his
girls. Nevertheless, credulity is stretched just a bit too much to
suggest, as Cox does, that the communes represent "the life of the
spirit" which is "ahead of the theologians." Furthermore, the
Christian monastic communities must, if at all possible, even now be
feeling horrified and offended at hearing a fellow-worker and theologian
proposing that "the modern equivalent of monastic communities have
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already begun to appear in today's communes and co-ops."
Cox makes it clear as to what the mind-set of each group is.
The neo-mystics believe that "society is putrified within and will soon
topple of its own accord. The only sensible tactic is to leave behind
the collapsing edifice of Western culture and get far enough away from
�^^Charles Fager, "Experimenting with a Simpler Life Style: An
Interview with Harvey Cox," The Christian Century, LXXXVIII (January 6,
1971), 13.
�^-'Cox, The Feast of Fools, p. 138. Ibid.
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it, . ... so as not to be bruised by the debris when it falls. "^^
On the other hand, the new militants "insist that not just minds but
institutions must be 'blown' and remade if we are ever to have a
38
participative society." Cox focuses on the insight of each. The
former is saying "that the search for the holy�perhaps even the quest
for God� is important after all, and that it is integrally tied up
3Q
with the search for an authentically human style of life." The
latter understands "that politics is not dead and that in fact every
act has an irreduceable political significance."^^ Moreover, the
latter 's tactic is "not withdrawal but confrontation. Instead of
'tune on and drop out,' they prefer to sit in and take over."^''-
The Harvard Professor is not blind to the dangers and excesses
that plague the movements. Two deadly temptations are violence on the
one side, and the "cop-out" on the other. Nevertheless, for him in
the main the mystics and militants are fascinating;^^ and with a little
^^bid., p. 114. ^^Ibid., pp. 112-13. ^^Ibid., p. 101.
^�Ibid., p. 102. ^^Ibid., p. 115.
^^ere does Mr. Cox stand in regard to riots and revolutionary
activity, law and order, policemen and Black Panthers? This is somewhat
difficult to ascertain. Perhaps something of the progression of his
thought can be gleaned as follows: A strong article appeared five years
ago entitled, "The Riots: No Winners�Only Losers," Christianity and
Crisis, XXVII (August 7, 1967), 181-82. Violence and counterviolence
is not given a vote of confidence. Three months later "New Breed"
churchmen under the tutelage of Mr. Cox "spoke approvingly of a domestic
revolution in which open violence is deemed justifiable." See "NCC
Hosts the Radicals," Christianity Today, XII (November 10, 1967), 48.
Sometime later Professor Cox and some other wellknown people held a
memorial service for the slain Black Panther leader. Cf . also a one
sided, heavily biased article in favor of the Black Panthers as over
against the policemen: "Preventive War Against the Black Panthers,"
Christianity and Crisis, I^XIX (January 5, 1970), 337-38.
Therefore, is Harvey Cox really looking at revolutionary activity
through rose colored glasses? Is he chummy with "New Breed" churchmen.
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outside help from Christianity (Cox's brand), which can deepen the
movements and broaden their horizons, these groups hold out the most
promise and fulfillment for the future.
What can be said to all of this? Is Cox right in his outlook
and sympathy with the students and young people in question? Partly,
yes, for their idealism and their romanticism has been dealt a hard
blow by the twisted realities of life. Yet, their idealism and
romanticism has not met up with and been transformed by a Christian
realism. Cox is right that these movements are saying loud and clear:
"We do need a worldwide htiman revolution." This is commendable as
far as it goes, i.e., "a worldwide human revolution." Yet, in the
first place, all too often the methods employed by the new militants
are not human and they themselves become suspect as to how authentic
their ideal really is. Instead of themselves appearing as human,
many of the new militants become as inhuman, manifesting the power of
an unhallowed civilization.
In the second place, "a worldwide human revolution" lacks the
added dimension and the authentic dynamic which can only be provided
by a thoroughgoing Christian sacra-secular revolution. If it is true
to say that these new movements exude a freshness of spirit, how much
more true is it to say that they exude something foul and frenzied out
from their life styles.
their proposals and tactics? How sympathetic is he with the role of
the policemen in today's society? This is not, however, to grant un
questioned approval to all police activity. The establishment over
reacted not too long ago with a wanton and evil outburst of gunfire at
one of the Southern schools of higher education�Jackson University.
^�^Cox, The Feast of Fools, p. 120.
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That which is needed then and that which is authentic is not
a mysticism and a militantism in which everyone does as he pleases in
which everyone does what is right in his own eyes. However, a
distinctively Christian mysticism and a distinctively Christian
militantism is a better alternative. The idea of "the Church militant"
has implications for a genuine socio-personal gospel. For instance,
"Campus Crusade" with its distinctive revolutionary talk and life
style demonstrates "the Church militant" in action. Therefore,
if Cox could see his way clear, like some modern Moses, he would do
well to lead his children of promise out of their pseudo-land of Canaan
and into a land that is represented by "Campus Crusade"�a land which
by and large is truly "flowing with milk and honey."
Revolution and theology. Harvey Cox somewhere indicates that
we are living in an age of revolution. Yet, he himself does not help
the cause very much. At one time violence did not figure in his
thinking as a possible alternative to nonviolent activity. Apparently,
violence does now meet with his approval at least sometimes.
The Hairvrard Professor states that "God is first of all present
in political events, in revolutions, upheavals, invasions, defeats."^^
What does this mean particularly about revolutions? It is one thing
to say that God is present; it is quite another to say that he takes
the initiative and starts revolutions through human agents. Does he
ever start them? If so, which ones? The American Revolution? I-Jhat
about the present need for revolution in South America where the vast
44
See footnote 42.
^^Cox, God's Revolution and Man's Responsibility, p. 23.
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majority or ordinary people are oppressed by ten per cent of a wealthy
power elite? What about the winds of anarchy and revolution in the
United States now? Is this God-breathed, God- instigated?
In other words, when is it God's revolution and when is it
Satan's? When is the sacra-secular or even the secular-sacra process
at work in revolutionary activity and when is the satanic-secular
impetus at work? When does God deliberately raise up a Cyrus or even
an allied force against a Hitler and when does God indirectly use a
Cyrus or an allied force to salvage something good out of the evil
wreckage of time? If a stamp of approval is put on Cyrus, should
approval also be granted to the Weathermen's bombings?
Closely akin to all of this is the problem of dualism, for
instance, the dualistic aspects of Peter's view of the cross (the
dualism of good and evil�man and God�Acts 2:23, 36). Truly, the
strands of good and evil are a tightly woven pattern in the fabric
of human history and sometimes the unraveling and the sorting out of
these strands is just too much for any htmian being.
Rightly understood, Harvey Cox correctly feels "that the
biblical God calls man through events of social change, and that the
church becomes the church by participating in the revolutionary work
of God."^^ The Church, however, is not an overt demolition crew.
It should keep in mind also "the usually clear distinction between
civil war waged" by governments, higher and lower, and anarchic,
terroristic acts of violence masquerading under the name of revolution."
^^cox, God's Revolution and Man's Responsibility, p. 8.
^^"On Revolution," Christianity Today, XV (November 20, 1970),
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It is not an easy matter to unravel the intertwining threads
of "reactive violence" and the "overreaction mechanism" within the
student world in the United States. There is suspicion, however,
that the burden of proof ought to rest with the perpetrators of
violence to demonstrate that their cause requires such violent action,
especially when more and more responsible people are aware of their
concerns. Many of their concerns are legitimate, and progress has
been and is being made for the better, even though slowly. Current
issues and events� legitimate concerns in their own right for societal
attention through the democratic processes�nevertheless , are not the
root cause of frustration when the action percipitated takes the form
of overreactive violence.
Partly on the basis of the following statement, the present
writer maintains that campus violence and student riot go beyond the
normal call to action in a society like the United States and reveal
something more deeply wrong within said society than only the trigger
ing secondary causes.
Dr. King and other exponents of non-violent direct
action have shown that it is possible to be a revolutionary
without hatred, to want to change the system without
despising it, to pose a threat to the habits and the
privileges and the mind-set of an oppressive majority
group without threatening their existence or their
true well-being. The value of such a position is very
clear; for one who creates the impression that he wants
to destroy, not only a 'set of abuses but everybody whom
he views as an enemy contributes to a spiraling panic in^
which the very wellsprings of common life are polluted.
^%enry Clark, "The Student Revolt as a Just War," Perspective
X (Spring, 1969), 46. On the question: Does history justify revolu
tion? See Will and Ariel Durant, The Lessons of History (New York:
Simon and Schuster, 1968), pp. 71-72.
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In conclusion, it is much easier to delineate the problem then
it is to construct a viable theology of legitimate revolutionary
activity. Nevertheless, one must try and one must also try to go
beyond Harvey Cox who seemingly thinks that all or most all revolution
ary activity represents the happenings of the Lord� the inbreaking of
God within present world conditions.
The place to begin is with God.
Let no man say when he is tempted, I am tempted of
God: for God cannot be tempted with evil, neither tempteth
he any man: But every man is tempted when he is drawn away
of his own lust, and enticed. Then when lust hath conceived,
it bringeth forth sin: and sin, when it is finished, bringeth
forth death. Do not err, my beloved brethren. Every good
gift and every perfect gift is from above, and cometh down
from the Father of lights, with whom is no variableness,
neither shadow of turning.
The first thing to keep uppermost in mind is that "God cannot
be tempted with evil, neither tempteth he any man." He is the good,
holy , "Father of lights , with whom is no variableness , neither shadow
of turning.
The second thing to keep in focus is that God judges his earthly
people, both his elect and his nonelect (the Old Testament) , and "Whom
the Lord loveth he chasteneth . . ."^�'" On the one hand, it is true to
say that God is against anything evil which hurts and harms his creatures
James 1:13-17.
^^Cf . G. B. Caird: "Evil things derive their existence from God,
but not their evil quality; for evil is the corruption of that which God
made good. . . . God's holiness is such that in the end all evil must
vanish into nothingness before it." A Commencary on the Revelation of
St. John the Divine (New York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1966), p. 68
On the subject that evil has "a human face" see Caird pp. 120, 293.
Hebrews 12:6.
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and, yet, on the other, it is equally obvious that judgement hurts and
harms, and chastening is painful. Since God, therefore, "cannot be
tempted with evil" and since he is "the Father of lights, with whom is
no variableness, neither shadow of turning," then in some sense the
judgement which hurts and harms is good as well as the chastening
which is painful.
Even so, where then is God in time of violent revolution and
war? This is a hard question. A preliminary thought is that revolution
and war might be a sort of large scale venture in capital punishement.
Is there a legitimate time for the execution of society? Who pulls
the switch�God or man or both? It is strange indeed that many a
liberal who does not believe in the execution of individual offenders,
nevertheless, puts his stamp of approval upon the death of a society.
Equally strange is the mind-set of many a conservative who calls for
the <ieath of an individual offender but not so the violent death of
the unjust society.
Paul Tillich is right about "the necessity for interconnected
forces, behind which there must be a power capable of preventing the
self-destruction of mankind. "^^ Therefore, God who has circ^Imscribed
the boundaries of evil and who allows evil to be just what it is�
evil� to do its ultimate thing, namely to put itself to death, is just
52paul Tillich, On the Boundary (New York: Charles Scribner's
Sons, 1966), p. 95.
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such a power.
^ For instance, the evil of Hitler's Third Reich met
head on with the evil of the allied forces. War or revolution is
evil no matter how it is viewed or who is engaged in it. Further
more, may it not be a judgement on both sides involved? The lesser
of two evils in World War II was the allied forces as attested by any
healthy-minded person, but it was an evil nevertheless.
Perhaps God has so ordered man's existence along broad
structural lines that when evils collide, particularly, at points where
the destiny of the race is at stake, then evil breaks the back of evil;
so that the will to fight� the will to violence on both sides� is
acutely diminished and all but abolished for a time. War and revolu
tion then becomes the shock treatment which slowly but surely jolts
the world out of its sick schizoid condition�at least for a little
while. However, from time to time a new generation experiences for
itself 'either consciously or unconsciously the heartfelt lack and loss
of the Eternal. People experience it, though they cannot or will not
label it such. Some do not know what the depth problem is and others
will not learn. ^'^ Thus, the process of conflict and violence builds
Cf . G. B. Caird: Hiiman wrong-doing returns with demonic venom.
. . . This process of retribution is controlled by and limited by God. . .
Evil is in its nature self-destructive; but God in his mercy limits its
effects in order that men may see in their suffering a trumpet blast of
heaven calling them to repentance." A Commentary on the Revelation of
St. John the Divine, p. 120.
^^Cf. G. B. Caird, A Commentary on the Revelation of St. John
the Divine; "Human sin, once committed, tends to propagate itself into
the fabric of society, expressing itself in false beliefs, corrupt morals,
social evils, and political injustice. Like Paul in Romans 1, John
believes that moral evils, murders, sorcery, fornication, robberies, are
not the fundamental sin, but only the symptom of man's idolatry, his
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again until the lid is blown and all hell, it would seem, breaks loose.
To recapitulate, violence is evil no matter how it is used.
Reactive violence^^ may always be the lesser of two evils, but can it
be called a good as long as it hurts or hamns life, even twisted life?
This is a surd, paradoxical matter. Is it not a case of God ordaining
from the very beginning that evil would be evil's own destruction?^^
A case of evil boomeranging? Reactive violence can be necessary in our
kind of world. But is it not still wrong? Two wrongs can never make
either of them right, though the lesser evil may sometimes be a help,
but only, as it were, by the collision of two evils.
The collision of two evils, although neither of them are
deliberately employed by God in his service, nevertheless means that
evil cannot ultimately win and that now and again along the way such
collisions do open the way for the God of justice to initiate the
refusal to accept his own creaturely status and his dependence on his
Creator," p. 123.
Further, "all political power is the gift of God; but when men
deify the state, either directly by a religious cult or indirectly by
demanding for it the total loyalty and obedience that are due to God
alone, it ceases to be human and becomes bestial," p. 162.
^^Cf . Erich Fromm: "Reactive violence is employed in the defense
of life, freedom, dignity, property, . . . This type of violence is in
the service of life, not of death; its aim is preservation, not destruc
tion." The Heart of Man (New York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1964),
p. 25.
^^Cf. G. B. Caird. A Commentary on the Revelation of St. John
the Divine: "God allows evil to be evil's own destruction," p. 118.
"The cup from which Babylon must drink a double draught is the cup she
mixed for others, to which God has had to add no other ingredient but
his ratifying wrath," p. 224. "The proof of God's ultimate sovereignty
is that he can use even the powers of evil to be the means of their
own destruction. . . ."p. 118.
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refreshing winds of change. ' Tnus , it does not seem quite right
somehow to say tnat God shatters and batters down an unjust order by
means of reactive violence. He cannot be tempted to do evil. God was
at the cross and in a sense on the cross ana above the cross, but it
was still the hands of wicked men wnich crucified him that was slain
(Acts 2:23, 36). Yet, because God in Christ was both at, on and
above the cross, the cross event would become the strangest reversal
par excellence in the history of man.
The measure of societal discord in the world is in proportion
to the measure of society being out of step with God in Christ, the
Saviour and Lord who ever knocks at society's door to gain a larger
entrance but never does God himself break down that door through
violent revolutionary activity. If the door is ever shattered and
CO
battered down, it is done so from the inside out. This is a picture
of society itself trying to break out of the mess that it has created
for itself�mainly because it preferred antichrist to Christ. There
fore, confusion, conflict, and chaos is the price that society pays
Cf. G. B. Caird, A Commentary on the Revelation of St. John
the Divine: "Present disasters are but the prelude to God's great
deliverance," p. 115. "For unless God is to acknowledge defeat by
abandoning his world to the destructive forces of evil, he must provide
a way of stopping men from endlessly producing the means of their own
destruction and must release them from the tyranny of demonic powers
they themselves have brought into being. . . . The salvation achieved
once for all in the life, death, and resurrection of Jesus must be re
lived and proclaimed to the world by his faithful servants, until its
full implications are realized in the individual and corporate life of
men," pp. 295-96.
CO
See Caird again. "God uses this self-destroying power of evil
to batter down the defenses of those who try to find security in that
which is not God." Ibid., p. 295.
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for playing its power games of life. Thereby society perpetuates its
big, little and medium size devils.
How then does God get man's attention in times like these?
May it not be quite automatic really, built right into the very structure
of things because of the very nature of evil? It bears repeating that
evil is evil's own enemy. Evil cancels out evil. Evil is evil's own
demise. Hence, God eventually getsman's attention by that which is
given in the very nature of e-vil as sort of an alarm and safety valve.
When God does not have man's attention sufficiently, conflict heaped
upon conflict is the result. Sooner or later such conflict becomes
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at last evil's own derailing switch.
Finally, if the question is raised, what does all of this have
to do with Harvey Cox? The answer is that the present writer's
intention to go beyond Cox on the subject of revolution and theology
has led to an alternative to Cox's view. His view tends to see all or
most all revolutionary activity as the "happenings" of the Lord�as
the inbreaking of God within present world conditions.
Sainthood and revolution. To the best of this writer's
knowledge, Harvey Cox has never adequately developed his use of the
word saint. One sees the word saint in his writings occasionally. He
does say that every Christian "radical" has to find "symbols that are
extrinsic, esoteric and have the power to keep him from being encap-
^^Cf . G. B. Caird: "Evil, once let loose in the world, has a
cumulative effect and ramifies into titanic forms, far beyond the
control of individual men." Ibid., p. 294.
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sulated in the existing culture." Somewhere in one of his books Cox
also suggests the idea of a new mutation�a mixture of the mystical
priest and militant prophet.
These ideas of Cox are valuable to build upon. He also refers
to Bonhoeffer 's idea of "holy worldliness." Yet, there is the necessity
to go beyond Cox in more of a vital balance view, because the "holy"
side appears to get lost in the shuffle of the Professor's overpronounced
worldly and revolutionary tendencies.
Cox rightly refers then to the need for something "to keep
him [the Christian radical] from being encapsulated in the existing
culture. "6-^ The biblical symbol of sainthood is such a symbol. In his
book. The Secular City, Cox's intent was to get back to origins. Thus,
he dealt with "the biblical sources of secularization." The biblical
sources of sainthood are also a legitimate motif.
A saint is one who is "sanctified in Christ Jesus" and who is
called to be a saint. This should receive a twofold emphasis. First,
it means that the Christian saint is separated from every secular-sacra
or secular-satanic life style within the world in order to do nonviolent
revolutionary service to God in the world. Secondly, the Christian's
position in Christ is that of a saint, and God in and through Jesus
^�T. George Harris, "Religion in the Age of Aquarius-a Conver
sation with Theologian Harvey Cox," Psychology Today, III (April, 1970),
63.
61lbid.
62i Corinthians 1:2. Cf. also Paul's salutations in the follow
ing letters: Romans, II Corinthians, Ephesians, Philippians, and
Colossians
See also Ephesians 2:19; Colossians 1:12.
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Christ increasingly produces a sanctity of life which corresponds with
63that position of sainthood. Therefore, in light of this point of
view the Christian secular saint is a revolutionary but a particular
kind of revolutionary�a New Testament kind. Any other kind of
revolutionary is subnormal at the least and abnormal at the worst.
Furthermore, only a peculiar kind of organism, a living, corporate
organism, which has Jesus, the revolutionary-saint, as its head, can
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save the world.
What do the biblical sources reveal about Jesus? There is his
righteous indignation in the temple but no declaration that he actually
ft s
laid a hand on the temple desecraters. There is his announcement that
"as many as I love, I rebuke and chasten. "^^ There is the first word
6 7
from the cross: "Father, forgive them; for they know not what they do."
There are the woes upon the cities^^ and the cursing of the fig tree.^^
There is the episode with his disciples, the Sons of Thunder, who
suggested that they "command fire to come down from heaven to consume"
certain Samaritans and Jesus* rebuke: "Ye know not what manner of spirit
ye are of ."^^ There is Peter *s impetuous act of smiting with the sword
�-^Cf. W. G. Griffith Thomas, St. Paul's Epistle to the Romans
(Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1950), pp. 48-49.
Especially note William Sanday and Arthur C. Headlam, The Epistle to the
Romans, The International Critical Commentary (2d ed.; New York: Charles
Scribner's Sons, 1896), pp. 13-15.
^^Cf . Dietrich Bonhoeffer, The Cost of Discipleship (New York:
The Macmillan Company, 1963), pp. 305, 313-15, 319.
^^John 2:15. ^^Revelation 3:19.
^'^Luke 23:34. ^^latthew 11:20-30.
^^Mark 11:12-14. '^Luke 9:54, 55.
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a servant of the high priest and Jesus' command, "Put up again thy
sword into his place: for all they that take the sword shall perish
with the sword. "^�'-
In addition, Jesus refused to be in league with the freedom
fighters and counterrevolutionaries of his day. He saw to it that his
public gatherings were not politically twisted. He did not gather
around him large masses of people who would deprive him forcibly of his
freedom to follow his own way of total nonviolence. Thus, there was the
prevention of the revolutionary purpose to proclaim Jesus King, and
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hence, a political Messiah.
Therefore, Jesus was no Casper-milquetoast personage on the
one hand; neither any wild eyed revolutionary on the other hand. Jesus
was the revolutionary-saint par excellence. He was no self-effacing
saint of the religious bookstores and he was not any angry hothead
either. His disciples could be called the Sons of Thunder. They could
be impetuous activists at times, but Jesus was his own man, pursuing
social change and spiritual wholeness for a world of men in his own
nonviolent way.
Jesus was not a revolutionary-saint as though the business of
revolution or social change was his main task. However, such a title
can be conferred upon him because in him a true other-worldliness and
a true this-worldliness was united in perfect togetherness. He was not
so heavenly-minded that he was no earthly good. He was socially con
cerned. He cared about and was concerned about all that hurt and harmed
�^latthew 26:52. �John 6:14, 15.
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the people of God whether they were outside or inside the pale of the
Hebrew faith. At the same time, he was not so earthly-minded that he
was no heavenly good. He displayed a holiness of life and a heavenly
outlook that spoke highly of one who claimed to have come from and to
have been sent by the Holy Father.
In conclusion, a new mutation� the Christian sacra-secular
man� is a mixture of the New Testament mystical priest and militant
prophet. In Scripture there is what can be called the mysticism of
Paul, the apostle. Both Peter and John proclaim the priesthood of all
7 3
believers. On the other side, Paul, as the soldier of Jesus Christ,
fights the good fight of faith, and he is also the one who fights for
shalom. He is a commando of reconciliation. The difference between
him and a soldier of Caesar is that instead of shedding someone else's
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blood, he shed hxs own.
Paul knew that the message he declared was a revolutionary
Gospel. That is to say, the here and now side of the Kingdom of God
was a revolutionary reality. Whenever and wherever this loving
jurisdiction of God appears and is accepted, religious and political
secular-sacra status quo faiths are deprived of power, and something
wholly unexpected and new happens which confounds the guardians of the
old order and has a revolutionary effect.
Furthermore, there is not much point in extricating a few
isolated texts from scripture in support of either revolution or the
'�^I Peter 2:5, 9; Revelation 1:6; 5:10.
''^Cf. Cox, God's Revolution and Man's Responsibility, p.
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establishment. What matters is to see that the message of the whole
socio-personal Gospel is itself revolutionary.'^^ It is true that the
stress in the New Testament is always in personal regeneration rather
than nonviolent societal revolution. Nevertheless, the whole Gospel
has ramifications and repercussions for the heart of global man as well
as the structure of Global City.
As citizens of the Christian sacra-secular city, the Church
must work out under the impetus and direction of the Spirit a vital
balance life style which will allow its members to administer wisely
the stewardship of all that said citizenship implies in both directions
of evangelistic fervor and social passion. The Christian Church is
committed to humanistic revolutionary programs and to cooperation in
so far as she is able with all nonviolent "peaceable" revolutionaries
while at the same time she will attempt to render service as something
of a conscience for those who would try to take over either the Kingdom
or some psuedo-kingdom of God by whirlwind and storm tactics.
In the light of this position the Christian sacra-secular city
can be viewed as something of a "third front" which is not of the
world, the secular-sacra or secular-satanic world, but said city is
nevertheless in such a world to confront that world with a superior
option, i.e., the new and living way of Jesus Christ, revolutionary-
saint par excellence. This means for one thing that an American
^^Cf . Josef Smolik, "Revolution and Desacralization," Sacrali
zation and Secularization, ed. Roger Aubert, Concilium, Vol. 47 (New
York: Paulist Press, 1969), p. 164.
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scientism mentality and a civic American religiosity, as well as the
secular faiths of all neo-Marxist life styles must have every opportun
ity to encounter the truly revolutionary impetus which is inherent in
the Gospel.
Utopianism and visionaries. Fred L. Polak's work. The Image
of the Future, is referred to by Harvey Cox, and he indicates that Polak
suggests that our failure to create new future images
can result in what he calls 'timeless time' a steady state
situation in which innovation applies only to means and no
longer to ends.^�
If it is asked, why has this happened? Why have we lost our capacity
for social self- transcendence? Cox offers an astute suggestion that
"perhaps the answer is that we have treated Utopian thought with the
same suspicion and condescension with which we have patronized
fantasy. "^^
Elsewhere in this thesis the subject of fantasy was developed
to show that although it has its darker side, nevertheless there is
the brighter side also, i.e., that imagination is the avenue of the
mind by which an authentic supernaturalism is apprehended. Thus, as
Cox suggests fantasy as well as Utopian thought should not be viewed
with jaundiced eyes.
Utopian vision and fantasy can be viewed in the same light as
Jesus views war and peace. In his thinking the former is a part of
the human predicament which shall continue until the end of time. Never
theless, Jesus' attitude was not to give up and do nothing. He vjho
could look at man's history with steady and prophetic eye could also
Cox, The Feast of Fools, p. 84-85.
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say, "Blessed are the peacemakers."
By the same token, in the midst of the various twisted
realities of life, there can be no room for apathy�no place for hand-
wringing and sitting idly by. On the contrary, blessed are the Utopian
visionaries and fantasy makers. Like the secular-sacral peacemakers
their efforts are good as far as they go but how much more would be
accomplished in shaping society for the better if a majority or even
a more adequate minority of fantasy makers, Utopian visionaries and
peacemakers were to operate from within a Christian sacra-secular
framework. Therefore, a new emphasis is to be placed on the words:
Blessed are the Utopian visionaries and fantasy makers.
The last phase of the latter days could even now be upon the
world. Is there to be an expanded and heightened pace of religio-
social, visionary activity which Peter refers to by way of the prophet
Joel.^*^ Not to be outdone by the Kingdom of God, however, there is
already an intensified acceleration of increase in visionary activity
within the kingdom of Satan. In his kingdom, drugs and dreams go
together. When the weird results are transpired to the canvas of a
real life world, there is the making of the power of an unhallowed
civilization.
^"^
^%atthew 5:9,
''^Cf. Arthur W. Kac, The Death and Resurrection of Israel
nc
zation
ur un w jx u .liic ucai^n o- .^ ^.y^^^^^^^^^^.^
(Baltimore: King Brothers, Inc., 1969), pp. 191-232. Especially ote
pp. 231-32, and pp. 193-94, 207 for Kac's use of Toynbee's Civilizatic
On Trial and the World and the West.
^�Acts 2:17, 18.
^�"�Cf. Harvey Cox's references to the general resurgence of
superstition and magic, the astrology trip and drugs. The present
writer
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An unhallowed civilization is a halloween-like culture which
is anything but hallowed. There is no reverence for life, either for
the life of God or for human life. It is the vampire-werewolf syndrome
all over again where there is a thirst for blood. It is Nietzsche's
supermen leaping out of the printed page to march thousands abreast,
violently tramping anything and everything into the dust that gets in
the way.
On the other hand, it seems reasonable and desirable that an
enlarging activity of genuine Utopian vision and fantasy making could
mean that the Christian sacra-secular leaven of a distinctive New
Testament Christian faith has the opportunity to leaven more and more
of a pluralistic lump into the kind of a society where broadly speaking
it increasingly becomes a government of the people of God, by God and
for the glory of God.
Such a Utopian model is what can be called a reduction of
Global City, not by coercion but by the power of a new affection, to
the least possible and workable common denominator. This is for the
purpose of Global City becoming an enlarging minority of peoples but
also approximating a majority, who represent a flexible creativenss
within a positive consensus, i.e., the consensus of a people of God,
by God and for the glory of God.
A growing plurality of peoples and life styles within increas
ingly pluralistic societies means greater and greater fragmentation
does not view such data as harmless play which Cox does. T. George
Harris, "Religion in the Age of Aquarius�a Conversation with Theologian
Harvey Cox," Psychology Today, III (April, 1970), 45, 63.
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which in turn means more and more conflict and chaos within "the world
soul." This is a highly explosive situation and potentially it is more
so than in the past just because geographically speaking humanity has
82
become global man�one worldwide organism.
Thus, when "the world soul" is rent into a ntimber of competing
and conflicting pluralistic pieces, the result must needs be in our
time a sickness which is more potentially unto death. It is obvious
that the more a global human fabric is cut into competing and conflict
ing pieces the greater the fabric must shrink in health, in happiness,
and in hope. There is the crucial need to dream and work for the coming
in modern times of that which transcends but also utilizes the best of
all democracies and isms , namely an aggregate of modified theocracies
which keep in vital balance God's revolution and man's responsibility .
Prophetic Pandemonitmi; The Apocalyptic Style
Scenes of wild disorder, noise and confusion are the results
when the good earth and her peoples are overwhelmed by the negative
forces of history. An apocalyptic sensibility is the mind-set of those
who feel that such pandemonium is coming just around the corner in the
road of life. These scenes can either be real or imagined and both
are couched in extraordinary imagery which represents the apocalyptic
style of expression.
^^Cf. Merrill C. Tenney, Interpreting Revelation (Grand Rapids:
Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1957), p. 201. Also note Arthur
W. Kac, The Death and Resurrection of Israel (Baltimore: King Brothers,
Inc., 1969), pp. 194-95, 202.
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At first it appears that the Harvard Professor rejects
completely the apocalyptic sensibility on the grounds that it is
incompatible with a true prophetic mentality. True, his view is a
prophetic pragmatism which is a utilitarian concern and responsibility
for "earthly chores." Even so, he is not altogether against the use
of the apocalyptic notion, but rather the abuse of it. Yet, he does
not see and appreciate enough its relevancy in our time for preaching,
nor in terms of the fulfillment of prophecy. On the basis of certain
statements that he has made, he ought to appreciate apocalyptic more.
Not only this but his awareness of the mentality of the "now generation"
in terms of its growing capacity for apocalyptic imaginings should also
make him sensitive to the relevancy of the subject as a point of contact
with this generation.
On the subject of fulfilled prophecy Cox is quite explicit
about prophecy having nothing to do with a prophetic mentality which
"foretells the future." Therefore, his position on the prophetic
literature reduces down to a prophetic pragmatism which is concerned
only about the "Hebrew notion of ftie future as the open field of human
hope and responsibility"^^ for "earthly chores" in the present.
In light of a vital balance approach to prophetic scripture,
both prophetic pragmatism and prophetic pandemonium should be taken
seriously. As far as the form and content of the apocalyptic sensibility
is concerned, for instance in regard to the Apocalypse, there is reason
^%arvey Cox, "Tradition and the Future: I," Christianity and
Crisis, XXVII (October 2, 1967), 220.
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to believe that the content will be literally fulfilled in the future
but also that the form of John, the Revelator's apocalyptic sensibility
is a flexible framework which is important for seeing something of the
shape of the future as advance news of more immediate happenings. In
other words, the building blocks, of which the form of prophetic
revelation consists, are flexible and pliable enough to house something
of the ongoing historical waves of experience. These waves can be
viewed as ever larger and larger apocalyptic- like movements within the
trouble packed waters of the sea of humanity, until the "stuff" of the
human predicament reaches that final tidal wave proportion which is
uppermost in the mind of the book's author.
Such a positional understanding of the Book of Revelation may
or may not be correct, but the point is that any such utilization of
the apocalyptic sensibility would be outlawed by the Harvard Professor.
That which is given in prophetic scripture as a distinctive apocalyptic
style is either simply ignored or drastically thinned out. This is done
in the interest of a true prophetic style which must emerge in plain
view and be held in focus as that only which has significance for the
future.
The basic contention then of Harvey Cox is "that neither the
apocalyptic nor the teleological perspective in their contemporary
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forms provides adequate perspective for a politics of the future."
Furthermore, he notes that
^^arvey Cox, "Tradition and the Future: II," Christianity and
Crisis, XXVII (October 16, 1967), 227.
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apocalypticism and politics are inherently incompatible.
Politics requires a goal, a capacity to measure and evaluate
the means available to achieve it, and a certain confidence
that history will provide a reasonably stable arena in which
to seek the goal.�^
A sound bit of insight which he draws out of this basic contention
is that "if nihilistic antipolitics is modem, secularized apocalyptic
ism, then teleology is the nature religion of modern secular man."^^
Moreover, Cox wants to shy away from "the ideology of various types of
elitism" which he thinks can and often does follow from apocalypticism.^^
The first thing to consider is that although the Bible is
always against a smug holier-than-thou attitude which discourages an
elitism in that sense, nevertheless it does teach a Christian view of
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election. The second thing to think over is that there is a proper
place for a cyclical apocalyptic-like view of history which is on a
linear plane�a redemptive time line. Such a position would be a
vital balance alternative which becomes a reality if and when prophetic
and evangelistic proclamation gods unheeded. The third judgement is
that it does not have to follow that a believer in the apocalyptic
sensibility is, because of that position, inherently at odds with politics.
For instance, just because there will be wars and rumors of
wars, according to Jesus, until the end of time, such a view does not
Cox, Snake, p. 38.
^^Ibid., p. 41.
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Harvey Cox, "Tradition and the Future: II," Christianity and
Crisis, XXVII (October 16, 1967), 228.
� of. William Sanday and Arthur C. Headlam, The Epistle to the
Romans , The International Critical Commentary (2d ed; New York: Charles
Scribner's Sons, 1896), pp. 4, 220-21, 275, 307.
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rule out the necessity in his thinking for the Christian, or anyone for
that matter, to be occupied with peacemaking. By the same token, just
because apocalyptic-like conditions can have and are likely to become
realities due to the negative forces at work creating that which can
be called apocalyptic fever, such a view does not do away with man's
responsibility under God to help create order and meaning for the future
out of the chaos of the present. In short, if twentieth century man is
now in, or is on the verge of advancing into something of an apocalyptic
arena, that does not mean that politics has to be or even will be left
behind by the "responsible" people of society.
Harvey Cox is right to be concerned about an apocalyptic mind
set which is bent out of shape by people either inside or outside the
Church, and which as he says, "creates a mood of world negation, fatal
ism, retreat from earthly chores, and sometimes even a virulent anti-
go
worldliness." However, just because man does not have complete
control of the destiny of the world or just because evil and malvolent
forces do not have the last word while God does, such a view does not
make man's rational action any less under demand by God or useless in
his sight. Therefore, Cox is slightly off the track when he asserts:
"Rational action is useless because powers outside history and beyond
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human control will quickly bring the whole thing to a blazing end."
The Harvard Professor does not want to talk about "a blazing
end" or entertain such a possibility. Of course, no one does. But
for him, although he sees such a possibility as an option, the
Cox, Snake, p. 38. Ibid., p. 39.
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possibility is not much of a live option. For him the prophetic mood
visualizes the future of this world not as an inferno
that ushers in some other world but as the only future we
have and the one which man is unavoidably summoned to shape
in accord with his hopes and memories. The prophetic
mentality rejects the apocalyptic notion chat this or that
elect group can escape cosmic ruination or is destined to
rule the rest of us . It sees all peoples inextricably
intertwined in the future of the world. 91
Cox's basic contention then is for a prophetic mood which
extricates the apocalyptic sensibility from prophetic literature. He
wants and stands for a thoroughgoing deletion of that sensibility on
the one hand, but on the ether hand allows a touch of it to creep back
reluctantly into his point of view. He finally admits that "it is
wrong to separate apocalyptic from prophetic literature too sharply.
There are apocalyptic passages in the prophets that cannot simply be
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ascribed to later writers."
Somewhere in his earliest work Cox writes about the need to
be "jarring" enough in one's language expression to penetrate the mind
set of those who are unconcerned or apathetic in their outlook. Since
the language of the apocalyptic sensibility has just such a radical
and jarring effect. Cox should appreciate more fully its possibilities
for this purpose. Perhaps now he does have a greater openness
to it
than before. Does he have in mind the language of the apocalyptic
sensibility or only a more narrowly conceived prophetic expression
in
regard to the following statement?
^^Ibid., p. 43.
^^Harvey Cox, "Tradition and the Future: II," Christianity and
Crisis, XXVII (October 16, 1967), 228.
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It [Eschatology] utilizes the symbols and the images
of the tradition to 'blow people's minds' and crack open
traditional institutions. Perhaps our contemporary
revival of eschatology will tear away our timid, measly
hopes and restore a really radical vision. 93
This sounds a little like Emil Brunner. "The hour must come
and is now undeniably come, when this substitute hope is finally
breaking up. And now the final consequences in nihilism stand fully
exposed with terrifying brutality and clearness ."^^ However, for Cox
this jarring effect of the contemporary revival of eschatology will
have a good effect "only if it focuses not on the content of traditional
religious hopes but on the radicalizing form of their relation to the
tradition and the impact they had on consciousness."^^
Up to this point something of Harvey Cox's ambiguous view of
the apocalyptic sensibility has been noted. Somehow and in some partial
way the apocalyptic sensibility has gotten back into his thinking.
Furthermore, what can be said about his awareness of the mentality of
the "now generation"?
The "now generation" and the "electronic age" go together.
That which characterizes this age is its dreams and visions, its
"unfettered imaginings" and its being entranced by the vision of
cataclysm. In addition. Cox points out that
though we hear talk of a 'now generation,' what we
see is a sometimes nearly frantic dissatisfaction with
the now and a search for what is new, untried, novel.
It may have been accurate to label the contemporary
^�^Cox, The Feast of Fools, p. 135.
^^Emil Brunner, Eternal Hope (London: Lutterworth Press, 1954),
p. 92.
^^Cox, The Feast of Fools, p. 135.
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sensibility 'immanentist' a few years back. It is
certainly no longer accurate in a period of pop art,
theatre of cruelty, astrology, electronic nonmusic,'
and multimedia cinema. Mere incarnational theology
is no match for the aquarian age or the apocalyptic
sensibility .96
Therefore, the weight of the evidence to date would tend
toward this value judgement. Since the apocalyptic literature seethes
with vivid symbolism and since there exists just such a point of
contact with today's age of Aquarius people, it seems reasonable to
conclude that the Church is being summoned today to a creative use of
the biblical apocalyptic sensibility. Yet, the Church should not be
swamped by a frantic apocalyptic style. A frantic apocalyptic style
which has lost a vital balance of hope and humor would be devastating.
An apocalyptic forward look without a way out�without an exit�would
crush the human spirit and would thoroughly cripple human creativity.
In this regard Cox makes a point which, if it is kept in proper
perspective, has considerable value. He says that "laughter is hope's
last weapon. Crowded on all sides with idiocy and ugliness, pushed to
concede that the final apocalypse seems to be upon us, we seem nonethe
less to nourish laughter as our only remaining defense. "^^
Thus, a healthy laughter and humor in the midst of the heavy
weight of chaos can and does have something of a cathartic effect.
But the big question for profane, urban, secular man and the age of
Aquarius people is this: What happens when laughter goes like the
swallows to Capistrano? What happens when people are stripped of
^^Ibid., pp. 125-26. ^^Ibid., p. 157.
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even this little defense and there is nothing on which to fall back?
Perhaps many will then be able to see that there is a way out� that
there is truly an exit. Jesus Christ is the door of the eschaton.
That is to say, he is the exit away from the old life and the entrance
to the new.
In conclusion, since Cox does not have a larger appreciation
of apocalyptic, a valid departure at this point would be to bring the
study of apocalyptic into biblical perspective by focusing on the
Apocalypse. Pivotal words and ideas of the Apocalypse would be in order
such as "shortly" (Revelation 1:1), "the time is at hand" (Revelation
1:3), "hereafter" (Revelation 1 : 19 ; 4:1), "earth" (Revelation 17:2,5,
8,18; 18:1,3,9,11,23,24; 19:2). Also, principles for interpreting the
apocalyptic style could be presented, for instance, the idea of double
or more fulfillments, temporal return and the idea of exact correspondence
with prophecy and cycles of retrogression on a linear plane. Such a
study would lead beyond Cox while at the same time his lack of vital
balance concerning apocalyptic would be shown mostly by way of implication.
In passing, this writer's findings regarding apocalyptic time and place
may be suggestive concerning a vital balance approach to that subject.
Q8
APOCALYPTIC TIME^ AND PLACE
"Shortly," etc. "Earth"
First Time Limited to a Particular Sphere
(Apoc. time appeared)
Far Reaching Time Less Limited but Larger Significance
(Apoc. time continues to
appear now and then)
Apocalyptic time is ripe time, mature time, prepared time.
Apocalyptic time is God's right time�God's point of time� for larger
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Final Time
(Apoc. time shall appear
for the last time)
Limited Not at All�Universal
Global Size
GOD AND MAN FOREVER BEGINNING
Richard L. Rubenstein looks "in vain for any real evidence of
God's redemptive work as continuously manifest in the world" and he
sees eschatological yearning as some will-o'-the-wisp dream which is
QQ
"a vain and futile illusion. "^"^ On the other hand, Harvey Cox has an ;
eschatology- in-process of realizing itself within history. The Kingdom
of God is neither something that has already occurred nor something
which will finally occur sometime in the future. It has been occurring
at least since the Christ event. To the best of this writer's knowledge.
Cox does not talk about the consummation of history. He stresses the
idea that "the Messiah is always the one who will come nlOO He talks
about "a city to come, which, though it is never full atained, prevents
man from being completely content with the present nlOl In this light.
and larger world judgements. On "right time" see Paul Tillich, A Complete
History of Christian Thought, ed. Carl E. Braaten (New York: Harper &
Row Publishers, 1968), p. 2. On "point of time" see Oscar Cullmann:
Christ and Time, trans. Floyd V. Filson (3d ed. ; London: SCM Press Ltd.,
1962), pp. 39f. The "day of the Lord" is similar to kairos. See
Cullmann, p. 43. How long is such a point of time? To man it is long.
But it is not first and foremost man's time. It is God's time. To
God the time is short, as the twinkling of an eye. Cf. Revelation 1:1;
II Peter 3:8.
^^Richard L. Rubenstein, "Cox's Vision of the Secular City,"
Debate, p. 131.
-'-'^^Cox, Snake, p. 45.
lOlCox, The Feast of Fools, p. 134.
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therefore, the following remark of the Professor is to be seen and
evaluated ,
Christian hope suggests that man is destined for a
City. It is not just any city, however. If we take the
Gospel images as well as the symbols of the book of
Revelation into consideration, it is not only a City where
injustice is abolished and there is no more crying. It
is a city in which a delightful wedding feast is in progress,
where the laughter rings out, the dance has jtist begun, and
the best wine is still to be served. 102
The first thing to be considered about Cox's position is that
he does not make the sharp distinction between secular hope and other
worldly hope that some people do. For him an other-worldly hope is
really an existentialized and secularized hope which is in the process
of realizing itself. The second thing to think about is in the form
of a question. Is it biblically sound to allow a secular hope and an
other-worldly hope to coalesce into one and the same thing? It seems
more accurate to think about these images and figures of speech in
terms of a tension between the temporal and that which is to transcend
the temporal. The present writer sees these images as promise and look
for their partial fulfillment in this world's history. This is equiva
lent to an existential interpretation which becomes more and more of
a reality as a larger and larger proportion of the human phylum hopes
and works together for a new shape of the city, i.e., a Christian sacra-
secular shape and life style. To the extent that this is realized so
also will there be a decrease in the amount of injustice and crying
within the confines of the city and an increase in the festive posture
which the images convey.
ibid., p. 162.
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However, this existential approach does not exhaust the idea
of the promise and fulfillment of the images. The present writer also
looks for a complete fulfillment of that which will transcend the
temporal mode of existence. It appears, therefore, that Harvey Cox would
agree with the idea of God and man forever beginning but that he would
have in mind only one plain of reality. On the other hand, the present
writer looks forward to a consummation of this world's history and
would focus also on God and man forever beginning on a new dimension of
time, i.e., time-like eternity. This writer, therefore, proposes to go
beyond Cox. The following considerations are an attempt to say some
thing constructive about other-worldliness in terms of God and man
forever beginning.
Timeless Eternity; A Partial Misnomer
Timeless is a word which can and does convey the idea of unend
ing. Therefore, in this sense eternity would be that which cannot be
measured by time. Eternity is endless.
However, timelessness appears to savor of the idea of motion-
lessness. Timelessness seems to convey the impression of the suspension
of movement and activity. The word smacks of a steady state of something
or other which is not quite real. Since God is God, all of this bears
no relationship to the Eternal One whatsoever. In this sense then
timeless eternity is a partial misnomer.
The present writer does not hold as some do to the idea that
the perfection of the eternal is that it has no history. In the first
place, it is highly questionable that the Eternal God of the Hebrew-
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Christian faith should be considered as an "it." The Eternal One,
technically speaking, probably should not be referred to as a "He."
The name� the Eternal Thou�may not be much better, but the name does
seem to convey something of the "otherness" of God while at the same
time the designation maintains the idea that God is personal-like, and
is able to be involved in human-like interpersonal relationships.
In the second place, to say that the Eternal Thou has no
history is an incorrect statement�as though the Eternal One exists
in sort of a vacuiim or in a steady state condition of inertia. There
never was a time when God could not be characterized by creativity in
motion. Since God is and was always there, it is difficult to see how
there could ever have been an eternal void of time or space. God creates
as the Eternal Thou exists, so when could there every have been the
void? The Eternal Thou fills all in all.
The Eternal Thou has been active from everlasting and will be
to everlasting. In being active the Eternal One does something mean
ingful. That something has a right to be called the eternal history
of One who makes the kind of history which suits the level of eternity.
The Eternal One's own kind of history is in keeping with the nature of
the Eternal Thou and was in the process of realizing itself even before
the coming of Homo sapiens. The coming of Homo sapiens represents only
a very important part of that creative history. By the same token, the
human race itself has its own type of history after its own kind. That
history has not been altogether lovely and desirable.
Furthermore, in view of the unlovely face of the human
predicament, the Eternal Thou has not been one to stand around in
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passive acquiescence and in sort of an undignified hand-ringing
posture. On the contrary, there is the paradox of the Eternal Thou
who makes from everlasting to everlasting a superior kind of history
which suits the level of eternity, and who, nevertheless, has become
a tangible and historical part of man's significant history. This
significant history is history as Homo sapiens have knowi it and
experienced it from the beginning of time when that same Eternal Thou
moved upon the face of the waters to provide not only a home for man's
history bu also for the Eternal One's own incarnated history as well,
i.e., the eschaton�a New Being for a new order of a new age."*"^^
Eternity Within Time
The eschaton of the New Being for a new order of a new age has
already arrived, but it is not yet all that it will become. The
�'�^-'It is encouraging to find someone else who thinks something
like you do on some subject which appears to be out of the ordinary. Of
course, this does not make true that particular point of view. Neverthe
less, it is comforting to know that one is not alone with his thoughts.
Cf . Arnold E. Loen. He raises the question: Is Eternity it
self then timeless? His answer is�no! He is against a "timeless
immobility." And he pointg out that "time that belongs to eternity is
not, however, our time." Furthermore, "because God possesses time he
can also enter into our time. The incarnation is not taking on of what
God has not, but a kenosis into the separation of our time." Loen draws
attention to Barth who coined the expression: "God is pre-temporal. His
existence precedes our own and everything else's. God is extra-temporal,
not in the sense of timelessness, but as the God who creates today by
revealing himself. Today God is present as the God who was and is and
is to come.- God -is post- temporal. We are moving toward him just as we
have come from him and as we are allowed to accompany him. He is when
created time has ceased to be." Arnold E. Loen, Secularization, trans.
Margaret Kohl (Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1967), pp. 154-55.
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biblical idea of children and heirs~"heirs of God, and joint-heirs
with Christ"10^-has a present as well as a future reference and they
overlap. That which is now experienced by the beneficiaries of Christ's
life and teachings, death and resurrection is the eternal reality of
God who has always been out front of his people on the forward edge,
but who has now bent down low and reached back into our temporal world
with eternal life.
The fruit of the Spirit^�^ is experienced and the Spirit then
106also is God's seal to the fact that we are indeed beneficiaries of
the Christ event. God thereby reveals that he fully intends to carry
his promise to its final settlement because the Spirit-filled life is
"the earnest of our inheritance,"'^'^'' the first installment of the
heavenly realm within this earthly sphere. It is the guarantee of a
perfect inheritance which is imperishable, because it is reserved in
heaven for us. It will not fade away�no never I"'-'^^
109The Christian has "a better hope." The future is experienced
as present now in a significant way. It thus becomes a safeguard against
unrequited hope which produces corrosive cynicism. As "the mediator
���^^Romans 8:17. ^^^Galatians 5:22,23.
1 nc.
Ephesians 1:13. Cf. also Norman B. Harrison. "The word
seal has a threefold usage and significance, as follows: 1�A FINISHED
TRANSACTION, unchangeable with the stamp of authority, as when a
notary public stamps a deed or any document with the government's seal.
2�A MARK OF OWNERSHIP, as when cattle or sheep upon the range are
branded, establishing the owner's rights and identifying his property
[we are His very own.]. 3�A GUARANTEE OF SAFE DELIVERY, as when a
package or car is sealed by the express company, forbidding any one's
tampering with it short of its destination. His Very Own; Paul's
Epistle to the Ephesians, (Minneapolis: The Harrison Service, 1930),
p. 38.
���^ ^Ephesians 1:14. ^^^I Peter 1:4. -"-^^Hebrews 7:19.
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of a better covenant, which was established upon better promises ,"1^'^
Jesus, the New Being of the eschaton establishes for all time an
identity between man, who has always hoped, and a better structure of
reality, which supports and nourishes such hope.
The time to come announced by the Christ is already accessible,
because his people are being conformed now to his image in his crucifixion
and incarnation. In this sense. Christians already share in the glory
of his resurrection but the promise is even better and much greater.
For, "when Christ, who is our life, shall appear, then shall ye also
appear with him in glory ."�'��'�-'-
In conclusion, there is a reaching back of the eternal
dimension into this temporal domain, an overlapping of the present and
the future which gives Christ's people security in the here and now as
well as for the hereafter. The future is already here but the here and
now is not the future in its fullness. There is much more to come!
God has not exhausted his creative possibilities! The eternal in the
present is only the foretaste of the fullness of the glory yet to be
112
revealed .
Time-like Eternity; Forever Beginning
The suggestion has been made that the time which belongs to
eternity is not our time. Such time, however, may be time-like eternity.
�'--'�^Hebrews 8:6. ^^^Colossians 3:4.
110
�^�^^Romans 8:17,18. Cf. George Eldon Ladd, Crucial Questions
About the Kingdom of God (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans Publishing Company,
1952), pp. 93-94.
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Time- like eternity does not finally negate all manner of time, only
temporal time. Time-like eternity is the Then after created temporal
time, just as it was the Once before it and is the Now above it. Time
like eternity is that which goes beyond the end�beyond the consummation
of all things .
-'-�'�^
This writer begins then by attempting to ascend above the trees
which obscure the larger view� the panorama of eternity. By soaring
above for a moment the painful details of economic crises, political
tensions, class wars and war in Viet Nam and the Middle East, it is
possible to concentrate on a higher perspective in which to contemplate
the thought of God and man forever beginning.
Even though death may come today, life begins all over again
tomorrow on a plane that suits the level of eternity. For the Christian
there is always hope where God and man will be forever beginning. This
is because the Christian has laid hold upon what he considers to be,
a reality "beyond present supercities and technopolitan goings-on,
beyond man's present confusion and international wranglings and warrings
,,114
� � �
The Christian anticipates a time when he will be forever and
emerge complete as well as be forever beginning. The former has to do
with a looking forward to the consummation of this scheme of things
while the latter has in view the hope coming true of the creativity of
l^^^rnold E. Loen, Secularization, trans. Margaret Kohl (Phil
adelphia: The Westminster Press, 1967), pp. 154-55.
ll^From Christianity Today, "Supercity," Debate, p. 24.
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God and man throughout all eternity. If it has been true to say that
this earth is not finished, how much more probable that the universe
is not complete either? God and man will likely have much to do in a
universe as big as eternity.
The Kingdom of God is both present and future. The future
Kingdom is not the symbol of the end of history as such, only as the
end of history as it is now known. The coming Kingdom will be part and
parcel of ongoing time-like eternity, of eternal history. This Kingdom
is to be realized from everlasting to everlasting within the sphere of
humanity, but within the realm of regenerated and reconstructed humanity
who will be dwelling on a different and higher plane.
History is either of God and for the glory of God or it is
not of God and not for the glory of God. All present history is both.
The former is sacra-secular history. The latter is secular-sacra
history and secular-satanic history. Just as there has been and will
continue to be until the end, a sacra-secular history within the milieu
of temporal time, so there will be a fuller ongoing realization of the
eschaton in which there will be an outworking of a new sacra-secular
history within the milieu of eternal time, i.e., time-like eternity.
Both dimensions of reality represent the activity of God and man which
corresponds to the respective levels of existence.
God has always had" his own kind of history, but he has chosen
to share something of that history with man in temporal time. It is
likely that he will share more of his own kind of history with a
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redeemed humanity in eternal time.-'--'"^ Yet, from man's standpoint now on
the outside vaguely looking in on the inside, it is something of a
heavenly twilight zone where there is God and man�Forever Being, Forever
Becoming, Forever Beginning within the milieu of time-like eternity.
CONCLUSION
What can man hope for in regard to his world? It appears as
though the world is outrunning man's dominion over it. What is his hope
for catching up? There is the possibility for Global City of the
resurgence of the vital life force and further historical development
on the one hand and the relapse and death of man's history as it is now
known on the other.
Harvey Cox recognizes this possibility for he referred one
time to humanity heading downward in a power dive to disaster, but he
went on to stress the idea that man can yet pull out of the acute danger.
There is also the report of him at the Detroit conference, that he said,
"'God has taken the mad risk of putting himself and his cosmos at man's
116
disposal.'" In addition, the Harvard Professor made it clear that
God "'has identified himself unreservedly with the chancey experiment
117
called man, and the results are not yet in.'"
IIS
Oscar Cullmann, Christ and Time, trans. Floyd V. Filson,
C3d ed.; London: -SCM Press, LTD, 1962), pp. 62-63, 65-67.
116
"Cox: Promise Exceeds Peril," Christianity Today, XII
(November 10, 1967), 50.
ll^Ibid.
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In a recent interview Mr. Cox stated that
I think we have to be very careful when we talk about
'the future of civilization,' because it may be that our
civilization is not civilization. It could very well be
that Northern Western industrial society is on the way
down. One can only hope that if this does happen that
we won't pull everything else down with us in some
nuclear holocaust. -'-1�
Cox went on to indicate in that same interview the difference
between optimism which is based on empirical grounds and hope which
grows out of a Christian frame of reference. He points out that he
has been impressed by people like Jesus and by Christianity and the
Gospel. He does not remember a time when he was not to some extent
"grabbed" by that and it's still there for him. Since he., has never
gotten rid of that, it gives him something like a basically eschato
logical hopeful position which empirical data just does not overwhelm.
In light of this he therefore concludes that he does not share the
apocalyptic gloom of many people.
"'"'^^
This is in keeping with that which Cox has written elsewhere
about his regard for the apocalyptic sensibility. One time he told
a moving tale of Chicken Licken who was sure that the sky was falling.
Yet, in his panic to spread the news about it, he led a host of his
animal friends into the sly fox's lunch pail. That which had struck
"the apocalyptic fowl" was not the sky. No! It was an acorn. With
this in mind. Cox makes a statement and raises a question.
1 18�^ Charles Fager, "Experimenting With a Simpler Life Style,"
The Christian Century, LXXXVIII (January 6, 1971), 13. Note again and
compare this present writer's evaluation�Beyond Harvey Cox in Relation
to the Ethos of the City, and this writer's use of Lewis Mumford' s new
work. The Pentagon of Power�Chapter 3, pp. 34-44.
ll^ibid.
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But an acorn can only develop into an oak tree and
nothing else. Can we set aside both falling firmament
and sprouting spores as our images of history and act on
the conviction that there is no future except the one we
make? 120
The present writer is quite partial to this tale. Such a tale
has something important to say about the danger of panic fear in man's
world today, but the final question is too one-sided and has a distinctive
and decisive bent toward humanism. However, this is not at all uncommon
in the thought and expression of the Professor. The same article carries
the caption� "Man's Corporate Future Is Up To Us."-'-^-^ Why is Cox so
reluctant to allow God to come into the picture? Would it not be better
to say that man's corporate future [that is to say, any future worth
talking about] is not up to man per se, but up to God and man cooperating
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together? "We are labourers together with God." Hence, why not
speak of�Man's Corporate Future Is Up To God and Man�Working Together?
Therefore, another tale of the nursery should be held in focus�
in tension�with the story of Chicken Licken. It is the rhyme of
"Humpty-Dumpty," and its lesson.
Certainly the world is not an empty egghead because its
members are uncreative, but because most of the world does not know on
the one hand, or refuses on the other, to encounter and embrace and
experience God's eschaton, i.e., the New Being for a new order of a new
age. God in Christ says: "Can I help you or would you rather make your
own mistakes?" The answer that persists, not so much in word as in
��-^^Harvey Cox, "Tradition and the Future: II," Christianity
and Crisis, XXVII (October 16, 1967), 231.
-'-^�'�Ibid. , p. 230. ^�^h Corinthians 3:9.
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deed is simply the idea: No help wanted from God and his authority. I
can do the job of shaping society for the better all by myself along
with all the other human, functional, responsible I's of society. Thus,
the crucial question is this: If the world is like a huge Hiimpty-
Dumpty sitting on its many apathetic and segregated walls about to have
a great fall, will all of societies' humanistic work horses, as important
as they are, and all of societies' great political and cultural men, as
much as they are needed, be able to put Humpty-Dumpty together again?
It should be no secret that "some of the medicines recommended by
contemporary civilization and often enough available in the Church
without prescription, do nothing but temporarily pacify the patient and
further conceal the real infection."-^
To move now in a slightly different direction, the various
shades and hues as represented by advocates of a theology of hope
are a welcomed sight and much more pleasant on the eyes than the dark
shadows of the death of God theology. A theology of hope making its
impact on Global City can aid in the much needed acceleration of increase
in terms of a spiritual or of a Christian sacra-secular awakening.
Furthermore, the main thing that the theology of hope may bring about
is a deepening and prevailing mood for the impulse of expectancy on
the part of a remnant people who are thereby facing forward and looking
for the crowning advent of
- him who first came to bear a cross.
Even though an authentic religious awakening is on the rise,
nevertheless, because of the population explosion, the theology
-'�'^�^Julian N. Hart, A Christian Critique of American Culture
(New York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1967), p. 97.
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of hope may be coming too late to introduce a sweeping breath of fresh
air into man's dark world and to shape it sufficiently for the better.
The present writer hopes he is wrong. He could very well be wrong.
History has a way of surprising a man by confounding one's most feeble
or most assured convictions about that which is possible. Moreover,
in this regard of man's history, "with God all things are possible. "^24
And that is why the eschaton is here. God has done his part and is
even now at work taking further initiative. The future of the city must
depend then upon how responsive to God global man will become and how
radically serious he will take the Gospel with its central message of
the eschaton.
Ingmar Bergman wrote a play entitled, "The Seventh Seal," Plog,
one of the characters says, "'We feel that something is going to happen
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to us, but we don't know what.'" What apocalyptic death or what
additional development is hidden in the unknown of those words� "Some
thing is going to happen but we don't know what." Toward the end of
the drama, Karen, another character of the play reads aloud from a
thick dark book. It is the Bible and she is reading from the Book of
Revelation: '"When the Lamb broke the seventh seal, there was silence
in heaven for about the space of half an hour. And I saw the seven
12
angels which stood before God; and to them were given seven trumpets.'"
-�-^^atthew 19:26.
�^^�^Ingmar Bergman, Four Screen Plays of Ingmar Bergman, trans,
Lars Malmstrom and David Kushner (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1960),
p. 154.
Ibid., p. 161.
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Bergman appears to be saying that the half-hour of silence
signifies that in our day "something is going to happen." It is the
silence that moves on cats feet prior to some trumpet blown catas
trophic storm. The storm will come. After the storm, what then?
Bergman sees something fresh, something new, something fragrant,
something ongoing. The play ends with these moving scenes and these
touching words.
A lone bird tests its voice after the storm. The
trees and bushes drip. From the sea comes a strong
fragrant wind. Jof points to the dark, retreating sky
where summer lightning glitters like silver needles over
the horizon.
Jof: I saw them, Mia! I saw them. Over there against
the dark, stormy sky. They are all there. The smith and
Lisa and the knight and Raval and Squire Jons and Skat.
And Death, the severe master, invites them to dance. He
tells them to hold each other's hand and then they must
tread the dance in a long row. And first goes the master
with his scythe and hourglass, but Skat dangles at the end
with his lyre. They dance away from the dawn and it's a
solemn dance toward the dark lands, while the rain washes
their faces and cleans the salt of the tears from their
cheeks .
Jof is silent. He lowers his hand. His son, Mikael,
has listened to his words. Now he crawls up to Mia and
sits down in her lap.
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Mia (smiling): You with your visions and dreams.
Thus, the play ends� "You with your visions and dreams." But
it is no dream. Time will one day run out. Yet, the apocalyptic death
of this world when ever it is to be�does not end all. Something fresh,
something new, something fragrant, something ongoing will unfold in
God
and man forever beginning.
Ibid., pp. 163-64.
Chapter 7
PARTIALLY DEVELOPED OLD-NEW DIRECTIONS
FOR FURTHER DOCUMENTATION
The purpose at hand is to desacralize partially the distorted
sacred in terms of God, man and the world. The first two should
continue the quest for Mr. Cox's position while the last should focus
on a proper perspective toward the world. In addition, this writer's
intention is to desacralize the distorted "sacred" term of seculari
zation and to develop partially an alternative position. This
alternative position has been stated but mostly implied throughout the
thesis. Thus, an effort will be made by the present writer to deal
with the problem which is foreseen in the term secularization, i.e.,
that the term is an ambiguous misnomer and a misrepresentation of
reality which does not do justice to the sacra-secular milieu in which
the human phylum exists.
DESACRALIZING DISTORTED SACRED REALITY
Harvey Cox writes about the "liberating irritant of secular
ization.""'" The present writer sees the situation as the "liberating
irritant" of the two dimensions of the sacred and the secular together.
The desacralizing process is just another way of talking about true
sacra-secularization which means that God takes the initiative and
man responds in this world and in this time. Desacralization means
�"�Cox, The Secular City, p. 35.
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that the authentic sacra-secular process liberates the bona fide
secular entity from a distorted sacred reality. On the other hand,
the process of desacralization also liberates the bona fide sacred
entity from a distorted secular reality.
The Spirit of God was there in the very beginning before
Genesis was ever written down by man. The movement of God's Spirit
"upon the face of the waters" implies the stimulating, the stirring,
the shaping-up activity of the creator God which begat his formless
earth into a pulsating, living something of many figures and patterns,
colors and hues .
The creative process still goes on today and man is partner
with God insofar as man cooperates with him. God stimulates and stirs
up apathetic man either consciously or unconsciously to join with him
in further acting upon and shaping up the chaotic elements and events
of this age. Therefore, all of life which is not sinful and bent out
of shape should have a halo around it, for it is under the sovereignty
of God and thus, is good. Each aspect is to be appreciated in its
own right and usage as well as to be treated with the proper concern
and respect.
About God
Desacralizing the distorted sacred as it has to do with God
collides head on- with these sacred cows: "The crisis in our doctrine
of God is a serious one. This cannot be denied."-^ "For years the
Cox, Snake, p. 6.
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doctrine of God in theology has become more and more problematical."^
Therefore, the crucial question is this:
How does man speak in a secular fashion of God? This question
is disturbing. To the best of this writer's knowledge, it is impossible
to speak in a secular fashion of God. To speak of God in only a secular
way means that the Sacred Reality has coalesced into the secular reality.
One can only speak of God in a sacra-secular way. That is to say that
sacred meanings and content can only be conveyed through secular forms,
through temporal symbols. Biblical symbols were and are secular forms.
They are the temporal framework of long ago.
Another question is this: How is an affirmation of transcendence
maintained in a culture whose mood is radicaly and rentlessly immanentist?
This is not an easy question. Nevertheless, such a position seems
possible by being committed to a balanced sacra-secular point of view
which takes seriously both modern day forms about the sacred dimension
of reality as well as the ancient biblical symbolism. Such an approach
attempts to refine and streamline the ancient forms with modern
metaphors where that is possible. Where this is not possible, an
immanental culture perhaps needs simply but diligently to be in the
process of learning the biblical discipline, much as other disciplines
must be learned in order for participatory experience to be come a
reality. After all, there is the precedent of one who spoke so robustly
of "the secular city" and who bids his readers to come and to learn its
discipline. Is modern man so lacking in the capacity that unlike past
generations he cannot learn the biblical content, or is modern man
'Harvey Cox, "Afterword," Debate, p. 195.
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simply lacking in motivation and determination to learn as well as
needing the faith to believe that which he learns.
Another related issue has to do with the problem of a non
religious interpretation of the Gospel. Yet, not only do we not need
a nonreligious interpretation of the Gospel, but it is doubtful that
there can be a nonreligious interpretation of the Gospel. There can
possibly be a nonreligious or a nonbiblical symbolism. At times there
may be new, modern day, secular symbolism which can partially replace
ancient, biblical, secular symbolism, but the interpretation must be
a thoroughgoing Christian sacra-secular interpretation if it is to be
true to the Gospel.
The Christian is called to transform culture by plunging
fearlessly into its metaphors and thought processes. But by no means
should the outcome contradict Scripture. If there is no agreement
between the categories of modern man and those of the Gospel, which
side is to conform? Are the categories of modern man, that contradict
the Gospel, the real ones? A true "scandal" of the Gospel means that
a Christian can never reduce the message of the Gospel to present
views of the world.
Thus, if the whole. Gospel is to be retained, then it is
impossible to do away with biblical symbolism. The reason is that
there are meanings which are housed by biblical symbolism which if the
symbolism were to be discarded completely, the particular meaning would
be lost also. However, there is the possibility of refining and
streamlining the framework of some of the old biblical symbolism which
in biblical times was really the secular sjnnbolism of that present day.
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Perhaps at times the old symbolism can be replaced by a new modem
day body. Nevertheless, the engine or core substance of that biblical
symbolism along with its meaning, which makes a particular biblical
vehicle run, needs to remain intact. Other wise these vehicles of
symbolic transportation which are meant to carry certain kinds of
freight (Christian sacra-secular meanings) simply will not have moved
out from and will not be able to move within an authentic sacra-secular
frame of reference.
Even Cox's idea of Christ, the Harlequin, in the best sense
of the term, is not a completely new thing from the biblical stand
point. It was previously indicated that Cox grounds the new symbolism
in biblical points of reference.
Consider an expression like the drink of Christ's blood.
^
This is difficult teaching indeed for modern man. Yet, the expression
is like the difference between the Model T. Ford of the past and the
modern Ford of the present. The reality and meaning of car has not
been done away with. Cars are still here today. However, the idea of
car has been refined and streamlined.^
What is the meaning to be retained� the idea to be streamlined
in relation to the drink of Christ's blood? The biblical symbolism
"^Cf. John 6:53-56.
^See Sanday and Headlam on forms "capable of gradual refine
ment and purification." VJilliam Sanday and Arthur C. Headlam, The
Epistle to the Romans, The International Critical Commentary (2d ed. ,
New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1896), p. 92.
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represents the unique life of Jesus Christ as the Son of God. What
is that unique life? His unique life is characterized by his divinity^
and perfect humanity^ which was given for man on the cross.
Of course, the symbolism of the blood comes from the Old
Testament but such symbolism should not be discarded just because it
has its roots deep in the past. In a bygone day, what could have been
more natural than to believe that the life of anything was in the
blood? �'�^ If a lamb was killed, as the blood was let out, so too was
the life. Life was considered to be in the blood. Is this really so
far removed from where man stands today? Man can understand the idea
On the idea of Jesus' unique life compare C. H. Dodd: "the
whole work of Christ�His death especially, no doubt, but not to the
exclusion of His incarnation. His earthly ministry, and His resurrection
and ascension. The entire work of Christ is an act of expiation." C. H.
Dodd, The Johannine Epistles, ed. James Moffatt, The Moffatt New Testa
ment Commentary (London: Hodder and Stoughton Limited, 1933), p. 27.
^On the idea of Jesus as the Son of God in regard to the sub
ject at hand, see J. H. Bernard, Gospel According to St. John, Vol. 1,
ed. A. H. McNeile, The International Critical Commentary (New York:
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1929), p. 213. Also compare A. E. Brooke.
"As man He gained the power to help men. As Son of God His help is
effective." A. E. Brooke, The Johannine Epistles, The International
Critical Commentary (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1928), p. 16.
^On "his divinity" see W. H. Griffith Thomas, St. Paul's
Epistle to the Romans (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing
Company, 1950), p. 115.
Q
On "his perfect humanity" see Theodore H. Robinson, The
Epistle to the Hebrev7s, ed. James Moffatt, The Moffatt New Testament
Commentary (London: Hodder and Stoughton Limited, 1933), p. 126. Also
note James Moffatt, The General Epistles, The Moffatt New Testament
Commentary (London: Hodder and Stoughton, Limited, 1928), p. 107.
�'"^On the symbolism of blood in the Old Testament, compare
William Sanday and Arthur C. Headlam, The Epistle to the Romans, The
International Critical Commentary (2d ed. ; New York: Charles Scribner's
Sons-,- 1896) , p. 89.
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of life in the blood from blood transfusions.
Consider posters from the American National Red Cross. One
reads in this order. "So precious to save (the life of a little boy)
so little to give (a blood transfusion)-" Another refers to "Blood as
a Medicine." Thus, this is an illustration of new, streamlined
symbolism which, nevertheless, retains the Christian sacra-secular
meaning of blood in the Old Testament as well as the drink of Christ's
blood in the New Testament. In a manner of speaking, there is life
in the blood. By the same token, what would men do without the
uniqueness of Christ's life, his divinity and perfect humanity which
mediates between God and man?
Hence, biblical symbolism may be refined and streamlined by
modem, secular language but the core symbolism along with the inter
pretation must remain intact. Otherwise, Christianity becomes something
other than New Testament Christianity. This further implies that there
is no short cut away from the Scripture. The only way is for people
to plunge fearlessly and seriously into the Word and little by little
and piece by piece to learn the discipline of scriptural language.
The language of the Gospel, either refined and streamlined,
or as it stands, will have to be mastered sufficiently by the would-
be-Christian if he is to enter the Kingdom of God. This discipline
of learning a new field of subject matter is happening in our world
llon mediation in relation to Jesus' blood, see Theodore H.
Robinson, The Epistle to the Hebrews, ed. James Moffatt, The Moffatt
New Testament Commentary (London: Hodder and Stoughton Limited, 1933),
pp. 126-27, 132-33. Also especially note William Sanday and Arthur C.
Headlam, The Epistle to the Romans, The International Critical Com
mentary (2d ed.; New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1896), pp. 91, 94.
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all the time. Such activity is like the lay person who learns enough
of the language of law in order to participate knowingly in the personal
issues at hand for which the lawyer was retained.
In addition, once a person gets started in learning the
scriptural discipline, he may find much to his surprise and contrary
to the world's bias that the Bible is really understandable after all.
For example, the Bible has more than one hundred fifty different names,
titles, and designations of Jesus, the Christ. Some of them are
difficult and need study. Yet, everyone knows about a door. A door is
something you exit away from or enter through. Furthermore, even though
most people live in an urban setting, they are knowledgeable about a
shepherd and his sheep.
Therefore, concerning a nonreligious interpretation of the
Gospel and related issues like speaking in a secular fashion of God,
these are sacred cows that deserve no better than to be desacralized.
However, the process of refining and streamlining biblical symbolism
is also in order. Where it is possible, such symbolism may be refined
and streamlined in the metaphors and thought processes of modern
12
technology, politics, and culture. Also, as long as expressions of
modern technology and politics do not contradict biblical symbolism,
such secular forms may be employed under the impetus of God to create
an entirely new thing. This is possible, but appears to be highly
In regard to the refining and streamlining process, Edwin
E. Aubrey's statement makes sense. He indicates, as over against
others, "that the proposed dissociation of the church from culture would
be fatal to the development of Christianity itself." Edwin E. Aubrey,
Secularism A Myth (New York: Harper & Brothers, Publishers, 1954), p. 12.
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improbable. For instance, is there some attribute of God which has
been unknown but which is now knowable through some modem day sjoabol-
ism?
Moreoever, it appears that there need not be any justifiable
reason for the term "God" with its many biblical names, titles and
designations to be ambiguous and irrelevant to the point of meaning-
lessness either to the so-called secular man or the man of faith.
On the other hand, if "God" is a meaningless term which is devoid of
sacra-secular meaning, then it is difficult to see how an act of faith
or secular inventiveness will be able to endow a meaningless term with
meaning .
How does man speak of religion in the time of the death of
God? The height of sophistication is to speak of a world which is
shrouded in the darkness of God's absence. The eclipse of God and the
demise of Deity are other expressions which point to the same thing,
i.e., that God has died in today's world, in man's history, in the
human phylum's existence. Where does man go from here? It would
appear that there is no place to go since God has been crowded to the
edge of the world and has now been pushed off to his death, ^^at
more can be said? God is dead and the casket is closed. Yet, one
has the strange feeling that man is really looking in on man's own
funeral. Instead of God being crowded to the edge of the world, man
has been retreating ever backward to a yawning void in his feeling
of alienation and aloneness over his lack of heartfelt knowledge of
the Eternal.
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Therefore, it is possible that there is another option beside
the following ones:
When a civilization collapses and its gods topple,
theological speculation can move either toward a God
whose being lies beyond culture (Augustine, Barth),
toward some form of millenarianism , or toward a religious
crisis that takes the form of the 'death of God.'^^
The option, however, which holds out more hope in the long run, if
it is squarely faced, is the live option of the spiritual death of man.
When God is supposed to be dead, man is the one who dies. "The death
of God" is a symptom of man's obsessive fixation, namely that men are
"dead in trespasses and sins."-'-^ Furthermore, man's obsessive fixation,
which is not faced squarely, is handled quite neatly by the defense
mechanism of projection. Man's deathly situation is projected into the
life of God. Thus, man's failings and feelings are heaped upon him.
Man cannot bear them. Man cannot live with them. Man cannot face his
own death and so he gets rid of these failings and feelings by making
God the scapegoat. Such a situation reduces to an unconscious, uncalcu-
lated admission on the part of Western culture that said culture has
deserted Deity, not that Deity by his untimely death has deserted
Western culture.
When man's situation is seen in this light. Cox is right to
maintain that
whatever else its value may be, the death-of-God
movement may help lift the fog of cultural piety from
the West. It may reveal us for what we are, people
who really do not believe in God at all.-'--'
^�^Cox, Snake, p. 5. �'�^Ephesians 2:1.
^^Cox, Snake, p. 51.
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In conclusion, Richard L. Rubenstein sees the thought of
Harvey Cox in the light of how we speak of God without religion. He
thinks the issue haunts The Secular City. He suggests that "the real
question is not how we speak of God without religion, but how we speak
of religion in the time of the 'death of God.'"-'-^
However, men need to focus their sights on more important game
than this. How can man best speak of God in the time of a more
extensive death of man? The excruciating problem is not God, either
where he is or how to make secular-talk about him. The agonizing
problem is man, both that which he is doing to himself and his planet,
and in the matter of getting him to face up to his predicament and of
helping him to find his solution in the eschaton of God. God is in no
sense dead, but profane, secular man stands within his own "living
death." It is never in order to weep for a dead god. A god who can
die neither appreciates nor deserves any tears . But one should weep
in these days for the death of man.
About Man
Harvey Cox's secular man has become something of a sacred cow
which deserves the razor's edge of the desacralizing process. Secular
man, because he is secular man (this is to say that he is secular man
in Cox's view), uses the liberties of "the secular city" more to his
disadvantage than to his advantage. How then can secular man be cele
brated to the extent that Cox intends for him when the main drive and
-��"Richard L. Rubenstein, "Cox's Vision of the Secular City,"
Debate, p. 129.
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direction of his life participates in a living death? If Cox does not
actually intend for the celebration to include that much, nevertheless
this main drive and direction of the sacral death of secular man has
the effect of taking the edge off the celebration. The life styles of
secular man represent "a deceptive flush on the cheek of a dying age."
Man cannot escape his sacra-secular milieu. Technically, there
is no such thing as secular man but only very many individual secular-
sacral men.-"-^ Furthermore, there is no such thing as an irreligious
life style since Homo sapiens live and move and have their being in a
18
sacra-secular milieu. This means that there is no neutral ground on
which to stand, i.e., "the secular city." If a man will not dwell
within the Christian sacra-secular city, there is then a shift in
religiosity which is a mutation�an overpronounced deviation�of the
19sacra-secular milieu. -^^ Thus, there are only two kingdoms, the Kingdom
�^^Cf. Michael Novak, "An Exchange of Views," Debate, p. 109.
^^Cf . Acts 17:24,28. See Tillich on Troeltsch: "There is also
a religious a priori." Tillich himself admits that "it is impossible
for me to understand how we could ever come to a philosophical under
standing of religion without finding a point in the structure of man as
man in which the finite and the infinite meet or are within each other."
Paul Tillich, A Complete History of Christian Thought, ed. Carl E.
Braaten (New York: Harper &. Row, Publishers, 1968), p. 231. Note Paul
Hutchinson: "Man is a religious being." Paul Hutchinson, "How Mankind
Worships," The World's Great Religions (New York: Time Incorporated,
1957), p. 1.
19
Cf . Carl G. Jung who appears to see a religiosity which has
come about by way of repression and displacement. "The god-men have
disappeared underground into the unconscious. There we fool ourselves
that they lead an ignominious existence among the relics of our past.
Our present lives are dominated by the goddess Reason, who is our great
est and most tragic illusion." Carl G. Jurxg (ed. and after his death
M.-L. von Franz), Man and his Symbols (Garden City, New York: Doubleday
& Company Inc., 1964), p. 101. See the Apostle Paul's view which has
implications for modern man: Romans 1:21-25. Also, compare Georgia
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of God and the kingdom of Satan. "
Satan's kingdom is oriented in two directions: the other
worldly, false religious types and the this-worldly sort of the "isms,"
including that refined and respected type, humanism. It is not that
humanism is all bad. The good within it as far as it goes is a force
for the betterment of society, but it just does not go far enough. How
could it since it is really by and large Satan's counterfeit piece of
the good and employed by him with man's cooperation on the chessboard
of life?
Modern man exists in the "time" of the immediate moment whereas
archaic man dwelt in the "time" of the primordial beginning. Modern
man puts to death, for all practical purposes in relation to himself,
the authentic sacred Reality while archaic man was unable to appreciate
properly the authentic secular in its own right. The Kingdom of God
in terms of the Christian sacra-secular city straightens out these two
overpronounced deviations. Modern man can only be authentic man, not
by his being the murderer of God but by his becoming Christian sacra-
secular man who lives under the loving jurisdiction of God. At the
same time he knows that this underneath-ness does not do away with a
proper alongside-ness which assumes responsibility along with God for
this world.
Harkness, "Rival Secular Faiths," The Modern Rival of Christian Faith
(New York: Abingdon-Cokesbury Press, 1952)', pp. 63-122.
Cf. Arthur W. Kac, The Death and Resurrection of Israel
(Baltimore: King Brothers, Inc., 1969), p. vi.
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Secular-sacral man in terms of htimanistic religion. Harvey
Cox has a low view of underneath-ness but a high view of alongside-ness.
A man's position of underneath-ness in relation to God's position of
above-ness is out of the question for the Harvard Professor. The I-
Thou encounter with God as one who has authority "over me" is old
fashioned and does not at all correspond to reality. On the other hand,
in his book. The Secular City, Cox is convinced that the new kind of
relationship between man and God which is emerging in urban society is
that of "alongsideness." Yet, it appears that his view of man in the
position of alongside-ness is so high that there remains little or no
room for God in that position also.
The world, it is maintained, has been turned over to man. The
reins are now in his hands. The Professor tells about "the world in
which God has handed the reins over to us and won't come down from the
21
cross even to save himself." However, the very fact that he does not
come down from the cross makes it clear that the reins have not been
turned over completely to us. God is still overseeing the world at
the point where it matters the most, i.e., the crossroads of decision.
The biblical meaning of the cross shows that God is still at work and
thereby directs man's attention to the way that he must first of all
take hold of the reins.
Another word picture to which Cox is partial is man, the
steersman of the cosmos. One of his theses has to do with the idea
that "since the world is not God (desacralization, deconsecration) ,
Cox, God's Revolution and Man's Responsibility, p. 69.
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it is our responsibility to shape and steer it."^^ If this steersman
idea is pressed too far, however, such an idea would present quite a
problem for Cox inasmuch as a steersman is under orders from the Captain
of the ship. Thus, for one who makes an issue out of the idea of God
"over me," the steersman-cap tain relationship does not make ultimate
sense in light of his own basic view point.
Perhaps then Kenneth Hamilton is not so far afield when he
writes about Harvey Cox's book. On Not Leaving It to the Snake.
Hamilton draws attention to "the cult of self-sufficiency" and goes on
to make honorable mention of the new theologians like Harvey Cox.
. . . You godlike race of free men. Don't be
inhibited by any outmoded sense of humility. The
world is yours to make or break. And if it should
turn out to be the latter, I'll always be on hand
to gather up the fragments which (I'm safe in pre
dicting) will be rather more than twelve baskets
full. 23
Humanistic religion is at the same time both commendable and
under the censure of heaven. It is commandable because wherever care
and concern and compassion appear within a genuine brotherhood of man,
such an attitude is a good and does good. Yet, humanistic religion is
also a detriment and does harm by permeating culture with its subtle
o /
idolatry. Such religion lives as though the highest good which can
^^arvey Cox, "Afterword," Debate, p. 184.
^%enneth Hamilton, "Snake Talk," The Christian Century,
LXXV (March 13, 1968), 328.
Humanistic religion, a piece of secularism cloth, in the
present writer's view, has its source in the secular-sacralization
process. Such a process has both positive and negative characteristics,
In this regard, the present writer sees a parallel in the thought of
Paul Tillich, as it is pointed out by James Luther Adacs : "Secularism
is one of the means of combating the demonic, and although in its
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be performed is in the service of mankind.
Furthermore, when man in terms of who he is, what he has done
in the past, and what he can do and will do in the future, takes unto
himself, rather unassumingly, the title of the Supreme Good,^^ there
is present then an idolatry of the worst possible deceptive sort.^^
This is because such an attitude does over-all more harm than good
inasmuch as it deludes increasing multitudes of people into thinking or
initial struggle it contains something of the spirit and intent of
prophetism, it ends by losing contact with the depth of the divine.
Christ is the only adequate symbol of an antidemonic overcoming of the
demonic." See also the word that "secularism is shown to have its
demonic dimensions of depth, its connection with the destructive abyss
of being." James Luther Adams, Paul Tillich 's Philosophy of Culture,
Science and Religion (New York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1965), pp. 234,
51 respectively.
There is something of a paradox here. That which is positive
in fighting the demonic ends up in the service of Satan's kingdom. The
Spirit of God is at work in the positive manifestation of the secular-
sacralization process. However, since such so-called secular men do not
recognize and acknowledge this , the secular side is dominant and the
sacred side is recessive. This means that when "self-sufficient finitude"
loses contact with the depth of the divine, such finitude has shifted its
ground to an unauthentic religiosity in which the secular is the be-all
and end-all of existence. Hence, this state of being overshadows the
good which is done by humanistic religion.
�^^Cf. Romans 1:25,
en God is not acknowledged and worshipped, man is auto
matically though perhaps unintentionally deified. Man actually though
perhaps unassumingly takes to himself the title of the Supreme Good.
Cf. Georgia Harkness: "Nobody can live without living by and
for something, and if he does not live for God and by the power of God,
then something else claims his allegiance and gives him his apparently
rewarding values which are other than those which the Christian faith
regards as embodied in the command, 'seek ye first the kingdom of God.'
It is the more insidious rival to Christianity because it does not for
the most part set before man bad but good ends as the goal of his effort."
Goergia Harkness, The Modern Rival of Christian Faith (New York: Abing-
don-Cokesbury Press, 1952), p. 13.
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acting as though there is no God. At the most, that which is acknowl
edged is that there is no God that you can talk about. Neither can he
talk to you in any meaningful way.
Humanistic religion is the acme of a prosperous, but faithless,
culture in relation to the God of the New Testament. Such religion is
28anti-New Testament-God. Humanistic religion is a godless life style,
not in the sense of gross or grotesque sin, but in the sense that evil
has another face. God-less-ness is the state of being in the world
without heartfelt knowledge of God. The frame of reference of God-less-
ness is to a goodness which does not acknowledge its source in God or
which is not grounded obediently in the authority of God in Christ in
Scripture.
There is one other related issue, one other sacred cow, which
needs to be desacralized at least in part. Singing the praises of
pluralism without due attention to a leavening Gospel is the halo-
matter which needs to be deconsecrated. In other words, Harvey Cox
attaches too much weight to the virtues of pluralism while at the same
time the important role of the distinctive Christian dynamic is not
held in proper tension with the subject at hand. The Professor states
in his most recent book: "I still stand by my basically positive
^�Cf. Harold 0. J. 'Brown's idea of "the Anti-Christian Mind."
He relates the concept to Harvey Cox. "Unfortunately, the spectacle
Cox presents, that of a theologian who is annoyed when a prominent un
believer comes to confess Christ is all too typical of theology as it
is taught at prominent universities and seminaries." (Can Brown's "anti-
Christian Mind" reduce really to the idea of anti-New Testament-God?
Perhaps so.) "Post- and Pre-Christianity ," Christianity Today, XIV
(September 25, 1970) , 5.
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estimate of the possibilities posed for us by pluralism and urban
29life." On the other hand, it is thought provoking to consider that
the mind may conceivably be faced in the near future
with a pattern of pluralistic options so multiform that
the power of choosing any integrative center may be lost.
A pluralistic society is both bane and blessing. Such a
society must embrace and experience enough of a Christian sacra-secular
spirit and enough of a leavening Gospel of the loving jurisdiction of
God in Christ in Scripture, which is worked out in its daily societal
life, in order for it to cohere and be cemented together. Otherwise,
the possibility is that a pluralistic society, which is approaching a
Global City Colossus, will fragment into bits and pieces and in due
time it will finally fall.
About The World
Too often the affirmation of Christian faith has been, and is
even now today, a negation of the world. There is a sense in which
Christians are to be concerned about gaining the whole world and losing
their own soul.^"^ Nevertheless, since people are apparently inclined
to read these words of Jesus out of context of the larger framework
of Scripture, multitudes of Christians tend to gain their soul, or
perhaps so they think, while they lose out on a proper focus and concern
for the world.
'^^Cox, The Feast of Fools, p. vii.
3�Harold B. Kuhn, "The Multi-medium Man," Christianity Today,
XII (May 24, 1968), 48.
^�^Matthew 16:26.
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Hence, Harvey Cox is right to maintain that
the evil one is always tempting us to turn our back
on the world, to take the 'religious' way out, to preserve
ourselves. . . . ITnen Jesus prays that we not be taken out
of the world, ... it means that we work alongside non-
Christians and live with them, because this is the only way
to be present in the world. 32
An affirmation of sacred reality without a proper affirmation
of the world implies the loss of the world. By the same token, if man
affirms secular reality without affirming the sacred side of the sacra-
secular milieu, then man, of course, loses the sacred reality, but man
ultimately loses the world also in the process .
Therefore, when the concern for the soul has an overenlarged
halo around it, which is also in the place of or all out of proportion
to a proper halo around the concern for this world, then it is time for
the razor's edge of the desacralizing process to strip away this dis
torted sacred reality. When the concern for the soul, as it is so
often narrowly and erroneously defined, has become in reality the be-
all and end-all of Christian experience, then it is time for a breath
of fresh air from the Spirit of God.
This is one kind of excess in the realm of the sacred. Another
kind of excess is looking at the world through rose colored glasses,
on the one hand, or giving, on the other, too much credit to a
secular initiative and impetus in terms of the secularization process,
�^^Cox, God's Revolution and Man's Responsibility, p. 25^ Edwin
E. Aubrey focuses on the same issue in the form of questions, "is the
church actually cutting itself off from valuable allies by ill-defined,
ill-considered attacks upon them? Is the church deceiving itself by
asserting a kind of independence of society which it does not in fact
possess? Secularism A Mvch (Ne.^ York: Harper & Brothers, 1954), p. 12.
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which, it is said, has altered man's attitude toward the world. If
the world is getting better and better (there is a real sense in
which it has been doing so) , such betterment is because of the
initiative and impetus of the Christian sacra-secular process.
^"^
Nevertheless, the other distorted variants also abound, so that their
devoted subjects are busy increasing their tribe and hence the popu
lating of the secular-sacral city, a respected this-worldly-other-
worldly city, on the one hand, or the secular-satanic city, the city
of hell on the other. Thus, no matter how the so-called "secular
city" is praised, such a city is in fact the secular-satanic city or
even the quite respected secular-sacral city which killed the prophets,
incinerated the Jews and is currently doing quite well at making this
good earth into something less than the best of all possible worlds.
On the world as God's life and death concern. The world is
God's life concern. In the very beginning of time when God was making
34
the earth, several times over he saw that "it was good." Finally,
"God saw everything that he had made, and, behold, it was very good."^^
James Luther Adams says that "it is true that at times
Tillich insists so strongly upon the substantial, if not the intention
al, religiousness of culture that sin and perversion seem to be exorcised.
Indeed, one wonders whether the high valuation placed on culture is not
due to the fact that he sees more religiousness there than it possesses
by nature." Then Adams criticises Tillich on his own grounds. He
states that Tillich's "essay 'Kirche und humanistische Gesellschaf t , '
Neuwerk, XIII (1931), 4-18, gives a brilliant exposition of the dependence
of secularism upon Christianity. Is this type of secularism the basis
for the high estimate? If so, the estimate is really an evaluation of
Christianity and not of secularism." Paul Tillich's Philosophy of
Culture, Science, and Religion (New York: Harper 6: Row, Publishers, 1965),
p. 276. Also compare further p. 258.
Genesis 1:4,10,12,18,21,25. Genesis 1:31.
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Thus, God shed his grace, the strength of his might in all its pro
fusion and perfection. Living paintings on earth's canvas! Life in
all its exquisite and myriad forms! Beauty in all her infinite variety!
The glow of life on earth's cheek of being! Here is a world of colorful
complexities. A world of ingenious intricasies. A world of beautiful
diversities. So that God is not a God of drab monotony.
The world then is a gift of the delight of God. Is it too
much to say that God has a deep-rooted love of life? Is a man going
too far to say that the Eternal Maker of all things has a healthy
reverence of the life of all things that he created?
What we need is to look at the world again with the
eyes of a great delight. And only God's eyes will do for
that. God's eyes, and ours, in His image, looking out
gladly on the goodness of being. Matter matters before it
means. Its being must be loved before its use can be
discovered. Omit the delight of God from creation and the
world will soon look as if it had been left in the custody
of a pack of trolls. Soon? It does already.
36
Since the world does have this look� this look of pain like
a man bent-out-of-shape, the world becomes not only a matter of life,
but also a matter of death for God. He is willing to die for it. As
God in Christ comes to the world to love it, to be ultimately concerned
about all of it, enough to die for it, so is his Church to go to the
world and to love all of it. This means that men are sunmoned to love
the whole man, not just his spirit and to love the whole world, not
just the souls of its people.
^^Robert Farrar Capon, "The Secular and the Sacred," The Sacred
and the Secular, ed. Michael J. Taylor, S.J. (Englewood Cliffs, New
Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1968), p. 181.
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Teilhard de Chardin makes sense when he indicates that in the
name of man's faith, men have the right and duty to become passionate
about the things of the earth. Again, he presents the challenge that
"'in my opinion, the world will not be converted to the heavenly promises
of Christianity unless Christianity has previously been converted . . .
to the promises of earth.
'"-^
On secularization as alteration of man's attitude toward the
world. The ne\;^ Christian is soon presented with something of a problem.
God loves the world. The world is good. But St. John says, "love not
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the world. ..." Yet, this is not an insurmountable contradiction.
The two viewpoints can be reconciled. There is a right way and a wrong
way to love the world.
Ancient man loved the world by idolizing it. This was wrong
but it is equally wrong to say that man has been purging the world and
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himself of the numinous elements which had kept him in bondage.
Secularization which is a term heavily loaded with human connotations
is by and large of man and for man and to the glory of man. True, men
have moved from a view of the world as mysterious and demon-filled
nature to a view of the world as the realm of historical existence which
is to be studied, explored, and experienced.
Nevertheless, to say that secularization is thus wholly
responsible, is to do an injustice to God who is active, taking
the
initiative and working through men even today. The two together, God
^^Cox, Snake, p. 76. "^^I John 2:15.
^^Robert L. Richard, S.J., Secularization Theology (New York:
Herder and Herder, 1967), p. ix.
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and man, and in that order, are responsible for cultural exorcism of
all idolization tendencies. Hence, some such term as sacra-secular
ization is in order to be able more honestly to tell the story like is
is and to give credit where credit is due.
The Christian sacra-secularization process does not allow the
sacred to coalesce with the secular or the secular to coalesce with the
sacred. Whenever men under the impetus of God no longer worship the
world, neither living in fear of it nor ascribing a mysterious divine
power to it, and wherever men under the direction of God accept
responsibility for studying, understanding, and preserving the order
of the world� there sacra-secularization is taking place.
On the other hand, a secular-sacralization process which is
also at work in the world today means on the negative side that the
human phylum itself is idolized and hence changes place with a world
which was hitherto idolized as a result of a different direction of
that same secular-sacralization process. For some time now, man has
been thinking more highly of himself than he ought. The result is
Man�The Manipulator, Man�The Denigrator of the good earth.
Harvey Cox has rightly pointed out that
we can begin to see that our productivity has exacted
a price. Not only have we gotten it at the expense of
millions of other people in the poor nations, not only
have we ruined countless rivers and lakes and poisoned
our atmosphere, we have also terribly damaged the inner
experience of Western man.'^^
Therefore, although there is still room for a disenchantment
of nature, how much more room is there for a proper enchantment with
nature and a proper disenchantment with science and technology which is
^^Cax, The Feast of Fools, p. 12.
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hurting man and his world ecologically? Yet, the world of science as
such is not evil, nor its methodology or its forms, but simply man's
misuse of these gifts. And in the future the Church will need to say
so more frankly.
In conclusion, the secular-sacral life style is one in which
nature controls and uses the participant on the one hand, or, on the
other, in which the participant manipulates and exploits nature.
Neither is, therefore, related authentically to the sacred side of the
sacra-secular milieu. The Christian sacra-secular life style is the
way of life which controls and uses nature more authentically. In this
light, man is caretaker and cooperates jointly with him who is Overseer,
God over all, who upholds and undergirds all things by the word of his
power .
On something of a new look at old Scripture. The Apostle Paul
sets forth the idea of the course or time of this world. It is note
worthy that where he speaks of it, this aion, this saeculum, is parallel
to "the prince of the power of the air," and "the spirit that is now
at work in the sons of disobedience.
"^�'- Clearly, the Bible notes an
improper way of loving the world. Elsewhere, Paul links together Satan
and saeculum "the god of this world" stands in contradistinction to
"the glorious gospel of Christ."^
^�"�Ephesians 2:2. Georgia Harkness points out that "secularism
(from saecula, an age or period) means a concession to 'the spirit of
the age,' and since every age has its own spirit, of which none has ever
been fully Christian, secularism is no new phenomenon in Christian
history." Harkness also speaks of "the taint of 'the world'" and "'the
care of the world,'" both from which the Christian is not completely fre
The Modern Rival of Christian Faith (New York: Abingdon-Cokesbury Press,
1952, p. 12.
^^11 Corinthians 4:3-4.
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These scriptures point up the idea that there is a sacra-
secular milieu which is authentic and out of which emerged "the
glorious gospel of Christ." Yet, "the god of this world" means that
to some extent the authentic sacra-secular milieu has become twisted,
distorted, and bent-out-of-shape by one who is called "the prince of
the power of the air," and by those who are designated "the sons of
disobedience."
Thus, within this framework of biblical thinking, so-called
secularization can only mean becoming worldly or like this world over
which "the prince" exerts his power. Since the sacra-secular milieu
has been twisted to the degree that it has, this shift in religiosity
points out that it is not really the process of secularization which
is at work but, rather, that which is being called secular-sacralization.
This negative side of the secular-sacraliation process is
negative just because it means being conformed to this era which rebels
against salvation and hence also against the "of him and through him
and to him are all things." The secular-sacral life style(s) which
is the consequence of the aforementioned process can only be overcome
by a shift from a secular-sacral religiosity to authentic faith.
Transformation through the renewal of one's mind comes by way of "the
glorious gospel of Christ." Henceforth, a Christian sacra-secular life
style is lived out with the increasing faithfulness in the service of
God's Kingdom.
Romans 11:36-12:2. Cf . Arnold E. Loen, Secularization,
trans. Margaret Kohl (Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1967),
p. 153. Loen, however, does not work with the categories that the
present writer has developed.
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Therefore, this sort of understanding is to be kept in mind
as a basis for any further discussion about the world in the Bible
There is a right way to love the world, so that the Christian loves
the world after the manner in which God loves the world, namely in
its unremitting authentic sacra-secularity. Yet, men are not to love
the world in the sense that the Bible indicates so much of the time.
During the last days of Jesus on earth, he declared that
"the prince of this world cometh"^"^ and that "the prince of this
world is judged. "^^ He talked a great deal about the negative aspect
of the world and about the fact that neither his disciples nor he
4fi
himself belonged to the world. In Jesus' prayer for his disciples,
he maintains an extreme contrast between the world and the Word.^^
Since there is this conflict between the world and the Word, it is
understandable that Jesus would announce the reproof of the world of
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sin by the Comfroter who was to come after his own departure. Hence,
the world of sin, the world that the Word is against, the world to
which Jesus and his disciples did not belong, the world that was and
is infected by "the prince" is the world, not of authentic sacra-
secularity, but of secular-satanic religiousity which is in the service
of "the god of this world."
The Christian is one who has been called out of the world, yet
who is still in the world with "the glorious gospel of Christ."
^^John 14:30. ^^jo^n 16:11.
^^Cf. John 15:19; 17:14,16.
'^^Cf . John Chapter 17 where world is referred to some 18 times
while the Word or its equivalent is mentioned some 9 tines.
"^^John 16:7-8.
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Nevertheless, he is not of the world. Hence, the movement toward
Christ is first of all a movement away from the world but it also
follows that like God and his Son, Jesus, it is finally a movement
toward the world. This means that the Christian is sent right back
into the world with the message for the world of people to lay hold
upon, i.e..
Be Not Conformed to the Secular-sacral World�
Be Transformed to the Sacra-secular Way.'^^
DEFINING THE SACRA-SECULAR CITY
Harvey Cox suggests the model of "the secular city" as that
which serves to emphasize technopolis as an emergent reality. At the
same time, he places parallel emphasis on the ideals of maturation and
responsibility. The thesis of the present writer has been all along
that the Harvard Professor does not ground his work sufficiently in
God. The title of his book. The Secular City, seems to be well chosen
which is in keeping with his particular bent toward a dominating secular
reality, and which makes his position suspect in the direction of a new
humanism ,
On the other hand, the Christian sacra-secular city is a model
which does greater justice to the historic Christian faith.-^*^ The
^^Cf. Romans 12:1-2.
^^See again footnotes 17 and 18 which present evidence for the
reality of a sacra-secular milieu, and the distortion of that milieu.
Also refer to footnotes 41 and 42, the corresponding material and the
conclusion which was draxra. Cox's "secular city" is not grounded suf
ficiently in the sacral side of the sacra-secular milieu. The reality
of God does not stand in primary position. Hence, the picture of
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Christian sacra-secular city is an appropriate symbol of modern culture.
The city suggests contemporary urban life styles, sets of values, ranges
of hope and expectations as well as societal types of preferences and
strategies. The Christian sacra-secular city is a particular kind of
city which represents a certain kind of culture. This city has both
a present and future quality which has been structured into it by God,
the supreme architect.
Abraham "looked for a city which hath foxmdations , whose
builder and maker is God."^"'" The first level of that sacra-secular
city has already arrived which is the foretaste of a greater city yet
to come. The patriarchs desired "a better country" and so God has
CO
"prepared for them a city." In the meantime Christian man has here
"no continuing city, but he seeks one to come."^'^
The future city in terms of God and man forever beginning has
occupied this writer's attention elsewhere. The task at hand is to
make an attempt at developing further the present sacra-secular city.
Cox's city is a dominating secular, or better secular-sacral reality -
The biblical view is that God is always in primary position and man is
in secondary position. The Christian sacra-secular city, as a model
for theological discussion, follows that order.
^^Hebrews 11:10. ^^Hebrews 11:16.
^%ebrews 12:22. ^^Hebrews 13:14.
^^See once again Chapter 6 and the section� "God and Man For
ever Beginning." In this regard substantiating remarks come from Georgia
Harkness who wants to guard against "making the future life a matter of
barren and contentless duration." She also states that "if destiny is
a truly historical concept and if eternal destiny means both quality
and duration of personal existence, no such sharp division between time
and eternity can be drawn. History as the total scope of man's existence
then extends beyond this life and merges with eschatology." The
Modern Rival of Christian Faith (New York: Abingdon-Cokesbury Press,
1952), p. 151.
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God called into being a sacra-secular sphere. As far as earth
is concerned, there are not two spheres but only one sphere in which
the reality of the sacred dimension and the reality of the secular
dimension are united and yet are characterized by distinct difference.
A synthesis in which one or the other dimension coalesces into
a single entity is a distortion of sacra-secular reality. The sacred
side of the sacra-secular milieu does not swallow up the secular side.
Neither is the reverse true. There is a unity between the sacred and
the secular dimensions of reality (one sphere) in which there is a
reciprocal influence of distinctive correlatives. A single moment
partakes of both the sacred and the secxilar correlatives at once.
This is to say that the idea of the sacred and the secular extends
through everything at once. A costly interrelation exists in which
the two sides must be held together in tension and vital balance.
Michael Novak draws attention quite correctly to the view of
Saint Therese of Lisieux.
She also understood the fact that every single
object, event, and person is both secular and sacred;
nothing is merely religious, or on the other hand,
religionless. To feed another man is a secular act.
It is also a religious act.56
On the other hand, Harvey Cox visualizes "a secular city" which
has to do with this world and which exists outside the temple. This
is a contradiction in terms' according to the present thesis. It is
possible for the so-called secular city to exist, as far as the
conscious awareness of its members are concerned, outside the authentic
'Michael Novak, "An Exchange of Views," Debate, p. 111.
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temple. Nevertheless, such a city with its members has only fled to
a different temple and a different religiosity.
The Bible records a significant sign which accompanied the
strangest reversal in history. This most significant event was the
unique life of Jesus Christ on the cross. Shortly after the sixth
word�"it is finished"^''� from the cross, the veil of the temple was
rent, thus demolishing the division and the distance between the Holy
of Holies (the sacred sanctuary) and the outer court (representing
58the secular world).
This 'liappening" did not do away with the temple. It did not
mean that henceforth there would be only one dimension to reality, i.e.
the secular. On the contrary, the Book of Hebrews points to the fresh,
new, life-giving way which Christ has opened up for man by tearing the
curtain� that is, by Christ's own torn body and shed blood. It is
this which permits a better entrance and a closer approach to the holy
presence of God.-^^
The Sacred Side
Often people today wish to acknowledge man's crucial place in
the cosmos while still affirming God's encompassing sovereignty.
The difficulty is seen in the following questions: How does one really
affirm the sovereignty of God if God-talk is seldom brought into focus,
while man- talk about man's rightful sovereignty gets into the picture
endlessly and comes through clearly everywhere? Is the doctrine of
^^John 19:30. 58Matthew 27:51.
59cf. Hebrews 10:19-22.
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God in today's Church in trouble with modern man because too much of
the Church does not have a firm doctrine in which she really believes?
Is the doctrine of God in trouble because theologians hesitate for
whatever reasons to contrast God and man on the one hand, or fail on
the other to show the high and noble calling of men being laborers
together with God in the world? The point is that modern man is not
likely to become acquainted with God if theologians never get around
to talking about him while they allow men to grab practically all of
the pieces of the action.
Furthermore, where the authentic sacred side of the sacra-
secular milieu is not brought to societal consciousness and clarified,
the social fabric suffers from Christian and cultural impoverishment
at best, and, at worst, becomes the victim of demonic distortions.
The present writer has been "naming" God and attempting to delineate
something of his activity throughout this study. A threefold emphasis
is now in order: "the Kingdom of God," "Accentuating the distinctive
qualitative difference between God and man," and "God, the Lord of
history.
"
The Kingdom of God. The Kingdom of God is that which transcends
temporal time but which also cuts across time and through history.
The
Kingdom is of God, by God and for the glory of God, and yet it is
also
of God, for men and through men. The Kingdom of God is something
promised t o the world and not to the Church alone. The Church
is only
one of its agents.
For Harvey Cox the Kingdom of God is that which is "transcribed
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for our times into the symbol of the secular city."^^ However, for
him the Kingdom is not identical with his view of the process of
secularization. Contrarily, the Christian sacra-secular city is a
better model to represent imperfectly the Kingdom of God. Such a model
more closely approximates the reality of the Kingdom without being
identical with it. The Christian sacra-secular city is in the process
of realizing itself in the world and is a good which is qualified only
by Christian man's finitude and the fraility of imperfect, although
transformed, human nature.
The Harvard Professor focuses attention on today's search for
"transcendence" which, he says, "is not dead." Rather, "it continues
that seeking after the ever future Kingdom that Jesus commended."^"''
Yet, as admirable as this is. Cox does stretch credulity by his
suggestion that the search "takes the form of the quest for livelier
fi 2
more just, more satisfying, and gentler forms of human community."
It is londerstood that he has in mind the new commimal compounds .
Furthermore, the idea of the search for "transcendence" needs to be
counterbalanced with a more important idea which is by and large the
main thrust of the Kingdom. This more important idea about the
revelation of the Kingdom which was revealed in and through Jesus
^Oqox, The Secular City, p. 116. This is really a contradiction
in terms. If it is taken at face value, the term "secular city," stand
ing in place of the Kingdom of God, implies the idea of making man into
God; making God into man. If Cox does not actually intend this, then
the only conclusion that can -be drawn is that the interchange of theo
logical construction is irresponsible theologizing.
^�"�Cox, The Feast of Fools, pp. 92-93.
62ibid.
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Christ (and only because of this is the reality thereby sought), is
not of the search for the transcendent God but of the transcendent
God who seeks out man. Thereby, he shows how immanent and near he
who is transcendent always was."
.64True, Jesus can say. Seek ye first the Kingdom of God. . .
but this imperative remark is made only because his coming preceded it.
Moreover, people like those of the communes continue to seek some vague
kingdom of God, but the present reality of the Kingdom of God and
entrance to it is spelled out in the New Testament quite clearly. Hence,
when people do not take seriously that entrance and spelling out of the
stibject in the New Testament, i.e., the one who said, "I am the door,"^^
then they are not really seeking the Kingdom of God. They are pressing
hard after some counterfeit or will-o'-the-wisp kingdom. Thus, the
main thing about the Kingdom of God is that it does not have to do with
man's search for transcendence, but with the transcendent God's search
for men.
The search began with a miracle in a manger in which God gave
to man a living, moving, picture of himself in the child Jesus, who
paradoxically was also the Word, growing up into God-like manhood.
Only God ever dreamed a dream like that and made it come true. Thus,
from this manger in a poor and obscure town, the Mighty God begins
again in a new way� in a little child who was also uniquely
his Son~
^^Cf. Werner Georg Kummel, Promise and Fulfilment (Naperville,
Illinois: Alec A. Allenson, Inc., 1957), pp. 154-55.
^Wthew 6:33. ^^John 10:9.
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to marshal his forces and to map out his campaign to push back and
tiltimately to defeat the powers of evil.
The strong benevolent Governor that would rule God's people
has come. God's rule of love and grace through that illustrious
personage has dissected this present life�dissected it more decisively
and distinctly than it has ever been done before. For a voice pierced
through a cloud saying, "This is my beloved Son, in whom I am well
pleased; hear ye him."^^
To hear him means to hear his word about the Kingdom of God
f\ 7
which as he said is like "a seed" which is being sown in the hearts
of men now. Jesus pointed out that it is like "a treasure"^^ which
men can find; like "a pearl, "^^ the possession of which men can now
acquire. What is this "seed" that is being sown, this "treasure"
which can be found, this "pearl" now able to be acquired? This reality
is the loving and benevolent reign of God in and through Jesus Christ,
reconciling and regenerating and thus restoring within man the righteous
character and conduct of which Jesus said, "that except your righteous
ness shall exceed the righteousness of the scribes and Pharisees, ye
shall in no case enter into the kingdom of heaven. "^*^
Therefore, to hear him brings man and his world face to face
with God's entrance to the Kingdom, Jesus Christ, the door, and face
to face with decision, where an everlasting yes to the Kingdom of God
^^atthew 17:5.
^^Matthew 13:44
^^Matthew 5:20.
''Matthew 13:24.
^Matthew 13:45.
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as salvation means that man and his world can become increasingly,
dynamically, different, i.e., in a Christian sacra-secular piety.
This sacra-secular piety is the result of the Kingdom as the authority
of God, or again as the reign of God, or perhaps, even better, as the
loving jurisdiction of God, and is increasingly to make its mark of
realization in nature, in art, in history, and in science.^-'-
There is a sense then in which one may speak of the Kingdom of
God as that which is realized in experience now, but there is also a
sense in which it will be forever beginning. This other-worldly
dimension of the Kingdom is also to be realized beyond history as men
are accustomed to knowing it and in that which has been termed eternal
history, i.e., an ongoing transmuted sacra-secular history that will
sxiit the level of eternity.
Accentuating the distinctive qualitative difference between God
and man. A sharp line of demarcation exists between God and man. In
one sense, this is natural and obvious because the modern experience
is one in which the reality of God is felt, seen, or heard, not
explicitly as though face to face, but implicitly as though from a
distance via some sort of spirittial Western Union. The voice of God
is calling but it is not audible- talk like one human to another.
A man cannot reach out and grasp God. God can, however, reach
down and reveal to man that degree of himself which he chooses to
'Quaker Rufus M. Jones according to Edwin E. Aubrey, insists
"that the Church make use of the intellectual conquests of secular
thought for the enrichment and expansion of the Christian Faith, which
must itself in addition provide the 'dynamic and inspiration' which
naturalism lacks." Secularism A Myth (New York: Harper & Brothers,
Publishers, 1954), p. 18.
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reveal. Christian man knows that something of the hiddenness of the
hidden God is disclosed in Jesus of Nazareth, Saviour and Lord. Yet,
Christian man also imderstands that Jesus has gone away. Nevertheless,
the Comforter is come. Even though Christian man is filled with the
Spirit, feels his presence and fathoms something of the power of a
transformed life, there is a sense in which the Spirit slips right
through man's fingers like quicksilver.
Even so, if a man could grasp the Spirit in the palm of his
hand, what hilarity that would be�making man into God; making God
into man! Hence, one of the services that humor performs is to soxmd
the depths of how far all earthly and human things fall short of the
measure of God. For example, God put the clouds in the sky. True
enough, but man put the skylark in the clouds. Even so, little birds
preceded man in flight. And there is something serioxisly amusing about
that.
Harvey Cox is not concerned enough with or does not follow
through with sharpness and consistency concerning this line of demarc
ation. In The Secular City his particular kind of partnership-God is
exceeded in emphasis only by the politician-God. As over against Cox,
however, the position of partnership with God is a unique one, for
example, in contradistinction to an equal partnership in a law firm.
The God-man partnership is not a partnership of equals. The present
writer is not comfortable with the "I-You" relationship that Cox suggests
Cox makes use of the "I-You" terminology but his usage of such
terminology can be questioned on the grounds that his own writings also
reveal an "I-It" relationship.
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Neither the "I" which comes in first position nor the "You" which does
not do justice to the otherness of God, is appropriate and in order.
There is a distinctive qualitative difference between God and man and
the present writer wants to guard against making man into God; making
God into man.
In his better moments Cox does set forth some very high-soiinding
statements about God. Yet, they come few and far between in comparison
with the whole gamut of the Professor's writings which also quite often
contradict the high-sounding statements or which jeopardize his thought
as rather ambiguotis theology.
Therefore, the following statements represent such high-sounding
assertions which do not appear to be sufficiently held in tension and
which do not seem to be followed out in practice through the unfolding
of his major best-seller: First, "God is not simply a different X'7ay of
talking about man. God is not man . . . He is not to be identified with
some particular quality in man or in human reciprocity, and He is not
just a confused mode of speaking about relationships between men."^^
Secondly,
man can only be really responsible when he
responds. One must be responsible for something
before someone. Man, in order to be free and
responsible, which means to be man, must answer
to that which is not man. Professor Ronald Gregor
Smith sums it up when he says that 'theology, in
order to be theology, has to do with what men are
not themselves .' ^'^
''^Cox, The Secular City, pp. 259-60.
7^Ibid., p. 259,
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Nevertheless, Cox wants to "move away from the context where
'God- talk' usually occurs, and shed the stereotyped roles in which
God's name is usually intoned. "^^ There is this danger, of course,
and such a danger can be overdone like flattery or gushy talk. Yet,
there is also a danger in another direction, the "l-You" immanence
direction. S^ren Kierkegaard is careful to guard against such a
direction. In the words of Edward John Carnell, Kierkegaard would
maintain that
immanence implies the metaphysical assumption
that God and man share such a similar rational and
moral environment that man is free to address God
with no more fear and trembling than he would have
if he were addressing a cowboy or a neighbor.
Hence, a frivoloxis attitude toward God does injustice to the
deep gulf of qualitative distinction between God and man. Kierkegaard
is radically concerned about
'keeping watch to see that the deep gulf of
qualitative distinction between God and man be
firmly fixed . . . lest God and man, still more
dreadfully than ever it occurred in paganism,
might in a way, philosophice, poetice, etc. ,
coalesce into one ... in the system.'^''
Toward the end of his book, Carnell asserts the conviction that
"Kierkegaard tried to make it clear . . . that there is only one prudent
way for a Christian to live and that is by remembering at all times that
^^Ibid., p. 257-
''^Edward John Carnell, The Burden of Sji^ren Kierkegaard (Grand
Rapids: William B. Eerdman's Publishing Company, 1965), p. 21.
^^Ibid. , p. 122.
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God is God and man is man."^^
This sounds much like Barth who indicated in no uncertain
terms that unless God be God, he cannot be God with man. This implies
that for God to be God is for God to be always in primary position and
man in secondary position. Any other combination is an attempt of man
at manipulation. In other words, in the ambivalent thinking of Cox
himself, such a view correctly implies that God is '"at once different
from man, unconditionally for man, and entirely unavailable for coercion
and manipulation by man.'"^^
God the Lord of history. The human phylum unfolds in the
stream of ongoing history and God is the Overseer of Homo sapiens'
history. He is not an absentee landlord who has left everything
completely in the hands of someone else. Rather, the sittiation is as
though from out of the sleeve of darkness some mysterious and miraculous
hand was thrust�even the hand of God�whose fingers turned the switch
of genius in a million minds to give man scientific light to flood the
world. The floodlights of modern knowledge and scientific invention
have changed the world from ancient moonlight, and not so ancient
candlelight, to the blazing rays of the shining sun of science.
Nevertheless, man acts as if he is fully responsible for the
advance and completely in charge of the outcome. He sings "Glory to
man in the highest for man is the master of all things." Sooner or
later, however, he meets up with trouble. Let the picture be changed.
^^Ibid. , p. 165.
'^^James H. Smylie, "Sons of God in the City," Debate, p. 8.
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Consider the figure of the freeway. Alongside this modern, roaring
speedway of life on v/hich civilization is rolling at an ever increas
ing speed, stands God within the shadows keeping watch above his own.
He knows that man's machine is hurtling on toward utter tragedy. At
least it appears to be at the present moment. Man's faith in God is
burning out and his morals are burning up.
Although the human race can go ever so far in a negative
fashion within its sphere of influence, God has ultimate control.
There is a sense in which he has the whole wide world in his hands.
Man can do his worst, and he does, in messing up extensively this good
earth. Yet, that which indubitably counts is that God is not permanently
thwarted or ultimately done. There is never a time when God will have
exhausted his creative possibilities.
In keeping with this emphasis of God: the Lord of history, the
following observations and convictions are in order: 1) The Spirit of
God is present where all is going on that hurts and haras people. He
is the one who suffers along with his people in all their suffering.
2) The Spirit is not directly at work to tempt people to evil or to
hurt and harm anyone.
3) Thus, man fights violence with violence and evil with evil,
not God. Cultural shocks and social earthquakes are man's doing but
God may salvage something good out of it all.
4) However, God does allow power to be counter checked with
power. He himself respectfully abides by his own New Testament word
about he who takes up the sword dies by the sword. Hence, societies
which take up the sword die either a little or a lot. North Viet Nam
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is dying a lot, but the other side is dying also and not such a little
either. The present is a time of judgement for both North and South
Viet Nam as well as for the United States. The punitive judgement
is brcught on by the parties involved, but God permits it and thereby
gives those concerned the opportunity to learn from the error of their
ways. Thus, judgement is finally intended by him to have a disciplinary
effect.
5) What more can be said about God's chastisement of a sinfvil
world? Perhaps God temporarily withdraws to the sidelines of the
fighting, but not of the suffering in order to allow evil to put evil
to death, to allow enough of it to work itself or purge itself out of
its system. Thereby the world is able finally to continue on a
tolerable, stjbsistence level.
6) As with war which can be a part of a larger malady of
apocalyptic fever, so the same can be said about the process of world
judgement which counteracts apocalyptic fever. However, it is not the
Spirit of God who is fighting violence with violence, affliction with
affliction or plague with plague. Rather, it is possible that the
nature of evil is finally to put evil out of commission by reducing
temporarily evil's will to devilment. Such a principle like the second
law of thermodynamics in which the actual production of order by dis
order is almost inevitable, given a sufficient degree of disorder.
Hence, when things get out of hand, God has a built in regulator, an
inevitable series of checks and balances that arise out of the very
nature of evil.
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7) The Old Testament plagues and flood may temporarily put God
m another light inasmuch as they may represent exceptional activity
of God when all other means fail to get the attention of his strange,
inattentive creatures. At any rate, that which is outstanding in the
end about the flood is the rainbow of promise and mercy which remains
after the flood to indicate God's stance toward the future. Further
more, can it be that the New Testament progressive revelation of God
rises to new heights in showing different ways by which a just Deity
conducts himself in regard to his people?
8) What about earthquakes like the one that is forecast for
West Coast America? Does the Spirit of God ever deliberately use the
raging elements of earth to judge the peoples of the world? Perhaps
on rare occasions, but only as a last resort to get a sufficient
number of people's attention either overtly via the earthquake activity
or vicariously through empathetic behavior with the people who are
directly involved. Such a last resort would be only for the purpose
that man might not go on to destroy himself and his world. At times,
earthquakes, etc., might be God's derailing switches in order to gain
an audience with a people who are not listening� to their everlasting
detriment. Yet, even this is highly doubtful because of the several
aforementioned reasons.
9) Earthquakes and other natural catastrophes may represent
more the fact that there are mighty forces at work on and in the
earth which must be for the present in order for there to be the best
possible world at this point in man's history. Jesus also has a word
which helps to place any idea of the strictly punitive activity of God
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in proper focus with natural calamity- He sets forth a rhetorical
question: "Or those eighteen, upon whom the tower in Siloam fell, and
slew them, think ye that they were sinners above all men that dwelt in
Jerusalem?" ^0
Therefore, if there are, at least seemingly to man, disorders
and absurd happenings, this does not extricate God or make him any
less God. He who can make a better world, in fact any world at all�
let him be God!! Until then man should keep in mind that the Spirit
of God with no malice or malviolent intent may be at work in "happen
ings" like volcanic eruptions. For instance, atmospheric dust has
been necessary for the production of beneficial rain clouds. Authorities
in the field understand that the chief portion of this "condensation
nuclei" is derived from those terrestrial features which are often
looked upon as blots and blemishes on the face of nature, namely
deserts and volcanos . Scientists have figured that Krakatoa's 1883
eruption filled the atmosphere with enough condensation nuclei to
provide 1,000 world-wide rainy days. Apparently then, if there were
not these mighty forces at work from within and from without nature,
the earth would be uninhabitable or at least less enjoyable than it is
today .
10) The neomystics and the new militants are not of God, by
God, or for the glory of God, but it is highly conceivable that God
will allow them to prod, and push and pull the establishment of both
Church and state to better things, to a more balanced perspective
and life style
'Luke 13:4.
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In conclusion, the hand out of the sleeve of darkness turned
the switch of genius in a million minds to give men scientific light
to flood the world. Finally, the figure in the backroom� the invisible,
inconspicuous figure in the quiet backroom�sits with head bent,
grieving over the mess that man has made of his life. He is silent,
waiting, listening to the commotion in the streets. He is the keeper
of mankind, but mankind has not wanted to be kept. He cares about
individuals and about mankind. He cares for order and control. What-
every he says, in the end it will be. He is rising now in civilization's
quiet backroom and he is looking out the window. The wonderful world
tomorrow, like the rising sun, though more slowly, is coming up over
the horizon. This is the Kingdom of God and this Kingdom of his
complete reign is nearer than ever before. The Kingdom of God in all
of its dimensions has soteriological ramifications, and now is the day
of salvation.
The Secular Side
That which is secular, the natural world, stands on its own
two feet and is understandable in its own right. It is dependent
upon God, but at the same time it has considerable autonomous existence.
Man can know and penetrate its meaning without consciously referring
to God or the supernatural. Nothing extrinsic to the world and
nothing beyond man's mind and experience is conscioxisly necessary to
discover how the universe works. The word consciously is carefully
�-^Cf. Michael J. Taylor, S.J. (ed.), "introduction," The Sacred
and the Secular (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1968),
p. 1.
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chosen here because God is at work and he has a part in the scientific
venture whether man recognizes God's activity or not.
The essential nature of the "worldly domain." Earthly
realities such as work, profession, society, science, culture, art,
technology, and economy belong to the "worldly domain." These realms of
reality all have a bona fide existence of their own.^^ Their proper
existence mxist remain intact even when the believer sees in them a
transcendental relationship. In other words, although there is a
relationship between them, God and the world exist each in their own
right. God is not the world and no part of the world is God. Becatise
these "facts" of the worldly domain are what they are, doing their
ever changing things, the things God and man intended for them to do,
then they are good. There is, therefore, a halo around them which
signifies that they are to be treated with respect in their own
right and appreciated accordingly. Of course, these "facts" of
existence can be misused and abused, but this another story. The
present story is a good story�a story which is to be read with delight
and participated in with enthiasiasm.
1) Culture. Man is authentic man only when he knows and
feels himself within a larger drama, the drama of God and man. This
drama is one in which he not only acts but helps to create. Culture
is the art of beautiful motion in which good things are created and
82cf. Alfons Auer, "The Changing Character of the Christian
Understanding of the World," The Sacred and the Secular, p. 58.
^^Edwin E. Aiiirey refers to culture as "a manifestation of human
creative activity." Secularism A Myth (New York: Harper & Brothers,
Publishers, 1954), p. 31.
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cultivated and further refined and streamlined. Culture is the domain
of that which is properly human under the jurisdiction of God.^"^ That
which is properly human represents the drive and direction of man for
culture and, hence, also for the ongoing realization of its earthly
destiny which is culture.
Cultural man is one who does not simply accept the world as
he finds it, but rather transforms it into his own world. Consciously
or unconsciously cooperating with the Spirit of God, cultural man
makes the steppes a farmland, of the forest a clearing in which he
erects his house. Cultural man rides upon the waters, makes of the
music of the birds a song, of the movements of the animals a dance.
Culture is the movement of man through nature until he soars even up
ward past the birds and beyond the clouds.
Many see the evidence of a cultural rebirth in these days .
For one thing, today's world seems to be witnessing a new surge in the
spirit of festivity and fantasy. The new surge is not all good; neither
is it all bad. Values of both a positive and a negative sort arise in
the cultural and social setting and it is Christian sacra-secular man's
opportunity, privilege and duty to participate responsibly and
creatively by finding where in the ethos God is at work sustaining,,
maintaining, transforming, vindicating and judging and also by find-
^^Cf . James Luther Adams on Tillich's philosophy: No cultural
manifestation stands outside the holy sphere, for as soon as a cultural
creation is formed, it carries within itself the implicit recognition
of the holy as the unconditionally valid." Paul Tillich's Philosophy
of Culture, Science and Religion (New York: Harper & Row, Publishers,
1965), p. 74.
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ing where powers, structures, calloused souls, and self-celebrating
persons and groups are inhibiting the fulfillment of God and man "for
ever beginning" within this worldly domain.
The present writer affirms good music, both country and popular
as well as classical and sacred. Such music is the creative birth of
the sacra-secular impetus. From God's side and Christian man's, such
good music is always a product of his Spirit and the spirit of man
together in an authentic sacra-secular combination. From non-Christian
man's side, it is viewed as man's doing�pure and simple. Yet, since
the good is always grounded in the Source of all good, and since the
Spirit of God has an active part in stimulating and initiating the
good of man's creativity. Such creativity is never a product of the
secular spirit alone. Nevertheless, because man thinks it is and does
not consciously acknowledge Deity anywhere in the process, the positive
good that is created may be said to partake of the secular (dominant) -
sacral (recessive) combination of realities.
Moreover, a great deal of the rock music is not a product of
the sacra-secular impetus. Such music is the brain child of the
negative side of the secular-sacral dynamic. The sacral side of the
dynamic is the distorted sacred impetus. Hence, the total dynamic is
primarily in the service of Satan's Kingdom. Much of rock music is
chaotic sound and fury. It is more than doubtful that the creative
Spirit of God has anything to do with calling into being a noisy chaos
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and a swirling jumbo of confusing sounds. Furthermore, it is
I Corinthians 14:33, which is directed by Paul to the issue
of tongue-speaking, is nevertheless a principle, which, to the present
writer, can relate to both music and art. God gives inspiration. He is
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possible that such music represents the contagious sickness of the
empty confusion and unhallowed culture of modern man which is implicit
in the adult world but which is explicitly felt in the subculture of
that world.
By the same token, much modern art is a mass of confusing
strokes and colors, a scheme signifying nothing except perhaps to the
the author of order out of disorder, not the promoter of turbulence and
tumult. Certainly, he does not delight in turbulence and tumult for
their own sake.
S^Huntington Hartford draws attention to Lewis Mumford "who
recognizes the dehumanization and deterioration of much of modern
art, and yet he upholds it on the basis that it is a dire warning
against our contemporary way of life" (applicable also to the sound of
music). Mumford speaks of "'the cult of the meaningless,'" and ends
by noting that "to gaze piously into this ultimate emptiness has become
the last word in art appreciation today." However, Hartford himself as
over against Mumford states that he is "afraid that its (non-art's)
violence and defeatism will act less as a warning to responsible members
of society than a waving banner to the malcontents." Huntington Hart
ford, "The Pushovers," Morality and Mental Health, ed. 0. Hobart Mowrer
(Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, 1967), pp. 638, 640.
Cf . Elmer Cardey on the subject of fine arts and music. He
refers to Dr. Pitirim S. Sorokin, sociologist at Harvard who reached
the following conclusions. To the 18th century, 90 per cent of all art
dealt with religious subjects. During the 19th century, this percentage
dropped to 50 per cent, then 25 per cent and during the first quarter
of the 20th century, it dropped to 4 per cent. The same is true of
music. To the beginning of the 18th century, music was largely of a
religious nature for some 60 per cent of all written music was built
around the spiritual motif. In the 19th century, 21 per cent and during
the first quarter of the 20th century, it dropped to 5 per cent. "In
other words, 95 per cent of the music today is not only secular, but
much of it appears to have come unregenerated from the jungle attracting
their followers as insects are attracted to an electric light." Elmer
L. Cardey, The Cquntdown of History (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdman's
Publishing Company, 1965), pp. 106-07.
The present writer does not lament the presence of good so-
called secular music which in reality is either sacra-secular music or
secular-sacral music on the positive side. Yet, the sheer proliferation
of such music tends to drown out the distinctively sacred sounds and
musical messages. This makes it just that more difficult for society
to consciously relate as an increasing number of individuals to the
Eternal God.
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painter himself. Such an artist is like one who is speaking in tongues
� communicating nothing�without an interpreter. Only the painter
himself is his own best interpreter. Since he is not omnipresent, this
presents something of a problem to the onlooker who would enter into
the artist's world. True, the painting may conjure up impressions from
within the onlooker himself, but this has nothing necessarily to do
with that which the artist had in mind.
The authority of God in Christ in Scripture calls into being
the authentic religious experience, the authentic sacra-secular life
style. The content of religious experience, however, is affected by
modes of culture. This is not to say that the content is altered or
perverted, but it may be refined and streamlined as contemporary modes
or patterns of culture help to shape the forms of religious sentiment
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and action. �'
2) History. The hiiman phylum unfolds within history, but
that history is also within something else, i.e., the sacra-secular
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milieu which God called into being and which God continues to oversee.
For this reason, when talking about anthropology, there is no such
thing as a "pure" sacred datum, and there is no such thing as a "pure"
^^See again footnote 12. In addition, note the thought of Paul
Tillich. "'Autonomy is therefore always at the same time obedience and
contradiction to the Unconditioned. It is obedience insofar as it
subjects itself to the unconditioned demand for meaning; it is contra
diction insofar as it denies the unconditioned meaning itself. Autonomous
culture is, as the myth puts it, always at the same tiiae hybris and a
gift of God.'" James Luther Adams, Paul Tillich's Philosophy of Culture,
Science and Religion (New York; Harper & Row, Publishers, 1965), p. 53.
��Cf . Arthur W. Kac, The Death and Resurrection of Israel
(Baltimore; King Brothers, 1969), p. vi. "History is an interaction
of Divine and human elements. ..."
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historical datum. The authentic or nonauthentic, religio-social
experience is expressed and transmitted in a particular milieu,
namely the sacra-secular. The same is true about the historical
experience, even the distorted historical is rooted and grounded in
the false religious or bent-out-of-shape variants of the sacra-secular
process .
Further, there is not even a "pure" sacred datum for Christian
man which exists outside all manner of history. There is an ongoing
sacra-secular process within the context of time-like eternity wherein
man looks forward to the unfolding of transmuted sacra-secular history
which will correspond with activity that will suit the level of eternity.
The sacra-secular milieu is the arena of authentic history.
Authentic history is the result of the sacra-secular process. Authentic
history is not only redemptive history, but also all cultural history
of a positive nature which is grounded in the Source of all that is
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beautiful, good, and beneficial. In addition, revelation is mediated
through all sacra-secular history as well as the positive side of the
secular-sacra activity. Yet, the supreme Christ-history, secular-
sacral event par excellence is the event that unfolds in God's kairos
and which is the beginning of the eschaton, i.e., the New Being of a
^^Edwin Aubrey wonders "how Piper here avoids the fallacy he
criticizes in Bossuet of absorbing all history into 'holy history.'"
Secularism A Myth (New York: Harper & Brothers, Publishers, 1954), p. 33,
The present writer does not absorb, all history into "holy
history." Authentic history is a vital balanced "happening" of a sacra-
secular nature. Yet, all history of a positive nature is redemptive
history both in a general and a specific way.
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new order for a new age.^^ jjot the secularization process per se, but
rather the sacra-secularization impetus is responsible for the develop
ment of historical consciousness. This implies that there is now a
recognition of the difference between nature and history, between
natural events and human actions. Such historical consciousness means
that there is a concern for historical meaning over objective factual-
ness, an awareness that man is not the victim or slave of history.
The Christian sacra-secular city, which is an imperfect model
of the Kingdom of God, seeks to foster a true sacra-secularity of
history by insisting that all unity and wholeness it has comes from
God, and that no human effort to supply a meaningful philosophy of
history can provide a satisfying interpretation or ultimately a work
able solution to the htiman predicament. In other words, even the
Edwin E. Aubrey refers to William Temple who "has well said
that without general revelation there would be no special revelation."
Secularism A Myth (New York: Harper & Brothers, Publishers, 1954), p. 31.
This writer at the present sees general and special revelation
as one tapestry which is woven by the progressive revelation of God.
Progressive revelation has to do with truth which is good� the truth of
God in religion, philosophy, culture and science. In God's all-embracing
progressive revelation there have been and no doubt will continue to be
for some time to come�many turning points�many kairoi�many special
moments of advance. Yet, that which stands out head and shoulders above
all else is the omega point� the beginning of the eschatological end
which strangely enough has no ending. The beginning of the eschatologi
cal end occurred "in the fullness of time" and has to do not with an
abstraction but with fixed content, the Logos Son. Kairos, therefore,
is "the point at which time is disturbed by eternity" (Tillich) , and the
Logos Son "is so fully and closely connected with endless divine time
that the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews can actually set forth his
nature in time terminology: 'Jesus Christ, the same yesterday and
today and into the ages'" (Cullmann). James Luther Adams, Paul Tillich's
Philosophy of Culture, Science, and Religion (New York: Harper & Row,
Publishers, 1965), p. 210. Oscar Cullmann, Christ and Time, trans.
Floyd V. Filson (3d ed.; London: SCM Press Ltd, 1962), p. 50.
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positive side of the secular-sacral process, which unconsciously has
something of the Spirit of God at work there, is ultimately doomed to
failure. There are at least two reasons for this. 1) Greater is the
power of evil that is in the world than the power of good, which
nonetheless is also considerable. 2) If this were not the case, there
would have been little rationale for God to go as far as he did in the
life and teachings, death and resurrection of Jesus Christ. Yet,
because of the "Christ event," God's new beginning of the eschaton, not
only does he reveal something of his long range plan for the future,
but also the promise and fulfillment of the coming of the Spirit for
a sizable remnant people, bears witness to the fact that greater is he
that is in them than he that is in the world. As the remnant people,
it is their mixture of sacra-secular cement and dynamite which enables
a modern world with all its complexities and king-size problems to
cohere together enough, on the one hand, and to be jarred and cracked
open on the other, in order to continue its drive toward Global City
fulfillment. If it had not been for the leavening effect of the Gospel
which remained in the world after it was instrumental in bringing about
a scientific and historical consciousness, the modern world would have
passed away before this time.
The secular-sacralization process implies that there will be
summit and high level talks and man needs them. There will be conferences,
and greater numbers of the leaders of nations will run to and fro
seeking to hold the world together, and such activity is greatly worth
while. But, if the message of the eschaton means anything at all, that
message means the ultimate doom of the old order. There is to be
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finally a consummation of history as history is now known, while at
the same time there is to be a new setting where only authentic sacra-
secular history will unfold on a new plane in a new dimension with
better and lasting success for a glorified people of God.
The existential nature of the "worldly domain." Up to Fried
rich Gogarten' s time, secularization was apparently viewed as a movement
unfavorable to Christianity. From his time on, people began to see
secularization in a more positive light. ^"'^ According to S. Paul
Schilling, Gogarten distinguishes carefully between the otherness of
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God and that of the material world. ^ Schilling also states that "in
some respects his insistence on the 'worldliness' of the world, as
seen from the perspective of Christian faith, is his most characteristic
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emphasis." Harry E. Smith appears to interpret this 'worldliness'
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of the world as "just world' or perhaps this is taken over directly
from Gogarten.
At any rate, the following thoughts are in order about the
existential interpretation of the "worldly domain." They may or may
not be in accord with Gogarten. First, "worldly domain" refers to
the respective forms of human association and the material order as
^-'�Cf. Joseph Comblin, "Secularization: Myths and Real Issues,"
Sacralization and Secularization, ed. Roger Aubert, Concilium, Vol. 47
(New York: Paulist Press, 1969), p. 127.
^^S. Paul Schilling, Contemporary Continental Theologians
(New York: Abingdon Press, 1966), p. 115.
^^Ibid., p. 109.
^^arry E. Smith, Secularization and the University (Richmond,
Virginia: John Knox Press, 1968), p. 43.
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well as the activity connected with them. Secondly, the world is never
"just world." The world is never mere world for it is world in tension
and relationship with the sacred side of the dual milieu. Thirdly,
aspects of the worldly domain become overpronounced deviations if they
do not relate authentically to the "divine milieu." Fourthly, the
world is something in its own right. The world is that which it is.
Yet, the "worldly domain" on its positive side has sacramental value.
This is what is meant by the existential nature of the "worldly domain."
1) Bridge-building. There is a deep gulf of qualitative
difference between God and man. God is infinite; man is finite. Yet,
God has chosen to bridge the gulf by a point of contact; namely, the
idea of man made in his image. A further point of contact is the
incarnation. That which these biblical affirmations signify is that
although the deep gulf of qualitative difference between God and man
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is something which approaches a prison of finitude for man, there is
still the somewhat paradoxical situation of a condition of solidarity
between the sacred and secular dimensions of reality.
There also appears to be a real or imagined deep gulf between
the "strange" world of the Bible and perhaps the equally strange world
Cf. James Luther Adams on Tillich. "Certain things possess
a peculiar and eminent symbolic power in their witnessing to the
transcendent and the holy." Paul Tillich's Philosophy of Culture,
Science, and Religion (New York: Harper. & Row, Publishers, 1965), p. 228.
The present writer would not say "certain things" but all
things possess this symbolic power. Some things witness to the authentic
holy and some things to the distorted holy.
96paul T illich refers to "Kant's prison of finitude." Paul
Tillich, A Complete History of Christian Thought, ed. Carl E. Braaten
(New York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1968), p. 215.
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of modern Western, so-called secular civilization. People who are in
the "know" are saying that today's worldly man demands a new
symbol-system. Harvey Cox puts his stamp of approval on destroying
conventional meanings and creating new meanings or counter-meanings by
way of radical juxtaposition.^
However, this is man's way of spanning the real or imagined
chasm. Is it God's way? Jesus had a word which may have some bearing
on the subject. "Every scribe which is instructed unto the kingdom
of heaven is like unto a man that is an householder, which bringeth
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forth out of his treasure things new and old." That which Jesus
most certainly did not mean is that the meaning of the Kingdom changes.
The progressive revelation of God does not destroy old meanings
although old meanings may take on new forms where that is possible.
There can be a refining and streamlining process, providing that the
new symbol has enough of a core relationship with the old. In other
words, new symbols for old forms or even along with old forms, seem
to be quite in accord with Jesus' position in order to convey the
meaning of the Kingdom.
Thomas W. Ogletree draws attention to a "hermeneutical circle."
He indicates that
on the one hand, it involves an illumination of
contemporary social processes by reflection on biblical
faith; on the other hand, it suggests that the significance
of biblical faith can itself be opened up in a new way if
^
Cox, The Feast of Fools, p. 135.
98Matthew 13:52.
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it is interpreted in relation to these processes.
This is possible if the following provision is kept in focus at all
times: Anything new, which contradicts the meaning of the kingdom,
or progressive revelation for that matter, must remain highly suspect.
A cosmopolitan people should not be underestimated in that
which they can learn and understand. Such a people are continually
becoming aware of strange new fields of knowledge and are learning to
appreciate the old, old customs of other religions and cultures as
well. In other words, a cosmopolitan people have the ability to range
far and wide in their sensory data of the old and of the new. It is
doubtful therefore, that there exists so much of a problem of communi
cation or understanding as it is the will to believe and accept that
which is understood. A cosmopolitan people can learn the symbol-system
of the Bible and appreciate vicariously those thought forms which have
not been a direct part of their twentieth century experience, just as
they have come to appreciate indirectly other data that has come from
strange lands and far off places. The wise pastor, however, allows the
Spirit to initiate as far as possible a vital balance between an old
and new symbol system.
2) Natural theology. One side of the worldly domain's
true being and meaning is the world-in-itself . On the other side, the
present writer sees something of the world's somewhat shadowy trans
parency to God and a sacred order of things. When one thinks of a
^^Thomas W. Ogletree, "The Secular City as a Theological Norm,"
Religion In Life, XXXVI (Summer, 1967), 210.
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natural theology, one has in mind a sacramental analogy and symbolism.
After all, is this not what Scripture continually does? God is father
like. Jesus Christ is the light, the door, the shepherd, etc. Jesus'
parables are full of the "worldly domain." However, the sacramental
analogy and symbolism of a natural theology arise authentically only
after the participants come to faith and take their position in faith
so that their employment of a natural theology beyond the symbol-system
of the Bible will not go contrary to faith.
The present writer ventures to say that faith consecrates, or
authentically sacralizes the worldly domain, but only because the world
itself exists in tension and vital balance with the sacred side of the
sacra-secular milieu. Through the eyes of faith, not only do the human
and secular elements of man's life, the social, the cultural, the
political� in fact all elements of human living� take on a deeper
significance, but it is also possible for them along with the natural
order of things to bring into focus that which is beyond the world-in-
itself. Therefore, faith is that component of man by which man, who
exists in a sacra-secular milieu, is able to correspond in his personal
consciousness the way the world (that proportion that is not distorted)
really is, namely consecrated or sacra-secularized in its wholeness,
i.e., the world-in-itself and the sacred dimension which is brought
into focus beyond the world-in-itself.
There is a sacramental locus for the appearance of God because
man, who is also secular, is embedded in a sacred order of things.
Furthermore, sacramental reality has to do not only with the special
sacramental, the eucharistic elements of bread and wine, but extends
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also to every kind of substance. If the truth were only known for
those who have the eyes of faith to see, all temporal-secular forms
convey eternal-sacred meanings. The eyes of faith sense the presence
of the Divine Spirit in the midst of the common. The earth is full
of the sacred and every secular thing aglow with God. But only the
eyes of faith are able to see�a maple tree afire with God. All others
stand around it and drive in spiles.
Driving in spiles to get the sap to make the maple syrup points
to the essential nature of the worldly domain while� a maple tree
afire with God� focuses on the existential quality of the same worldly
domain and transcends the world-in-itself. To further illustrate,
think of the rain. It is rain, but is it only "mere" rain? One can
imagine that the rain drops are the tears of God coming down like
falling rain on a parched ground, a dry thirsty land in which a strange
breed of creatures have on the one hand made such a mess of God's
beautiful, good earth. And sometimes one thinks of how the measure of
the duration of the rain on the outside, and of how the measure of God's
sorrow on the inside must correspond to the measure of the world's bent-
out-of-shapeness on its worst side.
Again, can it be that devastating storms signify the disturbance
of God over the affairs of men? Not that they are always or even mostly,
deliberately directed outbursts of God's righteous indignation because
they fall indiscriminately upon the just and unjust alike. Not that
when the elements rage, such a rage implies that those who feel it and
are caught unto death in it are more sinful than any others in adjacent
parts of the country. Rather, the most that the present writer would
want to say is that, barring perhaps very rare, exceptional occasions.
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the raging, devastating storms may symbolically signify the disturbance
of God over the perverted and distorted affairs of men.
Furthermore, men of affairs can and should learn from the
natural domain that there is more here than simply "nature red with
tooth and claw." There is a territorial imperative which is respected
by the animal kingdom. When the rule of the jungle is broken, the
guilty party faces the consequences of his actions.
Wild Kingdom, a television series, presented "Lion Country."
Cameras shadow a pair of lion cubs as they roam Kenya's grassy savannas.
One of the cubs wanders away, and finally is caught in some vines while
a tiger leaps and bounds to the occasion. The cub frees himself in
time to cross back over into lion country again, but in the heat of
the chase the tiger invaded the rightful territory of another. The
disturbance aroused the sleeping king lion. The lesson is plain,
but two other lessons are in order which may not be quite so familiar.
The cub lion, who ordinarily would be cautious in approaching an
unfamiliar lion, nevertheless, in the exuberance of his rescue lost
no time in making up to the strange king lion. The king lion who
would ordinarily not allow even another lion into his family and
territory, was cognizant of the drastic extremity of the cub lion's
situation and shortly accepted him. Apparently, in the jungle where
it is "red with tooth and claw," there is also something of a law of
mercy and exception to the rule.
These illustrations suggest that basic for the understanding
of scriptural truth is the realization that God has explained the
spiritual order by illustrations drawn from the physical universe. Much
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can be learned about the spiritual realm by examining the character of
the physical examples used in the Bible as well as outside the Bible
in some such contemporary ways as those which have been mentioned here
in order to illustrate religio-historical verities.
In attempting to develop something of a natural theology, one
is participating in a process something akin to Harvey Cox's idea of
"naming the animals" in the Old Testament. The suggestion has been
made that Cox's argximent here, borrowing as it does from von Rad,
indicates that
'for the Hebrew, naming did not mean simply attaching
an arbitrary label. It meant conferring on something its
meaning and significance. As Gerhard von Rad says, the
naming of the animals is the way man incorporates them
into his life. '100
However, in addition to the idea of man not simply discovering
meaning, but originating it, man is able to do so only to the degree
that he is, because there exists a real sacra-secular milieu in a
relationship of solidarity which God called into being before man ever
thought about "naming" anything. Sacramental "naming" delights in
symbols, in the transmutation of familiar forms, and in the elaboration
of impulses and ideas beyond the confines of empirical limitations.
Sacramental naming enables man to transcend the empirical natural world
and to appreciate the sublimity and mystery of existence within a sacra-
secular milieu.
Sacramental naming also attempts to identify sacred elements
in a sacra-secular culture. So-called secular culture is pregnant
-'�^^Robert L. Richard, S.J., Secularization Theology (New York:
Herder and Herder, 1967), p. 150.
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with sacred meaning. The eye of faith in conjunction with the naming
process is the religious principle of interpretation whereby man
determines "whether under the gaze of that perspective, sacred elements
are seen to be present there [in the secular world], perhaps just under
the surface, waiting to be released by the right angle of vision. "^^1
One direction that the naming process might take is that
which Cox sees as "sardonic juxtaposition." He says that "this
sardonic juxtaposition at once makes fun of the advertisers' messages
and also squeezes out of them a significance they never intended. "�'�^^
Cox also points out that "in raising our society's icons to say some
thing different in an ironical manner, we heap nuance upon nuance and
combine satire, hope, and playfulness . "�'�^�^ That which is uppermost
in the Harvard Professor's mind is the example of Sister Corita Kent
whose art work has won acclaim particularly in ecclesiastical circles.
He mentions that she "is appropriating secular symbols like bread
wrappers for sacramental meaning. "�'�^^
Another direction which is most enlightening and inspirational
is amply illustrated from a sermon by David S. Seamands, who is minister
of the United Methodist Church, Wilmore, Kentucky. The sermon has the
eye-catching theme of "Spiritual Lessons from the Moon Flight." Mr.
Seamands invites his hearers to "look at some of the spiritual parallels
-'-^�'�Theodore H. Runyon, "Naming the Whirlwind: To Find Order in
Chaos," Christian Advocate, XIV (June 25, 1970), 7.
�^�^Cox, The Feast of Fools, p. 143.
104T. George Harris, "Religion in the Age of Aquarius-a Conver
sation with Theologian Harvey Cox," Psychology Today, III (April, 1970),
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and lessons from the f light. "�'�^^ He says that he thinks "it is so much
like the Christian life itself. We might even call it an up-to-date,
space-age version of Pilgrim's Progress. "�'�^^
Mr. Seamands develops the sermon in six parts, six very fine
and helpful lessons. In his first point he draws attention to Paul,
the Apostle.
Paul is saying, 'You were dead weight, you were
inert, and then God touched off a spark of divine
ignition that lifted you up and off into the orbit
of His Kingdom. '
Rocket power can be measured; but, Paul says
redeeming power is immeasurable. This immeasurable
power is sufficient to get you into orbit and trans
late you from the 'kingdom of darkness into the
kingdom of light. '^O^
After the launching, the blast off. Pastor Seamands is right on target
with the rest of his insights�right from the word�Go!
In conclusion, this is the kind of bridge building language
that makes sense for modern living. This is the kind of existential
interpretation of the worldly domain which will communicate and
penetrate with power into a "secular city culture." Furthermore, a
natural theology is possible today and will have an authentic word to
convey only if such theology is informed and governed by the authority
108
of God in Christ in Scripture.
��-^^David A. Seamands, "Spiritual Lessons from the Moon," Sermon
of the Month Series, (Wilmore, Kentucky: the United Methodist Church,
1969), p. 1. (mimeographed.)
106ibid. lO^Ibid., p. 2.
view of authority is not necessarily biblical funda
mentalism. There is a Christian reasoning process which is eclectic
but which nevertheless reasons "theonomously ," i.e., primarily by way
of the authority of God in Christ in Scripture. Autonomous thinking is
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The Sacra-secular Process
What is the sacra-secularization process? Such a process
simply means the progressive Chris tianization of the social fabric.
The distinctive worldly domain of so-called secular man becomes more
and more "christic," which means authentically sacra-secular, other
worldly- this-worldly , in its personal and corporate life, for Jesus
Christ embodies both sacra-secular dimensions of reality par excellence.
The sacra-secular life style with its different shades and hues is the
only authentic form of Christianity. This is in sharp contradistinction
to secular-sacral forms which are masquerading as part and parcel of
the Christian sacra-secular city. Hence, a celebration of this city's
liberties and an acceptance of this city's disciplines are in order.
The sacra-secular process is a theanthropocentric dynamic
which has been called into being by God and which has as its goal the
redemptive history of man. The intention is that so-called secular
existence should be in search of its true sacred essence. This quest
is possible by secular-sacral man only because the Eternal Thou has
a secular-sacral thinking which does not proceed from the "biblical
viewpoint." Such thinking may be at once both positive and negative
in its consequences, or it can be basically just plain negative. The
negative side is not said to be a direct part of the secular-satanic
or satanic-secular process because such negative consequences arise
from the error that resides in finitude. However, such negative
expressions fall into the service of Satan's kingdom. The positive
side of secular-sacral thinking is never just positive, for the
accumulative effect of such thinking does not consciously or directly
recognize God in the process and deceives increasing multitudes into
thinking that Godfe existence is highly suspect. Cf . Edwin E. Aubrey
on reasoning theonomously and autonomously. Secularism A Myth (Nev7
York: Harper & Brothers, Publishers, 1954), pp. 35-36.
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taken the initiative in "the deepest epiphany of the Real." Jesus
of Nazareth, Saviour and Lord is the incarnate expression of the
Eternal. The Word of God became the Christ event, a sacra-secular
event par excellence.
The fall of man is the result of man's will to fall. Such a
fall can be expressed as an ontological mutation which in its individual
manifestations are deviations of either a lesser or greater magnitude.
There are bent-out-of-shape monstrosities like Hitler. Yet, every man
is an Adam and hence a deviant who has fallen "short of the glory of
qqjJ^,i109 ^i^Q j^^g thereby contributed each in his own way to the
defacement of God's good earth, the worldly domain.
Since the fall, the sacred and the secular have become
alienated from one another, and this split can be healed only by a
response of ecstasy to "the deepest epiphany of the Real." This
implies that God takes the initiative in the incarnation. He thereby
extends an invitation and introduces man to his Son. "This is my
beloved Son, in whom I am well pleased; hear ye him."-'-"^^ Such an
instrumental intervention by God prompts a man to faith. And for a
man to hear the Son with faith means that he identifies his life with
the Son's life and teachings, death and resurrection. If the response
of faith is genuine, it can only follow that there must be an internal
ization of Jesus' life within man's life. The outcome is an increasingly
lO^omans 3:23.
l^^Matthew 17:5.
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integrated sacra-secular man, i.e., a being conformed to the image of
his Son.m
What does it mean to be a sacra-secular man in the modern,
urban world? It means to participate meaningfully and responsibly on
one's own behalf and on behalf of others in the sacra-secular process
by which the religio-social destiny of modem man is being fulfilled.
The sacra-secularization process implies a sense of sacra-secular
history in which both God and man participate together each in his own
way in order to take responsiblity for directing the tumultuous
tendencies of today's world.-'--'-^
The authentic sacra-secularization dynamic is at work intent
on breaking down the unauthentic secular-sacralization impetus both
in terms of all secular faiths ("isms") as well as the more obvious,
false religions. Both directions of the secular-sacralization impetus
represent a religiosity which is primarily anthropocentric. Therefore,
the process of sacra-secularization is intent on de-idolization, for
instance, in terms of de-scientizing distorted science and scientism,
and in terms of de-humanizing distorted humanism. Thus, in general,
the sacra-secularization process is one of de-religionizing all secular
faiths ("isms") as well as the more obvious religious phenomena of
false religions.
�"� See once again footnote 71.
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A sacra-secular man is a part of the Body of Christ, the
Church. "The Church must become a reconciler in conflict situations.
Whether the conflict is cultural, national, racial, political, economic,
or military, or a combination of all of these, the Church is likely to
have members on both sides of the tension. The truth and right seldom
lie all in one spot." Georgia Harkness, The Modern Rival of Christian
Faith (New York: Abingdon-Cokesbury, 1952), p. 120. Cf . also p. 143.
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Finally, the sacra-secular process means increased control by
God and man over the physical environment. This increased control
emerges from a proper tension and vital balance between a disenchantment
of nature, on the one hand, as well as a healthy enchantment of nature
on the other. The sacra-secularization process at work in the world
is a summons to secular-sacral man to maturity, to grow up "unto a
perfect man, unto the measure of the stature of the fulness of Christ."-'-
Sacra-secularization rolls on, and if one is to understand and communi
cate with one's present age, one must learn to love the world, not the
way one should not love it, but the way God loves it, i.e., in its
unremitting sacra-secularity.
Moreover, the authentic sacra-secular process is a concept of
reality which is distinguishable from that which has been termed the
secular-sacralization process as well as that which can be called
secular-sacralism. The secular-sacralization process, which by and
large is that of which Harvey Cox is an advocate, wants 1) to rid
Christianity of its "other-worldliness," and 2) thereby make Christian
ity a "this-worldly" creative force. However, the net effect of this
reductionism is to speak of a new humanism which is first of all
incomplete in comparison to the historic Christian faith and which is
finally a new "Christian" mutation that is highly suspect and is more
likely a religious humanism that is neither so pure or so simple.
Such a designation and delineation of the secular-sacralization
process places said process dangerously close to that which is called
l-'-^Ephesians 4 : 13 .
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secular-sacralism. In fact, the two designations may not even be
distinguishable, for in light of the Christian Gospel both false
religions and religious humanism have one foot in the circle of
humanistic idolatry. If secular-sacralism is an ideology, a closed
world view which functions like religion in an attempt to manipulate
God, how does that really differ from a secular-sacralization process
which attempts to handle the supranatural omnipresence, omniscience,
and omnipotence of God by neatly and as painlessly as possible ridding
Christianity of this, its "other-worldliness"?
Both the secular-sacralization process and a secular-sacralism
join forces inadvertently with blatant aspects of a secular-satanic
impetus to represent a truly closed system. �'��'�^ The whole complex
syndrome will in the fullness of time (Global City time whenever that
is) come around full circle to close in upon itself in an impossible
morass of apocalyptic fever.
This whole complex syndrome then has no final meaning. On
the other hand, the authentic sacra-secularization process is a truly
open system which extends beyond the confines of history as men now
know it. Such an open system is most certainly irreversible because
it follows in the wake of God who is truly out front at the forward
edge. God, as it were, pulls along an enlarging sacra-secular train
Self-sufficient anthropocentric finitude and the demonic
dimensions of depth carry along with their "forward movements" the seeds
of death. Spiritual and physical death are left behind on the path of
such "advance," until the fullness of time when the whole complex syn
drome will blossom into one colossal apocalyptic black flower of death.
See James Luther Adams on Tillich and his ideas of "self-sufficient
finitude," "demonic dimension of depth" and 'beeds of death in secular
ism." Paul Tillich's Philosophy of Culture, Science, and Religion (New
York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1965), pp. 50-51.
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of reality, which as a great ongoing stream of redeemed humanity will
move right along with him into such history as man has never before
known. Then, shall God be all in all. For of him, and through him,
and to him, are all sacra-secular things: to whom be glory for ever.
Amen.-'--^^
Cf. I Corinthians 15:28; Romans 11:36.
Chapter 8
FURTHER DISCUSSION AND FINAL CONCLUSION
One of the debaters in The Secular City Debate noted that
Cox seemed to emulate the miracle of the loaves and fishes easily
and quickly, providing enough for everyone. Is the Harvard Professor
walking a tightrope, as it were, between a Christian humanism on the
one side and a rather dominant humanistic view of reality on the other?
FURTHER DISCUSSION
The quest for Mr. Cox's theological position has not been an
easy one, for he appears to have something for everyone. The purpose
at hand is to catalogue a few positive and negative � statements as an
example of the kind of ambiguity and ambivalence with which the reader
is confronted in the thinking of Harvey Cox. Some questions and
remarks will be offered. Yet, the main intent is to permit the
reader to judge for himself whether Cox is perched precariously on a
tightrope and whether he is at the same time tossing out theological
flowers on every side, i.e., something for everyone.
On the Positive Side
1) Generations of biblical scholars, charmed by the
spell of the Greeks , have overlooked or minimized the
astonishing fact that creation is not completed by God
in the Bible until after man is formed and begins to work
as God's partner in ordering the chaos. ^
Cox, The Secular City, p. 76.
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2) "When we read the record this way, the tyrant God of both
atheism and theism disappears and the partnership of God and man comes
into focus. "2 Cox says this but then sees the end result as the city
of man. Thus, on the basis of his own criteria of truth as that of
pragmatism, one wonders how strongly he really sees the partnership
of God and man as truth when the end result is "the seciilar city"?
3) The kerygmatic assertion that Jesus has defeated the
'principalities and powers' is not that they have been
annihilated. Ids and economic pressures still roam through
history. What is meant is that these forces do not have the
power to determine man. Rather, man has the power and the
responsibility to rule over them and use them in responsibility
before God. ^
4) Man is to "accept and purvey the healing forces which God,
working with man, sets loose in the city,"^ "It is not the death of
the Wholly Other but a call from him that enables man to become the
creator of his own world and city."^ However, the New Testament
goes beyond this most important call to point out basic strategy for
personal and societal change which is on God's terms and not on man's.
Cox talks about "healing forces" but it may be questioned whether he
ever adequately defines them in light of the cross? Again, "'in it
[the Kingdom] God is ever at work making freedom and personhood
possible.'" Nevertheless, Cox's dynamics of the Kingdom, which
^Ibid., p. 77. ^Ibid., p. 128.
'^Ibid., p. 133.
^Harvey Cox, "Cox on His Critics," Debate, p. 87.
Savid Little, "The Social Gospel Revisited," Debate, p. 70.
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should be developed in the light of Jesus of Nazareth, Saviour and
Lord, are weakened in that they seem to rise no higher than "Jesus,
the man for others."
5) "It means that the Jews were forbidden to worship (that is,
to take with any real moral seriousness) anything which could be
fashioned by man himself."^
6) "Anything that functions, even in part, as a god when it is
in fact not God, is an idol."^
7) After all, it is God�not The Girl�who is God.
He is the center and source of value. He liberates men
and women from the bland uniformity of cultural deities
so that they may feast on the luxurious diversity of life
He has provided.
�
Is there any necessity to draw attention to the fact that it is God�
not the "City of Man"�who is God? Perhaps this is in order since
Cox's "secular city" comes precariously close to usurping the powers
that be.
8) My emphasis on the initiative of God and on His
otherness and my centering of man's responsibility in his
election by God all put me a little outside the Rauschen-
busch camp as I understand it.-'-'-'
These questions come to mind: First, is the initiative of God
retained on the one hand and then apparently retracted on the other,
in terms of either ambiguous or irresponsible language? Secondly, is
the initiative of God spelled out enough or, in fact, how can it be
when you cannot even talk meaningfully about God? Thirdly, if
^Cox, The Secular City, p. 32.
^Ibid., p. 197. ^Ibid., p. 199.
l^Harvey Cox, "Cox on His Critics," Debate, p. 88.
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responsible God-talk is not assumed and set forth in jvixtaposition
to man- talk, is the writer not likely to be misunderstood? Further,
unless God gets into the picture, even if secular instead of biblical
symbols are used, then does God not recede into the background and
man takes over center stage in the foreground? And, if this is the
case, does it not represent a secular-sacral life style? Fifthly, if
only or if mostly secular symbols are used, is it not true that of
necessity biblical meanings, which are couched in biblical symbols,
will assiime a minor role and a position of unimportance? Should it
not be considered that secular symbols cannot take the place completely
of biblical symbolism without forfeiting some of the biblical meaning?
Furthermore, can one simply be implicit about the kind of sovereignty
of God, which Barth is explicit about, without leaving the impression,
as Cox does, that man is radically on his own and must take the
initiative himself in order to shape society for the better?
On the Negative Side
1) "History is a contest between God and man and man will
achieve his victory only by castipg the divine enemy from his throne.
"�''"'�
Does Cox really mean what he says? In light of his positive principles,
it would 'seem that he does not. Yet, why does he not guard against
such a statement by ending his paragraph with some phrase like this�
by casting the (distorted) divine enemy from his throne.
2) "Secularization signifies the emancipation of man first
Cox, The Secular City, p. 71.
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from religious and then from metaphysical control."
3) The gods and their pale children, the ciphers and
symbols of metaphysics, are disappearing. The world is be
coming more and more 'mere world'. It is being divested of
its sacral and religious character. Man is becoming more
and more 'man' and losing the mythical meanings and cultic
afterglows that marked him during the 'religious' stage of
history, a stage now coming to its end. Man mvist now assiime
the responsibility for his world. He can no longer shove it
off on some religious power. -'-�^
Is it good that authentic God goes? Is it for the best that the world
becomes "mere world"? Yes, man must assiime the responsibility for
"his world." Yet, it is not "his world" alone. The world is God's
world as well. Man's responsibility is not alone but under the
direction of God. Christian sacra-secular man is to work hand in hand
with God within the realm of the religioijs, the sphere of the sacred,
the dimension of the divine. This sacra-secular milieu is the setting
of a distinctive Christian sacra-secular life style, which has both a
vertical, God-man aspect, as well as a horizontal, man to man relation
ship.
4) "We have defined secularization as the liberation of man
from religious and metaphysical tutelage, the turning of his attention
away from other worlds and toward this one."-'-^ Jesus did not turn people
away from the other world. He kept the "other world" and "this one" in
vital balance, in proper perspective, in a right relationship.
5) Secularization is man turning his attention away
from worlds beyond and toward this world and this time
(Saeculum = 'this present age'). It is what Dietrich
Bonhoeffer in 1944 called 'man's coming of age.'^^
-^'^Ibid. , p. 182.
l^Ibid., p. 17.
-^�^Ibid., p. 217.
l^ibid., p. 2.
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Did Bonhoeffer simply set forth man's situation as that of man think
ing and acting as though he has no need of God�hence he has grown
up and come of age? Or did Bonhoeffer sanction this stance? One
wonders. At any rate, for man to move out alone on his own "in this
world and this time" only demonstrates his arrogance and immaturity.
6) "Secularization simply by-passes and undercuts religion and
goes on to other things. It has relativized religious world-views
and thus rendered them innocuous . "�'�^
7) "It does not summon man back to dependency, awe, and
religiousness. Rather it is a call to imaginative urbanity and mature
secularity.""''^ No wonder Cox wants to "move away from the context
where 'God- talk' usually occurs, and shed the stereotyped roles in
which God's name is usually intoned."
8) "It is a call to be a man of this technical age, with all
that means, seeking to make it a hximan habitation for all who live
m19within it. Why not speak of it as a call to be (under God) a man
of this technical age? Is this quibbling now? Perhaps so. At any
rate, it is true that the technical and scientific end of it is part
of the calling. In addition, let it not be forgotten that it will fall
far short and fail if man fails to take into account man's inhumanities
to man as well as his irreverences and inobservances to God and to
herald Jesus of Nazareth: Saviour and Lord whom to know and to know
aright means the birth of the new being which increasingly is becoming
l^Ibid., p. 2. ^^Ibid., p. 2.
^^Ibid., p. 257.
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whole and holy. This God-inspired and God-instigated new, privileged
mutation reveals a controlling power of a new affection, a new deep
reverence for the life of God in Christ who then increasingly releases
the positive powers from within and channels them toward creative
Christian sacra-secular purposes.
9) One wonders why Harvey Cox makes such extensive use of such
phrases as the following: He talks about "where history is going,
what the City of Man is really like. "20 in similar fashion he draws
attention to mankind's task "to tend it [the world] and make use of it,
to assume the responsibility assigned to the Man, Adam. "21 Does Cox
think too highly of man, of the race and of mankind's role? Why does
he not more consistently keep God in perspective when he deals with
his secxilar city statements? Why did he not speak about "the city of
God and man" and in that order? Did he not really feel comfortable
with such an arrangement or did it not simply occur to him? One
sees as an obstacle the fact that Cox talks about cooperating with
God and then calls the end result "the secular city," the city of man.
Furthermore, The Secular City is advertised as "a celebration of its
liberties and an invitation to its discipline." Is it not one thing
to describe man as secular man (even that is debatable in favor of
secular-sacral man) and quite another to O.K. his profane life style,
which is said to exist "outside the temple," as well as to celebrate
him in that position? There is the possibility that "the secular city"
mentality and life style will militate more for the service of Satan's
Ibid. , p. 146. Ibid. , p. 23.
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kingdom and less in favor of God's Kingdom.
10) The age of secular city, the epoch whose ethos
is quickly spreading into every comer of the globe, is an
age of 'no religion at all'. It no longer looks to religious
riiles and rituals for its morality of its meanings. 22
Does Cox see this as a good or is he just setting forth the condition
of our time? At any rate, if the age of the secular city does not
look to the biblical point of view and more specifically the authority
of God in Christ in Scripture, it appears doomed to have no acceptable
morality in the eyes of God and no adequate meanings for either the
here and now or the hereafter. If such a city thinks it does, its
members ought to consider the possibility that "the age of the seciolar
city" is self-deceived and living under a precarious mask.
This writer's judgement is that� that which Cox here affirms
is elsewhere denied and that which is taken away is graciously returned.
The nature, activity and sovereignty of God remain elusively in a fog
while the sovereignty of man is outstandingly, even at times perversely
clear. The Harvard Professor rejects religious atheism as well as the
available theistic options. His understanding, therefore, of secular
ity still allows for something that stands in the place of the word,
God, although it must be seen that for him the thought of God remains
rather shadowy and God's role and activity is decidedly obscure and
inadequate.
Cox, The Secular City, p. 3.
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FINAL CONCLUSION
The present writer comes to this point of the thesis after
much struggle over the issues involved as well as over categories
by which to express those issues. This study has sought to do
justice to the theological insights of Harvey Cox and to build upon
his thought wherever it was possible. A generous nimdaer of quotations
from the Harvard Professor's own writings have been inserted in order
that the reader might have an opportunity to evaluate the primary
material for himself. The strengths of Mr. Cox are many, including
his basic thesis and direction concerning festivity and fantasy as
a corrective to a work-compulsive industrial society. Also, although
he overdoes it, he is at his best when he is pointing out the
unworldliness of the Church. Nevertheless, Harvey Cox is gravely
lacking in a vital balance theology in every category which was
undertaken, including those categories above in which it was found
that he was the strongest. The present writer hopes that he has not
forced the facts to fit a particular theological scheme, i.e., a
vital balance theology that keeps in tension and in proper focus the
reciprocal influence of opposites like the adult-child life style, on
the one hand, and a wholeness of emphasis like the equal importance
of the three strands of time in regard to the eschaton on the other.
Harvey Cox is for extricating the evangel from "religion"
but only if Bonhoeffer 's definition of the term "religion" is the
governing factor.
^3 Bonhoeffer 's definition, however, is too one-
'Harvey Cox, "An Exchange of Views," Debate, p. 118.
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sided�an overpronounced deviation which falls short on the grounds
that God's intention and possibility for man is to be and increasingly
become his adult-children. Both theologians have overreacted and,
therefore, have distorted the truth of the New Testament Christian
faith in the process. This must be viewed as either playing into the
hands of Satan's kingdom inadvertently and unintentionally or else as
an outright deliberate disjimction of Christian reality, i.e., the
adult-child life style.
A full-orbed, Catholic faith holds equally and firmly to the
divine and human Christ. These two sides must be held together in
tension� in a costly interrelation. Human freedom- talk without Jesus-
talk is insufficient and cannot be considered Christian. JesxiS, the-
man-talk without the God-man-talk is not adequate and does an injustice
to the person and nature of Jesus Christ. Yet, Cox would hold that the
divinity of Christ in any distinct New Testament sense is suspect along
with the idea of God as a supernatural being. Such other-worldly notions
are really so much excess baggage for him. At one time they may have
served a constructive purpose, but now they serve only as a weight to
drag man down and hinder his maturation and creativity. In Cox's view
this sort of thing saps man's initiative, undercuts his feeling of
responsibility for history-making, and leads to an extension of
childishness and dependency.
Again, it must be maintained that such a lack of concern for
vital balance in the person of Christ plays into the hands of Satan's
kingdom, possibly inadvertently and unintentionally. There is also
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the possibility, however, that such a onesided, overpronounced deviation
of Jesus as "the man for others" represents a deliberate disjimction of
Christian reality, i.e., the God-man, the ordinary-extraordinary, the
sacra-secular event par excellence.
On the matter of Christ's resurrection. Cox is also found
wanting, lacking a vital balance concern for historical evidence, on
the one hand, and personal experience on the other. His view is an
overpronounced deviation in favor of an existential interpretation
which maintains that the resurrection cannot really be understood or
appreciated imtil a person enters into this history for himself, namely
the power and meaning of the resurrection as seen from one participat
ing in it while he and the power of the resurrection are at work among
the dispossessed, despised and dejected of the land. This emphasis
ought to be retained but the other should not be rejected either, i.e.,
the resurrection of the transformed body of Christ as the firstfrxoit
and the first begotten from the dead.
Cross-talk in the theology of the Harvard Professor does not
fare any better. His theology of the cross, if you can call it a
theology of the cross, is shortened up to stand for something like
this:
bear one another's burdens and thereby participate in the sufferings
of God in the world. This is not distasteful; it is not unchristian.
On the contrary, it is very' Christian and a legitimate motif of a
cross theology. Rather, Cox's theology of the cross is conspicuous
for what it leaves unsaid.
The following statement is one that places the cross in proper
focus and gives that distinctive Christian symbol its just due.
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Now Christianity, offering man the highest of all
possible ideals, a moral union with a perfect God, at
the same time offers an atonement which is unique. In
all other forms of faith the barrier which men call sin
is removed or overcome by human action � prayer, self-
torture, sacrifice, or some other means. But the out
standing feature of Christianity is that the gulf is
bridged, not from the human side, but from the divine,
and all Christian theologians have seen in the death
of Jesus the means whereby the Atonement is effected.
A theology which was not centered in the Cross would
not be Christian. 24
Furthermore, there are several kinds of hxjman empathy therapy
and a certain amount of healthy balance is derived from such therapy.
It is called human empathy therapy, not because God is implicitly left
out. Human empathy therapy has its ground in God. However, instead of
it being explicitly theo-christic , it is anthropocentric, leaving out
the overt dimension of God in Christ and omitting the frame of reference
of the Gospel, the Divine Euangelion Therapy. Such an approach by
innate necessity is fragmented, although able to produce "responsible"
and fimctional htiman beings in and for a so-called secular society.
Moreover, human empathy therapy stops short of wholeness of life and
the Christian sacra-secular city.
Finally at this point. Cox is right in saying that the secular
city is a place of hope in which the living God of biblical history can
be discovered and believed. The trouble is that it is the other side
of his theology which takes over the center stage, namely that of a
"secular city" in which hope seems to rest primarily with man discover-
2^Theodore H. Robinson, The Epistle to the Hebrews, ed. James
Moffatt, The Moffatt New Testament Commentary (London: Hodder and
Stoughton Limited, 1933), p. 23.
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ing, not so much God, as man and his creative potential�man believing,
not so much in the redemptive Lord of history, as in man the master of
his own destiny. Not only that, but Cox's stress upon the immanence
of God is diluted and anemic. The situation is like some chicken soup.
Sometimes the soup tastes like the chicken was simply dragged through
it a couple of times and then persons have the audacity to call it
chicken soup. In the secular theology of Harvey Cox, it appears that
the word and reality of God is dragged through a few times�not at all
unlike manipulation which Cox is concerned about with others�and it
is called theology, but Cox is long on "ology" and short on the "the."
In fact, the "ology" may only be a step removed from "olatry"� idolatry
that is� for when the God-man in the full New Testament sense is
neglected, this invites the elevation of the Man-god.
**********
In light of the foregoing, Harvey Cox now appears to be perched
precariously on the tightrope, riding a bicycle�the bicycle of idolatry.
Perhaps this designation is unfair and distorted. Yet, from that
position the Harvard Professor does seem to be distributing
far more
"secular city" and anthropocentric "goods" than anything else. Some
theological tokens of a theanthropocentric nature are dispensed,
however.
The token nature of such statements, nevertheless, does give the
appearance that they could be dispensed with quite easily
without
changing very noticeably the character of his secular theology. Perhaps
this is an oversimplification. Yet, this picture of Cox riding high
does convey the impression that there is a correlation between his
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position as well as his activity there, and the tightrope, i.e., the
tightrope of secularization.
The problem of secularization is not new. Georgia Harkness.
wrote "an analysis of secularism,"" The Modern Rival Of Christian Faith
(1952). The term secularization apparently is not used. Secularism
is defined in terms of rival secular faiths or the "isms" of modern man.
The author presents a question. "What, then, is sectilarism?" She
answers in this way. "It is the ordering and conducting of life as if
God did not exist; it is the placing of hedonistic and cultural goals
above and in place of those of the Kingdom. "^^ Edwin Ewart Aubrey also
wrote on the subject of secularism. His book is "an examination of the
current attack on secularism," and is entitled. Secularism A Myth (1954).
Aubrey is not satisfied with interchanging the terms "secularism" and
"paganism" or with substituting the word, secularism, "for the older
theological phrase 'the world.'" Aubrey refers to the Quaker Rufus
M. Jones who indicates that the real rival of Christianity in the world
today is not Buddhism or Islam or any other of the great religions, but
secularism. 27 Harkness begins her analysis with the same idea: "Christ-
ianity's major rival in the western world is secularism." Aubrey
^^Georgia Harkness, The Modern Rival Of Christian Faith (New
York: Abingdon-Cokesbury Press, 1952), p. 16.
26Edwin E- Aubrey, Secularism A Myth (New York: Harper & Row,
Publishers, 1954), pp. 11, 30.
2^Ibid. , p. 17.
^^Georgia Harkness, The Modern Rival Of Christian Faith, p. 11.
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takes issue with both Jones and Harkness on the grounds that the
Church is characterized by an "indiscriminate use of the term
'secularism. '"^^ Therefore, in Aubrey's view
1) the current attack on secularism has become so
diffiise as to be very misleading, and the issue needs
to be redefined. 2) The history of Christianity has
in fact been characterized by repeated influence from
secxilar quarters in such fashion that the proposed
dissociation of the church from culture would be fatal
to the development of Christianity itself. 3) On the
other hand, there have been spiritual values in secular
movements which Christianity cannot claim to have
originated and which should, in plain justice, be
acknowledged . ^0
Harkness in her own way also notes the positive values of
secular culture. She devotes a chapter to the theme� "What Is Right
With Modem Life?" She also declares that "the truth and right seldom
lie all in one spot."^-'- Thus, part of the disagreement between the
two authors is only apparent and not actxial for it is a matter of how
they develop their material. Nevertheless, as over against Aubrey,
Harkness maintains that secularism is no myth but is a fact, of which
the main drive and direction of said reality can mostly and finally be
viewed in terms of rival secular faiths.
Gogarten and Cox make a distinction between "secularism" and
"secularization." They attempt to ground secularization in a
scriptural base while they allow secularism to retain its negative
connotations which are quite similar to those of Harkness. Nevertheless,
29Edwin E. Aubrey, Secularism A Myth, p. 25.
30lbid., p. 12-13.
^^Georgia Harkness, TTrie Modem Rival Of Christian Faith, p. 120.
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the present writer thinks that the attempt to grovind secularization
in Scripture is an attempt that does not succeed, particularly in
reference to Harvey Cox. Such a view is predicated not only on the
anthropocentric outcome of Cox's secular theology but also on the
idea that the word, secularization, is itself so slippery, imprecise
and misleading that one never knows quite what is to be grounded in
Scripture. In other words, at this point of terminology, there is
something of a connection between Aubrey and the present writer. One
difference is that Aubrey focuses on the term "secularism" while this
writer draws attention to the word "secularization." That which
Aubrey sees in the word, secularism, the present writer sees in the
term, secularization; namely, that it is "a stereotype, i.e., a word
used without precise definition to furnish a convenient slogan for
rallying the mind of a group.
"^^ Thus, the word "serves to obscure
the real issues which the group must face."
Therefore, in the quest beyond Harvey Cox, such alternative
categories as the following have been developed and used: 1) sacra-
secular milieu, 2) the Christian sacra-secular city, 3) the sacra-
secularization process, 4) the secular-sacralization process in terms
of both its positive and negative sides, and finally, 5) the secular-
satanic or satanic-secular process. The position of each aspect of
the word is significant in view of the fact of that aspect's dominant
or recessive characteristic or role in the process.
^''Edwin E. Aubrey, Secularism A Myth, p. 11.
33ibid.
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To recapitulate, how is something of the preceding categories
worked out in concrete existence? The fourth category, which is
probably the most difficult to delineate, is the place to begin. When
ever a positive set of values is manifested in politics, advertising,
education, the fine arts, science, amusements, etc., there is at work
something of a positive secularity, i.e., the positive side of a
secular-sacral life style as it is shown by such diverse members of
society implies that the Holy Spirit of goodness is at work within
the process of that which has been called the secular-sacralization
process. According to James Luther Adams, Tillich also speaks of "a
religiously imbued culture. "-^^ However, Tillich rightly "holds that
culture, though substantially religious, is not religious by intention."
Examples and statements then of a positive secular (dominant)- (recessive
sacral nature are as follows. First the more specific:
'. . . and so [Jewish] Restoration came. It came with
the great founders of Zionism, . . . They have
�often
without knowing it, because some were not religious and
did not believe in prophecy�carried on the prophetic
tradition of Israel, . . . some of those who have brought
the dream of Restoration to fulfillment would certainly
3^James Luther Adams, Paul Tillich's Philosophy Of Culture,
Science, and Religion, p. 113.
^^Ibid., p. 218. Cf. p. 229. For Adams' criticism at this
point see pp. 258, 276. Also for Tillich "true religion is defined
as
relatedness to the Unconditioned. Culture, on the other hand, is
defined as relatedness to the conditioned forms of meaning and their
fulfillment. The fulfillment of cultural effort occurs only when
culture in all its forms gives expression to the unconditioned meaning.
But culture as such� in contrast to religion�actually relates, itself
to the conditioned forms and their unity without giving heed to the
tinconditioned meaning. The attitude here represented is called
'autonomy'" (pp. 52-53).
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not have been imagined by the Tannaitic or Amoraic rabbis,
or by the great orthodox teachers of the Middle Ages. I
am thinking particularly of a certain Viennese journalist
[Theodor Herzl, 1860-1904], or a certain Russian who began
the study of medicine only to leave it for Zionism [Eliezer
Ben Yehuda, 1858-1922], or a certain Manchester chemist
[Chaim Weizmann, 1874-1952], also born in Eastern Europe.
I suspect that the Prophets themselves would have been
greatly surprised at some of their successors. '36
Of course, it could be argued that it is all a matter of point
of view. The above quotation is being used here as an example of the
secular-sacral spirit at work. From man's point of view this is true.
However, from God's side and within his guiding providence such a
statement can stand as an example of the sacra-secular spirit at work.
Again from man's point of view, the point of view of the Arab, this
statement could be viewed as an illustration of the secular-satanic
37
impetus at work.
The second example of the secular-sacral spirit at work is a
more general statement.
In knowledge, in communications, in political theory,
in economic development man has made enormous strides.
There was a greater difference between the civilization of
1950 and that of 1900 than there was between that of 1900
and that of 1800.38
However, the same passage further on also serves to point out:
1) the secular-satanic and, 2) the satanic-secular categories. In that
Arthur W. Kac, Th6 Death and Resurrection of Israel (Baltimore:
King Brothers, Inc., 1969), pp. 170-71. Kac is here using
material from
William F. Albright.
-^^However, Kac's book. The Death and Resurrection of Israel, is
a fair treatment of the Arab-Jewish situation and would argue against
the data here quoted as being motivated by a secular-satanic impetus.
3SMerrill C. Tenney, Interpreting Revelation (Grand Rapids: Wm.
B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1957), p. 201.
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order they are as follows:
If the acceleration is maintained, the internal tensions
in the political, social, and economic realms will become
greater � . . the growth of good and evil trends keep pace
with each other. 39
Such an acceleration could bring the consummation when
man asserts his independence of God under the leadership
of one genius, the beast. ^0
Finally in this regard of end-time prognostication, if and
when the Church becomes so earthly minded and obsessed with political
activity as almost the be-all and end-all of its existence, then
such a condition might well culminate in the harlot Church of Revelation
controlling the beast of world government, but only for a time until
her own downfall occurs. Thus she would have become filled with pride
and little or no heavenly good. The true Bride of Christ as well as
the true Body of Christ sits with her exalted Head in heavenly places
(Ephesians) as well as serves Christ responsibly in the cultural,
social, evangelistic and political arena of ongoing history-
In the meantime, Georgia Harkness draws attention to a sitioation
which exists in the world today.
39ibid. ^�Ibid.
^�'�Cf . Harold 0. J. Brown in an article which concerned in
part with activist Harvey Cox's attitude toward the recent conversion
of prominent British critic and TV personality Malcolm Muggeridge.
Brown goes on ta state that "when Ellul speaks of 'conforming to the
world,' and Maritain of 'kneeling down to the world,' it is clear
that this represents more than mere academic freedom or radicalism;
its proper name is apostasy" (see further the same paragraph and
conclusion). "Post- and PreChristianity ," Christianity Today, XIV
(September 25, 1970), 5.
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We are now living, in Elton Trueblood's graphic
phrase, in a 'cut-flower civilization.' Scientism
and anthropocentric humanism are the attractive blooms
that adorn a nearly rootless society. As they wither,
modern man in search of his soul may be impelled again
to ask the age-old question of Simon Peter, 'Lord, to
whom shall we go? thou hast the words of eternal life'
(John 6:68) .^3
A footnote on Elton Trueblood is appropriate here. He is one
of the contributors to the article, "Sighting the Final Third of the
Twentieth Century," and writes as follows: "The last third of the
twentieth century will, I believe, present a radical change in regard
to secularization of our society. In the recent past, there have been
a great many people in the life of the West who are secularists at
heart but have been ashamed to admit their true position. The solution
for these has been mild religion. They have been afraid to oppose the
love and worship of God, even though they have been convinced that the
very idea of God is obsolete. Mild religion has seemed to be an
innocuous middle ground: one ostensibly is not against the historic
Christian faith but also avoids any clear or definite commitment to
Christ.
Because this situation is rapidly changing, I expect committed
Christians to be, by the end of the century, a conscious minority,
surrounded by a militant and arrogant paganism, which is the logical
development of our secularist trend." "Sighting the Final Third of
the Twentieth Century," Christianity Today, XI (January 20, 1967), 7.
'Georgia Harkness, The Modern Rival Of Christian Faith, p. 85.
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